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THREE-TIMES-A-WEEK
A LOVE FEAST SPECIAL SESSION T
Subscriptions $3 00 per year payable ln 
advance; single copies three cents.
Advertising rates based upon circula­
tion and very reasonable.
••• Nothing is denied to well-dl- ••• 
••• rected labor.—Sir Joshua Rey- 
*• nolds.
••• ,e.
NEXT WEEK'S MOVIES
Rockland's motion picture theatres 
have some excellent offerings for 
next week. Glance at this list of fea­
tures:
Strand—Monday and Tuesday, Ma­
rion Davies and Clark Gable in “Polly 
of the Circus:" Wednesday and 
Thursday, Marion Marsh and Regis 
Toomey in “Under Eighteen;" Friday 
and Saturday, Marlene Dietrich and 
Clive Brook in “Shanghai Express.”
Park—Monday and Tuesday, Doug­
lass Fairbanks in “Around the World 
in 80 Minutes:” Wednesday and 
Thursday, Chester Morris in “Cock 
o' the Air;" Friday and Saturday, 
Jack Holt in “Behind the Mask."
MAN with Ford or light truck to deliver spring shipment of nursery stock and make collections. Part time job.WAYNE NURSERIESNewark, N. Y. 34*It
Democrats Have One At Ho­
tel Rockland Next Monday 
Night—Oratory Galore
One hundred Knox County Demo­
crats will dine together next Monday 
evening at 7 o’clock at Hotel Rock­
land and listen to several of the 
State’s party leaders. Among the in­
vited guests are the five Democratic 
candidates for Governor—Louis J. 
Brann of Lewiston, Mayor F. Harold 
Dubord of Waterville, James B. Per­
kins of Boothbay Harbor, Mayor 
Charles Richardson of Rockland and 
Paul C. Thurston of Bethel. State 
Chairman John H. Dooley, National 
Committeeman Daniel J. McGllli- 
cuddy, and National Committee- 
woman Helen C. Donohue have been 
invited, so that local Democrats may 
learn first hand of the organization 
activities of the party.
The local committee in charge of 
the affair points out that the ca­
pacity of the dining room limits the 
audience to 100; that tickets have 
been rapidly sold; that the capacity 
cannot be exceeded, so that posses­
sion of a ticket is essential; that 
there are a few remaining tickets 
available at the office of E. C. Moran 
Co., Inc., which should be purchased 
immediately by those Democrats who 
have not made reservations.
Lynn burner castings are made by 
the finest casting concerns in the 
United States.—adv.
Legislature To Meet April 1 st 
To Consider the Gas Tax * 
Law
BECOMES WARDEN NEXT MONDAY
SCHOOL BOARD ADHERES
To Its Former Action In Curtailing Departments—Will 
Not Accept Teacher Salary Cut
Ill
LATE NEWS
FROM
WASHINGTON
“THE KING OF 
THEM 
ALL”
Washington, D.C.—Just about 70 per 
j cent of New England’s Representa­
tives in the lower House of Congress 
are willing to vote for resubmission 
■ of the prohibition question to the 
J people, according to the most recent 
liquor vote.
When the House voted this week 
on the question of taking up for con­
sideration the Beck-Linthicum reso­
lution which would permit the peo­
ple to vote on a system of home- 
rule liquor control instead of the 
Eighteenth Amendment, 21 of New 
England's 32 Representatives joined 
the wet bloc. Only ten voted dry, 
and the remaining one, elected on a 
wet platform only a few weeks ago, 
was absent.
These figures might seem to indi­
cate that at least 70 per cent of the 
New Englanders are willing to have 
the people vote on the question of re­
taining or abandoning the national 
prohibition law.
The delegation from Connecticut 
and Rhode Island voted solidly wet 
while the Maine and Vermont dele­
gations voted solidly dry. Of Massa­
chusetts’ 16 Representatives, 13 voted 
with the wets and three went with 
the drys. Of New Hampshire's two 
Congressmen, one voted dry and the 
pther was absent, he being Represen­
tative Rogers, elected as a wet not 
long ago in a special election.• • • •
See This Marvelous New Lynn Burner On 
Display and Under Fire At 
Crie Hardware Co.
A. C. McLOON & CO.
DISTRIBUTORS
A GREAT MUSICAL EVENT FOR MAINE
SEE IN PERSON AND HEAR
LAWRENCE TIBBETT
Gala Opening Newly Decorated City Hall Auditorium
PORTLAND, MAINE, TUESDAY, MARCH 22
8.15 P. M,
This great artist is a complete sell out wherever he appears and people travel great distances to hear and see this great singer.
Get your tickets now—we expect a complete sell out, including stage seats
See Your Railroad Agent For Special Railroad Rates
PORTLAND MUSIC COMMISSION
TICKETS AT M. STEINERT & SONS CO.PHONE Preble 3170 MAIL 517 Congress Street
31S34
TO DELINQUENT TAX PAYERS
This is to notify delinquent tax payers of Real 
Estate of the City of Rockland, that we are now pre­
paring to serve Tax Liens under Section 28, Chapter 
14, Revised Statutes of the Laws of Maine, on all 
1931 unpaid taxes.
As this means extra expense to all Real Estate tax 
payers, I hope all who can, will make arrangements 
to pay taxes at once and avoid unnecessary expense.
C. M. RICHARDSON,
Mayor.
25637
“In order to consider and clarify" 
the gasoline tax law to enable the 
State to collect its four cents a gallon 
tax on gasoline consumed by distribu­
tors' vehicles while del vering gaso­
line was the reason given by Cover- 1 
nor Gardiner when he called a s, e- 
cial session of the Legislature for 
April 1, but it was provable at least 
another law, the Murchie primary i 
campaign expense publishing meas­
ure. also will be remedied at the same 
time.
A recent Law Court decision that 
the State could not collect the tax 
on gasoline used by vehicles deliver­
ing gasoline put the State in the posi­
tion of standing to lose between 
$50,000 and $250,000 a year, Governor 
Gardiner had said, unless the law was 
amended and passed as an emergency 
measure at a special legislative ses­
sion .
After issuing the special session 
call he said there was a probability j 
the Murchie law which as now inter­
preted compels the State to publish in 
every newspaper in Maine the pri­
mary campaign expense accounts of 
all candidates, will be changed so that 
publication will be required only in 
newspapers covering districts in which 
candidates' offices are situated.
He was not certain whether the 
Murchie law, if altered, could be 
passed as an emergency measure ef­
fective immediately, because while it 
is estimated the law as it now stands 
will cost the State much money it is 
not known if the amount would be 
sufficient to class as an emergency.
New England holdings of cold stor­
age fish the middle of last month ex­
ceeded such holdings in any other 
geographic section of the country. 
Frozen mackerel not including 
Spanish, whiting and haddock fillets 
led the list of cold storage holdings, 
each running over 1,000,000 pounds.
Holdings of frozen fish in New 
England totaled 14568,775 pounds 
Feb. 15, as compared with 13,976.491 
pounds in the Middle Atlantic States, 
3,139,858 pounds in,the South Atlan­
tic States, 6,121.646 in the North 
Central, East, and 3,231,656 in the 
North Central, West, 860,143 in the 
South Central, and 8,362,281 in the 
Pacific states. Total holdings for the 
country amounted to 50,660,850 
pounds.
New England holdings of mackerel 
In cold storage totaled 5,401,741 
pounds; whitings in cold storage. 
3,187,077 pounds; and haddock fillets, 
1,785,544 pounds.
Frozen cod, haddock, hake and pol­
lock totaled 648,747 pounds. Cold 
storage holdings of smelts and squid 
totaled more than 400,000 pounds 
each; shell fish, silver salmon, hali­
but, flounders and butterfish, more 
than 100,000 pounds each; catfish, 
fall and pink salmon, all other salmon 
not already mentioned, porgies, shad 
and shad roe, and Whitefish, each over 
10,000 pounds.
* • * «
Maine's per capita wealth in 1930 
was $2,591. This compares with the 
other New England states as fol­
lows: Connecticut, first in New Eng­
land and tenth in the country, $3,389; 
Massachusetts, second In New Eng­
land and 14th in the country, $3,144;
CALL
ROLLINS & STRONG
FOR YOUR
ELECTRICAL
TROUBLES
Tel. 824-M Tel. 1009-W 
Rockland, Me.
New Hampshire, third in New Eng­
land and 18th in the country, $3,044; 
Rhode Island, fourth and 23d, respec­
tively, $2,875; and Vermont, last and 
33d, respectively, $2,399. Nevada had J 
the largest per capita wealth, $5,985, 
followed by Wyoming with $4,480. 
Mississippi was last with a per capita 
wealth of $1,110.
The production of electricity by 
Maine power plants during January, 
while smaller than in December, was 
greater than during January 1931, 
figures from the Department of In­
terior show.
Maine's power plants reported a 
total production of 71,274.000 kilo­
watt hours ol electricity during 
January as compared with 72,471,000 
kilowatt hours in December, and 
68.748.000 kilowatt hours in Novem­
ber. The January total was 2% 
greater than the total for January 
1931. Maine was one of 16 states re­
porting an increased production dur­
ing the first month of this year over 
last year, the average for the country 
being a drop of 7%.
A comparison of the figures for the 
other New England states shows that 
New Hampshire led with an 89'" 
greater output of electricity in Janu­
ary than a year ago, while Vermont 
was second with an Increase of 77%, 
Massachusetts reported a drop of 12%. 
Rhode Island a drop of 54% and
Connecticut a drop of 26%.• • • •
Bovine tuberculosis was less preva­
lent in cattle tested by State and 
Federal agents in Maine than in cat­
tle examined in the country in gener­
al during January, according to a 
survey just completed by the Depart­
ment of Agriculture.
During January, agents tested 
11.119 cattle in Maine, and of these, 
only 59, or 0.5 per cent, reacted, show­
ing the presence of tuberculosis. Of 
the cattle tested in the country as a 
whole, on the other hand. 1.8 per cent 
were found to be tubercular. Of New 
England cattle examined, four per 
cent showed the presence of tuber­
culosis. The disease was less preval­
ent in Maine, however, than in any 
other of the six states.
At the end of January 902 herds 
with 17.405 cattle were accredited as 
being free of tuberculosis in Maine 
In addition to these, 43,917 herds 
with 238. 761 cattle were under tuber­
culosis eradication supervision in the 
state.
The way clamorous minorities arc 
calling for billions in relief appropria­
tions. they must think Congress meets 
on Capital Hill.—Norfolk Virginian- 
Pilot.
Raymond E. Thurston of Rockland, Who Enters Upon liis New Duties 
As Warden of the Maine State Prison Next Monday. Mr. Thurston Served 
Six Years As Sheriff of Knox County, and Was a Member of the Prison 
Committee While Serving On the Executive Council.
MISS GEORGE IN HONOLULU
The school board Thursday night 
voted to sustain its previous action, 
that of eliminating for the present, 
these special departments in the local 
schools—home economics, manual 
arts, drawing, and physical education 
for girls, and the one part-time) 
teacher in the High School—and not! 
to accept the so-called voluntary cut! 
in salaries of the teachers.
In view of the criticisms, misinfor­
mation and propaganda afloat on the ( 
street, the question was reopened and 
discussed from every angle, with no 
prejudiced opinions or personalities 
entering into the matter. No one has 
a greater interest in the schools, their 
advantages and activities, than the 
members of the present school 
board, six of whom have children in 
the schools and the seventh, who is 
unmarried, having had contact with 
school life over a period of years 
through athletics.
Circumstances alter cases, and the 
1 action of the school board seemed 
more advisable to the members than 
| to cut salaries, particularly with ref- 
| erence to the grade teachers where 
) a reduction would mean a distinct 
j hardship. What action the "city 
fathers” will take regarding cuts in
salaries remains to be seen.
The text book committee, composed 
of Mrs. Ethel Perry, Mrs. Irene Mo­
ran and Mrs. Nellie Hall, recom­
mended the purchase of the text 
‘book, “The New Healthy Living,” by
Winslow and Hahn, Book II, for use 
in Junior High School, and au­
thorized Supt. Toner to procure text 
books in English to meet new college 
requirements in High School courses, 
to be submitted to the text book com­
mittee for inspection and action.
It was voted to reduce High School 
tuition from $100 to $87 to comply 
with the law; also to let Bov Scouts 
have the High School auditorium for 
a general get-together some evening 
during the wSek of April 18. Four 
children living on Old County road, 
but just over the line ln Thomaston, 
were reported as attending the Rock­
land schools; this matter has been 
referred to the Thomaston school 
board, to be acted upon in the near 
future.
A change In location of school signs 
near the Highlands school was 
recommended, Mayor Richardson to 
give this his personal attention. The 
matter of piping water into the High­
lands school was also given consid­
eration. The committee appointed to 
investigate sanitary conditions in the 
schools reported that flush closets are 
to be Installed at once in the Cam­
den street school, the work to be done 
through the unemployment fund.
Mrs. Ella S. Bird has been appoint­
ed to conduct the annual school 
census as in previous years, her work 
having been marked by an efficiency 
that makes her particularly valuable.
All members of the board were 
present, thus establishing a 100 per- 
, cent record of attendance thus far.
Fluent Pen cf Thomaston Girl Paints Inspiring Picture 
of Mid-Ocean Metropolis
The Courier-Gazette is permitted 
to quote the following from a per­
sonal letter written by Miss Alice C. 
George of Thomaston who has spent 
Lhe winter in Honolulu.
* * * *
You ask about Canada, so I had 
better begin at the beginning and 
just touch on the highlights. I
FACE GRAVE PERIL AN EAGER CUSTOMER
mountain. It grows on one so and j 
its awesome aspect increases after a i 
trip on horseback to the summit and j 
into the crater at its top.
Whole forests are mere specks on 
its sides and people have been lost 
and frozen above the clouds, gentle
as it looks from below. Of the trip „„„ . „
to the crater I will tell you another) / ‘S5 su^cessfu By combat the
time
p . . r , n I Is Found For the Versatile Dunt’s
Commissioner Crie lold Ro- Latest Invention, That Wonderful 
tarians of Unhappy Plight Bake ____
of Maine Fishermen
“This is the man who has done 
more than any of his predecessors for 
the fishing industry of Maine, the
I never did such rough riding wholesale shipping of short lobsters 
simply loved the trip across the con- ’ 'n mV Ufe, °r believed it possible that, by smack load from Maine waters 
tinent. The grey days were restful, borres cduld climb up such a terri- and a commissioner at once high in 
the trains the most comfortable I He tTade.
qver was on, very smoothly run and , Between Haleahala and the rest 
Such comfortable berths, good food '•be lsland is a low stretch of land 
Mid perfect temperature and ventila- ) c0Vere<J with fields of sugar cane, 
tion. The scenery was most con- 1 We "ere fortunate to see it in blos- 
geniai, and winter time and the small and It has an unforgettable
way stations and animal tracks in i Cjarm. Its silkv plumes take on such 
the snow and woodsmen's costumes different shades, sometimes cream 
all recalled Gilbert Parker's stories. c0'°f against purple mountains. The 
The monotony of seeing the same er Dart' °J ^he island is a beau- 
scenery for days at a time was rest- *'ful ran(?p mountains with one
Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
I was much pleased to read about
friend Dunt's wonderful rake as I am 
in an awful fix. You see it is thia 
way: Last fall I sowed 75 acres of 
grass seed and the man made a mis­
take and sent me the wrong kind. 
Now with this rake I can rake the 
seed out and swap it for the kind that 
the esteem of fishermen and dealers I want. I don't care about raking up 
alike, said Representative A. C. Me- I gossip as we don't have any in our
j?™*
missibner of Sea and Shore Fisheries. nunf^would* make a
Mr. Crie devoted hls 30 minute talk ’^^bJ^lesman-Elf oil;
day fishing Industry, discussing first j 
the plight of the fishermen on the
ful too. No country to get lost in- 
each hillock exactly like the next. I 
loved the prairie too, the illusion of 
ocean in distant cloud shadows, one
lovely valley full of trees like ancient 
tapestries. All shades of green from 
rich dark emerald to silver tints of 
it and looking back a bit of turquoise
lone house on all the horizon, or one “('an 8ncl ’/hltT ch slde of
Ione figure on horseback, cattle graz- V3”7 ha's dark P°ckats or rld^s 
ing through the light .snow. lka buttresses where water-
Much to my alarm I discovered _a .s.drt>p ,f.heSr ln,I^.n3L,^ea?ons' 
that my ticket would carry me ' But 11 was ,he line of the hllIs from
through the eastern part of the 
Rockies after dark, so by inquiry I 
found that bv spending the night in 
Calgary instead of later at Vancouver 
I could pick up a later train and not 
miss the very thing I had gone that 
way to ser. Another lady decided to 
do the same and much to our delight 
the sun shone brightly in a brilliant 
blue sky next morning and the ap­
proach to the Rockies and the trin 
through them as far as the Great 
Divide was magnificent.
« • • •
It was 26 degrees, but I stayed out 
on the platform so as to see all 
sides. Tlie lakes of course were cov­
ered with snow so it was hard to be
that satisfied me beyondthe. west 
measure.
when we left for Hawaii and It was 
like a giant bat brooding over the 
oepan and the moonshadows fell on 
the canefields which flowed out of 
the valleys like glaciers. I could have 
been contented to see that one spot 
day after day. It was very paintable 
and the sun would glow upon the cap 
of clouds that almost always rested 
upon the summits. The drive there 
was more nearly what I imagine the 
Riviera to be than anything I have 
ever seen. I think I could live on 
Maui and never miss a snowstorm.
• * * «
We shared Christmas with the
sure of their location, on the other ^ls and It was most jolly It was
hand the snow must have added a 
certain grandeur not there in sum­
to the practical side of the present, fng startin(?, cranklng, self
stopping and so on I shall want one 
rake, perhaps two, maybe three—one 
anyway.
Dunt reminds me of Uncle Oeorge 
Roberson who kept the postoffice at 
South Liberty way back in the Seven­
ties. He was likewise a man of ideas. 
He once made a patent cultivator and 
when he turned it bottom up it 
worked twice as well. I hope tr hear 
Mr. Bunk
Maine coast who actually find them­
selves unable to make a bare living 
under existing conditions. Many 
have been driven out of business a'- 
ready by the competition of subsidized !
Canadian fisheries and many more 
are simply hanging on until their 
fishing gear is worn out when they 
will perforce retire because of lack 7nc"e.
of funds to buy new Rear. A high , Roland. March 17. 
line fisherman netted $243 for hls
PAINTBRUSH
EXTRA VALUE
Vulcanized in Rubber
A good feel- ing, good wearing and easy working Brush. Made of Pure elastic black bristles.Heavy nickel ferrule, width 
4 inches. Mas­ter Painter style. Pol­ished beaver tail handle.
Exceptional Value. Regu­lar price $1.5J.
S1
Send this ad 
and the money 
and we will pre­
pay the postage 
during March.
H. H. CRIE & CO.
Agents for Lowe Bros. House Paint 
456 MAIN ST. ROCKLAND
ASSESSORS' NOTICE 
CITY OF ROCKI.ANO
The subscribers. Assessors of Taxes, 
of the City of Rockland, hereby give 
notice to the Inhabitants of said Cits 
md other persons having Taxable Prop­
erty within said city, to make and bring 
ln to said Assessors true and perfec. 
lists of thelr polls and all thelr estate? 
real end personal, ln writing Including 
Money on Hand or at Interest, and 
debts due more than owing, and all 
property held ln trust as Guardian. 
Executor. Administrator. Trustee or 
otherwise (except as Is by law exempt 
from taxation) which they were posses­
sor of on the first day of April. 1932 
and to be prepared to Make Oath to the 
truth of the same.
And they are particularly requested 
to notify the Assessors of the names of 
all persons of whom they have bought 
or to whom they have sold taxable 
property since the first day of April.
I 1931.
And for the purpose of receiving said 
lists and making transfers of all prop­
erty bought or sold, the undersigned xvlll 
be ln session at the Assessors Room. 
No. 7. City Building, from nine to twelve 
! o'clock ln the forenoon, and from one 
to four o’clock ln the afternoon of each
daN FRIDAY, SATURDAY, MONDAY 
APRIL 1, 2, 4, 1932
Special Notice to Executors, Adminis­
trators, Trustees or Guardians 
The statute provides that you must
bring In to the Board of Assessors a true 
and perfect list of all taxable pronerty 
in your possession to date of April I. 
1932. otherwise It will be taxed as the 
statute provides, and any personal <■> 
amination of property by the Assessors 
wllL not be considered as a waivpr of 
neglect of any person ln bringing hi true ) 
| and perfect list as required by law 
Any person who neglects to comply 
! with this notice will be doomed to a tax 
| according to the laws of the State md 
be barred of the right to make application 
either to the Assessors or County Com­
missioners for any abatement of taxes, 
unless such person offer such list with 
hls application and satisfies the assessors 
that he was unable to offer it at the 
time appointed.
M. M. DAGGETT
Chairman.
L. A. THURSTON,
H. W. KEEP.
Assessors of Rockland
30-38
Rockland. Maine. March 1. 1932
We saw it by moonlight arduous year's toil in 1931. What 
must be the lot of the average opera­
tor?
Competition has grown by leaps 
and bounds since 1926 and now the 
Boston market Ls glutted with Can­
adian lobsters, over 8,000.000 pounds 
coming in there last year. Up to that 
year only the “South Shore" compet­
ed with Maine for the Boston mar­
ket and their closed season came 
early in March. About that time 
however shipments of live lobsters by 
rail from the great Shediac fishing 
grounds proved successful and still 
later the fish were sent by truck to 
Dipper Harbor whence government 
owned smacks took them direct to 
Boston at bare cost. This has result­
ed in a tremendous development to 
the fisheries.
Christmas night that we started off 
j to see the volcano in action. By that
mer. None of the peaks seemed as) “me J felt llk® a hardened sailor,
he.linll uro not l,nl,i lnn^bnin
outstanding and individual as the 
familiar ones in tbe Alps, but never- 
the less it is beautiful, and I would 
like to go and stay awhile. The other 
side was largely hidden in clouds 
though at a place called Dewdney I 
fell in love with the distant view and 
vished I could be there for a season. 
From then on I saw practically noth­
ing. It was stormy going to Victoria 
and foggy going to San Francisco 
On the boat too it was stormy and 
dishes broke all night long- The last 
two days were fair.
On Dec. 20 Hilda and I left for 
Maui and there we had two perfect 
weeks with Edith Russell. All of the 
girls were so pleasant and made us 
feel so at home. Edith was a perfect 
hostess and is certainly a loyal child 
of Thomaston. She was so glad to 
have someone from home see the 
Lsland she loves and I guess by our 
enthusiasm she has no doubt that 
we also loved it. It is a far more 
restful island than this one and the 
rural aspect of it was what I loved. 
The mountains too are more restful 
though they are far higher than 
these.
Haleahala is a vast beautiful 
mountain, less pointed than Fuji­
yama but giving the same ethereal 
effect. It rises from the ocean on
though we could not help laughing 
at being rowed out to a big steamer 
in the dark so unexpectedly. Of 
course we were on pins and needles 
lest the volcano stop again before we 
got there, but it did not. That tale 
too needs the pictures to illustrate It 
so I will only say here that it is the 
thrill of a lifetime. How they dare 
lrt the people get so near the edgp 
without any protection I don't know, 
but there the throngs stand and a 
feeling of awe pervades the whole at­
mosphere.
Sudden gusts of wind spring up 
and everyone runs or lies flat on the 
ground only to return once more, 
Japanese, Chinese, Hawaiians, sol­
diers and tourists and scientists, 
photographers and radio broad­
casters, all silenced ln the presence 
of Tele’s (the fire goddess) anger. 
Tlie fascinating sight draws one 
again and again. Both bv night and 
b.v day it is unforgetably thrilling.
The roaring and exploding, the 
heat and the sulphur fumes, the 
ceaseless activity of the fountains 
flinging hy day their flame-red 
masses 250 to 300 feet above the sooty 
lake of boiling lava At night it ls 
all one beautiful pattern of liquid 
gold creeping into ever changing de-
HELD TOWN MEETING
Isle au Haut Voters Square Away For Another Fiscal Year
Isle au Haut town meeting was held 
Monday, being called to order by 
Llewellyn Rich. These officers were 
chosen:
-Moderator—Hollis B Nevells.
Town Clerk—Mrs. Clarissa B. W. 
Turner.
Selectmen, Assessors and Overseers 
of Poor—Samuel E. Rich. Lewis C. 
Turner and Stanley E Dodge.
Treasurer—Walter F. Rich.
Collector of Taxes—George Tur­
ner.
Road Commissioner—Lewis C. Tur­
ner.
School Board for three years— 
Stanley E. Dodge.
Constables—Hollis B Nevells, Leon 
Small.
Fire Warden—Hollis B Nevells.
These appropriations were made; 
Common school, high school tuition 
ind text books, etc.. $1150; repair on 
never been touched, simply awaiting ! schoolhouse, $150: current expense, 
developing markets. ' $300; roads and bridges. $975; repairs
Two other great perils face the
Maine fishermen. First the Canadl» 
ans can the small lobsters and sell to 
the Middle Western States which 
have no lobster laws. No coast state 
has a shorter length than nine-inch 
measure and Maine's Ls 10M inches.
The result Ls an almost complete loss 
of this market. The other menace 
is the great canneries which pack 
and chill manv tons of lobster an­
nually and send it direct to the con­
sumer. This product 1s palatable 
when chilled and thawed quickly. He 
foresaw complete control of the 
Western Markets by Canada unless 
vigorous protective action be taken at 
once.
Commissioner Crie discussed the 
recent trlD of delegates from Maine.
Massachusetts, Rhode Island and 
Connecticut to Washington tn the 
interests of the White-Nelson bill. |
He expressed himself as proud of the 
appearance made by the fishermen 
and pleased with the attitude of the 
committee and the Maine delegation.
He was not verv enthusiastic over the
By rotating the closed seasons a 
large part of the great Canadian 
fields are kept constantly supplying 
the market and the nine months 
closed time makes the fields prolific. 
To the north still greater areas have
on State Aid road, $350: snow bills, 
$25; State Aid road, $300; mainten­
ances of Town hall. $100: mothers’ 
aid, $84; public health nurse, $10; 
superintendent of school. $180.
YOUR FAVORITE POEM
If I had to live my life again I would 
have made a rule to read some poetry 
and listen to some music at least once 
a week. The loss of these tastes Is a lose 
of happiness—Charles Darwin.
signs but always the roar and the 
both “sides in one Tong” lovely "curve fountains speaking of the innermost 
and is the chief part of the island. , secrets of the earth.
It is 10.000 feet high and it is such Wasn t I in luck to have it happen 
„ strnnirp spnvatinn to look over to- 'vhen people wait years for it?
wards H on level where one gen- Hilda too, was excited to have it l otatruNew York
erallv expects mountains to be. only come during her vacation. So much , group which fought the measure^
to have to raise one's eve higher and for the other islands. Over here the ! E K. ^ ighton of Waterville. I. R.
higher un above the cloud? to realize ■cenerv is almost too wild and too Cutler of Old Town and Dr C. H.
that the nnle beautv above is still fantastic and too dramatic to be Jameson and Col. E. A. Robbins of that the pale beauty above is bpautlful thou(?h thprf> „ j Camden were visiting Rotarians.
-------------------------------------------------- \ much beauty of one sort or another., Phil Jones led a particularly zestful
Apart from the rainbows on these j song service.
islands there are lovely things like j ------------------
skylarks on the slopes of the moun- I Mother — Johnny, aren't you 
tains and Chinese thrushes higher! ashamed to tell me that lie? You 
up and sweet grasses and flowers) know George Washington wouldn't 
and magnificent trees and absolutely do that.
startling color on certain days in) Johnny—He couldn’t, mother. So 
where’s the disgrace of being an
QUA Cl'RSUM VENTl'S
As ships, becalmed at eve. that lay 
With canvas drooping, side by side.
Two towers of sail at dawn of day 
Are scarce long leagues apart descried:
When fell the night, upsprung tha 
breeze.
And all the darkling hours they plied. 
Nor dreamt but each the self-same seaa
By each was cleaving, side by side;
) E'en so—but why the tale reveal
Of those whom year by year un­
changed.
Brief absence joined anew to feel.
Astounded, soul from soul estranged?
At dead of night thelr satis were filled. 
And onward each rejoicing steered—
Ah. neither blame, for neither willed.
Or wist, what first with dawn appeared!
B.C.M.cigars
34tf ) (Continued on Page Eight) abler person than Washington?
To veer, how vain' On. onward strain. 
Brave barks! In light, ln darkness too. 
| Through winds and tides one compass 
guides—
To that, and your own selves, be true.
But O blithe breeze! and O great seas. 
Though ne'er, that earliest parting 
past.
On your wide plain they join again. 
Together lead them home at last.
One port, methought, alike they sought. 
One purpose hold where'er they fare,—
O bounding breeze. O rushing seas!
At last, at last, unite them there!
—Arthur Hugh Clough.
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‘ON MY SET” BOYS LOST, GIRLS WON
Rockland, Me., March 19, 1932. !
Personally appeared Frank S. Lyddle.
Who on oath declares that he Is Press­
man In the office of The Courier-Gazette, 
and that of the Issue of this paper of 
March 17. 1932, there was printed a total 
of 6204 copies. W. H. BUTLER,
Fight the good fight of faith, lay 
hold on eternal life, whereunto thou 
art also called, and hast professed a 
good profession before many wit­
nesses.—I Tim. 6:12.
We had supposed Wiat the lobster. 
controversy which has been raging 
In the columns of the New York Eve- I 
r.ing Post for some months past was ■ 
a closed incident, and that everybody j 
had come to accept Jack Lawrence of j 
Rye, N. Y., as a humorist, but here, 
comes a correspondent signing him- I 
self John Sulgrave of New York, 
takes Lawrence mildly to task, and 
goes on to cite a list of hotels and 
resorts where excellent lobster 
“feeds” may be obtained. We come 
to one paragraph which makes our 
hair rise straight on end. It reads:
If one is bent on trying real 
“eats"—and this applies especially 
to those in the lobster line—by all 
means avoid Rockland. But in the 
out-of-way places he will experi­
ence real Maine culinary art at its 
best. . j
“Avoid Rockland!” Ire at this 
moment prevents us from making 
the rejoinder that would do justice: 
to the occasion. Rockland the chief j 
port of New England for lobster ship­
ments, where the crustaceans are still 
dripping with sea water as they go 
into the kettle, where hotel chefs and 
skilled housewives know the art of 
preparing lobsters broiled, boiled or 
fried, to say nothing of lobster salad, 
lobster newburg and other delicacies 
such as have probably never been ex­
perienced by these New Y’ork critics, 
many of whom do not know whether, 
lobsters are red or green when 
caught. If Rockland must be avoided 
please remember that there are scores I 
of summer resorts within a brief ra­
dius where patrons may eat lobsters 
which they saw taken from the traps 
only a few minutes before.
Writing from Westfield, N. Y. Mrs. Chester E. Johnson says: “I heard Hobble Stevens men­tion your name in the Stebbins boys’ program Monday night. It sounded good to one so far from home.” The radio is certainly far reaching.
James J. O'Hara, who has been broadcasting organ recitals over WEEI writes: "Thanks to your radio items and editorial refer­ence I have received an ava­lanche of letters which I cannot attempt to acknowledge. Can you find space in The Courier- Gazette for me to express my ap­preciation of this response and my regret at being unable to comply with all requests? It was a very happy experience.” Jimmy, let me assure you that it has been an equally happy ex­perience for all of us to listen in on your concerts. Rockland is very proud of you.
It may be that WCSH has doubled its daytime power, but I am getting that station more feebly than at anytime in the five years that I have been listening to it.
Foresight of the United States Medical Corns, led in the fight against yellow fever in the Panama Canal Zone by Col. Gorgas, permitted the United States to build this world's most famous inter-ocean waterway, it is shown in “The Mosquito Chaser,” a new playlet by Wil­liam Ford Manley and Henry Fiske Carlton. The story of his long fight against the disease, and his resistance to attempts of unbelieving officials who would have removed him. is told dra­matically in next Monday night's offering of the Soconyland Play­ers.
FIFTY MILLION AMERICANS 
MUST BE RIGHT
Fifty Million Thrifty Americans are today enjoying 
the security and satisfaction of having TWENTY- 
EIGHT BILLION DOLLARS in savings deposits— 
with American banking institutions — impressive 
evidence of the sound judgment of the American peo­
ple and of their confidence in the country’s banks.
The Progress of Thrift and its Contributions to 
American Development will be the subject of a
SPECIAL BROADCAST
Over Station WJZ and Coast-to-Coast Network of 
N. B. C.
Saturday, March 19th at 5.15 P. M.
Eastern Standard Time
One of a Series of
AMERICA at WORK
Conducted by Gilbert E. Gable, Radio Observer
The network facilities are a contribution of the National Broad­casting Company and this program, dedicated to the stability of American business, is prepared by CHRISTMAS CLUB and pre­sented in cooperation with
SECURITY TRUST COMPANY
ROCKLAND, MAINE
Camden, Union, Warren, Vinalhaven
PROBATE COURT
Juniors Have Their Ups and Downs In High School Interclass Series
Robert Goldsand. one of the most successful pianists of the younger generation, will be solo­ist when the Columbia Concerts program is heard at 6.30 p. m. Sunday.
Ottorini Respighi, Italy’s wide­ly known composer of todav. will conduct the New York Philhar­monic Symphony Orchestra Sun­dav afternoon when a program of his own works will be broad­cast through the Columbia net­work.
Patrick J. Hurley, the outspoken 
Secretary of War, was probably voic­
ing only his personal views Thursday 
when he told The Associated Press 
that he thought the Republican Na- , 
tional Convention would adopt a 
more liberal stand on the prohibition 
question. He thinks that eventually 
the prohibition question will be j 
settled on the basis of State’s rights, I 
with federal police power limited to J 
preventing liquor traffic in the 
States which wish to be dry. It (
would be interesting if one could ac- ' _____
curately forecast the action which, «‘pony of the circus" will head the 
the two great national conventions prOgj.am Monday and Tuesday with 
will take so far as the rum question Marion Davies enacting the role of a 
is concerned. The “drys," and that: trapeze artist and Clark Gable that 
may be taken to include somewhat * of a modern young minister. This 
moist persons who believe the dry unusual romantic drama is based on 
law best, have unalterable views as , Margaret Mayo's stage success of 
to the Eighteenth Amendment. The some years ago.
“wets” and their forces are doubt-1 as the circus performer who mar- of Sullivan, admr.; Ada F. Raynes, 
less augmented by persons of dry' ries a minister, only to find that she late of Camden, deceased. James V.
STRAND THEATRE
Wills allowed: W. F. Clough, late | Co. named exrs.; Adelia L. Masters, 
of Rockport deceased. Mary L. late of Thomaston, deceased. Securl- 
Clough of Rockport, exx.; Isadore ty Trust Co. of Rockland, admr. 
Dyer, late of Vinalhaven, deceased. I c. t. a.; Zenas C. Melvin, late of 
Aurie A. Dyer of Vinalhaven. exx.; Rockland, deceased, Rockland Na- 
Fred H. Burkett, late of Rockland, tional Bank of Rockland, named 
deceased. Jessie H. Seavey of Rock- exr.; Elfea A. Waterman, late of 
land, exx.; Celia B. Jameson, late of North Haven, deceased, Georgia A. 
Union, deceased. John Swanton Harkness of Veazie, named exx.; 
Jameson of Union, exr.; Edward B. Emily A. Rackliff, late of South 
Ingraham, .late of Rockland, de­
ceased. Elizabeth M. Ingraham of
Rockland, exx.; William H. Murphy,! ....
^\^\R^.i^aicaep!aindMJ^mexrA Petitions for administration filed 
Nelson B Cobb, late of Rockland de- for Estates George A. Miller,
ceased. Albert 8. Peterson and Earl
McIntosh, both of Rockland, exrs.; er 3nd Blanche Miller of
George W. Ames, late of Rockland, «PPL!.tOf!1’t.n?in^b, admrs.; Elsie B. 
deceased. Mirah Ames of Rockland. Ha*er' late of Unlon- deceased, Her- 
exx.; Addie J. Larkin, late of Vinal­
haven. deceased. Joseph Edwin Lind­
sey of Vinalhaven, exr.; Edwin P.
Annis, late of Camden, deceased, Z.
M. Dwinal of Camden, admr. c. t. a.
Petitions for administration grant
The Senior Class basketball quintet 
handed the Juniors a 40 to 15 setback 
Thursday afternoon in the annual ! 
interclass tournament. The Junior j 
girls made up for the boys' defeat,! 
however, by trouncing the Senior 
sextet 39 to 22, to win the tournament I 
in the feminine division. Summary 
of the boys' game:Seniors
G F P
Knowlton, If .......... 5 4 14
Fisher, If ................. 0 0 0 |
LaCrosse, rf ............ 5 4 14
Harden, rf ......   1 0 2
Connon, c ............... 0 1 1
Flanagan, lg ............ 3 1 7 |
Ripley, lg ............... 0 0 0
McAlary, rg ............ 0 2 2
14 12 40Juniors
G F P
Dailey, rg .............. 0 1 1
Shepherd, rg .......... Oil
Thomas, lg .............. 0 0 0
Paladlno, lg ............ 0 1
Freeman, c .............. 2 0
Carroll, c ................. 0 0 0
Pietrosky, If ............ 2 15
Pellicane, If ............ 0 0 0
Armata, rf .............. 1 1 3
5 5 15
Referee, Heal. Time four 8’s.» • • •
Seniors Become Chesty
The senior class basketball team 1 
won the annual class tournament at i 
the expense of the Sophomore quintet i 
by a-55 to 10 score yesterday after- 1 
noon. After the first period the upper 
classmen were never in danger and : 
rolled up the highest score of the 
tournament. The Seniors have issued 
a challenge to play any five men in 
the high school, including members 
of the faculty. Summary of yester­
day's game: Seniors
O F P
Knowlton, If ............ 2 3 7
Harden, If ............... 0 0 0
LaCrosse, rf ............ 7 1 15
Fisher, rf................... 113
Connon, c ............... 3 0 6
Haskell, c ................. Oil
Flanagan, lg............ 7 1 15
Ripley, lg ................. 4 0 8
McAlary, rg............  0 0 0
Pike, rg ................... 0 0 0
Bargains in Used Cars!
SPECIAL NEW 1932 MODEL
CHEVROLET SEDAN
This car can be purchased at a substantial saving to 
you below the regular retail price
Thomaston, deceased. 
Rackliff. named exr.
Archie H.
24Sophomores
G
Yeager, rg ............... 0
Quinn, lg ................. 1
Goss, c ..................... 0
Thomas, If ...........— 0
Allen, If ................... 0
Barstow, rf .............. 1
Mazzeo, rf .............. 1
Referee, Heal. 
Time, four 8's.
55
_ _ —
3 4 10
Umpire, Frohock.
bert L. Grinnell of Union, named 
admr.; Joel W. Fernald, late of Cam­
den. deceased. Etta M. Fernald of 
Camden, named admx.
Accounts filed for notice: Estates 
Lucinda J. Merchant of Rockland,
ed: Estates Addie S. McIntyre, late i“““€d' account presented by 
of Warren, deceased. Chester E. Me- °race “ns” Belen *•
Intyre of Warren, admr.; Lucinda J. \ l5 °.f Rockland- deceased,
Merchant, late of Rockland, de- 3"d fl"al ?reaent5d b/
ceased, Grace L. Kellar of Rockland. 5"jam n. . J ^7 f Rockland, 
admx.; George C. Parker, late of
Camden, deceased, Z. M. Dwinal of 
Camden, admr.; Cora M. Paul, late of 
Rockport, deceased, Will R. Havey
REAL ESTATE 
TRANSACTIONS
iviii’i • w aw avc av, a\-v a vz aw av
tendencies who cannot see effective- ! stands in the way of his happiness, 
ness in the dry law are equally firm: ^Davies te said^to have^a we
In their belief that the question matjc opportunities than that of her 
should at least be re-submitted to; jast vehicle, "Five and Ten." The 
the people This latter is of course story also has its amusing moments.
"» I <«« nTj!£
forces and those of good moral i forbidding persons she had 
standing, but it nevertheless means I thought them to be, while the small- 
a clash which has the political lead- 1 town parson gets a new slant on life
ers of both parties at their wits’ ends.: uJlde‘‘ the "b>8 top.
; the drama include the sensational 
fall of the trapeze star, the scandal
Raynes of Camden, admr.: Harriet
A. Morton, late of St. George, de­
ceased, Albert Sllngsby of St. George, 
admr. d. b. n. c. t. a.; Ernest L. Keene, 
late of Rockland, deceased, Edith 
M. Keene of Rockland, admr.; Henry
B. Gardner, late of Thomaston de-
Rockland, deceased, final account 
presented by Alvra W. Gregory of 
Rockland, admr.; Nina P. Feyler, 
late of Rockland, deceased, first and 
final account presented by Oscar S. 
Duncan of Rockland, admr.
Petition for distribution filed for 
notice: Estate Helen E. Perry, late of 
Rockland, deceased, filed by Benja­
min C. Perry of Rockland, admr.
Petitions for license to sell real es­
tate filed for notice: Estate Lorin C.
ceased. George G. Gardner of Cam- ?! filed by Ida B
den, admr ; Charles I. Davis, late ' inventory filed: Sanford A. Chap­
man. late of Rockland, $3,825.of South Thomaston, deceased, Al­bert W. Davis of South Thomaston, 
admr.
Petitions for distribution granted: 
Estates Charles S. Robbins, late of 
Owl’s Head, deceased, filed by W. H. 
Butler, admr. d. b n. c. t. a.; Miles 
Sidlinger, late of Union, deceased, 
filed by F. H. Ingraham of Rockland, 
admr.
CUSHING
Miss Marion Coombs was a recent 
guest of Miss Edith Maloney.
Miss Bernice Dority of Stonington, 
a teacher in the Brooklin schools, was 
at H. J. Marshall's last week.
The ladies’ aid of the Union Church
With the Democratic national con- which ensues as a result of her con 
vention only three months away1 valescence in the minister s house,
™.hW much has U, mar 1 SS
the belief that Gov. Roosevelt of New wben be marries the circus girl and 
York will be the presidential nomi1 \ the subsequent drastic attempt of the 
nee. Primary elections have been girl to "repair the damage. —adv.
held in New Hampshire and North THPATRF
Dakota, and in each instance Boose- r AKK. 1 1 t\L
velt has won a decisive victory In DougIass Pairbanks comes Monday tax granted: Estates Josiah W. Hup- 
behalf of ex-Gov. Smith, w and Tuesday in his new film “Around per, late of St. George, deceased, filed 
friends presented his name in New, -world jn go Minutes with Doug- by Alan L. Bird of Rockland, admr.
Hampshire it may be said that their pflirhanks" the Doug of old c- a- Charles S. Robbins, late of ' in town to attend town meeting, was
rnrnr^ivn was necessarily a brief one laSS Falrbanks' Jbe Y°UB 0 , Owl's Head, deceased, filed bv W. H. a guest at D. L. Maloney's.
brin*s 311 that olden glamOr. °f.r°; Butler, admr. d. b. n. c. t. a. ..Mrs. L. B. Ulmer is working for
Petition for guardian granted: served a fine dinner to those who at- 
Helen T. Mattson of Rockland. A. tended town meeting, as is their usual 
W. Gregory of Rockland, guardian. ' custom.
Petitions to determine inheritance The past few weeks has been of the 
real winter type, with colder weather 
than before at any time this winter.
Henry Teel of Teel's Island who was
for
Mrs. Fannie Morse at Pleasant Point.
____ _________________ ____ ___ _________ _ Mrs. Lettie Young of Thomaston,
ciently imposing to show that New banKs' travels with three companions Stubbs, late of East Union, deceased, formerly Lettie Wotton of this town, 
to seek thrills * and exoitement "in J filed by Alan L. Bird of Rockland, is at Knox Hospital.
foreign lands. To compare this pic- admr.; Leland G. Morton, late of St. Mrs. H. L. Killeran is very ill. She
ture with any previous record of trav- ' George, deceased, filed by Albert jis at the Britt Home in Rockland,
els would not be logical. For while siingsby of St. George, admr. Mrs. Alice D Heyer returned to
Accounts allowed: Estates Josiah ber home in Waldoboro Tuesday after
journey to strange lands, it is told w. Hupper, late of St. George, de- spending the past few months with
in typical Fairbanksian style. ' ceased, first and final account filed i ber sister Mrs. B. S. Geyer.
♦Even in its reality there is illusion | by Alan L. Bird of Rockland, admr. Leon Ames froze his fingers one day
and magic, there are heroics and | c. t. a.; Miles Sidlinger. late of Union, the Past week while clamming, frem
thrills, there is lavish spectacle. But: deceased, additional account filed by ; which he has suffered a great deal, 
above all there is humor of a type j Frank H. Ingraham of Rockland | Mr. and Mrs. F. L. Maloney are in
that transforms the bizarre scenes and admr,; Charles S. Robbins, late of Medomak to take charge of the Burn-
Arabian Nights color of the Orient j Owl’s Head, deceased, final account bam & Morrill clam factory boarding
, into sudden laughter.—adv. ; filed by Walter H. Butler of Rock- ) house.
j_____________ | land, admr. d. b. n. c. t. a.; Elizabeth i F- L. Killeran is building a house
Women, even those who belong to j ——— j grown, late of Rockland, deceased, j on M. J. Maloney’s motor boat,
the patriotic societies are not sup-1 other Parent in the civilized world,: finai account filed by Harold W. R- ° Elliot^nd Mr. Shorey were atXJI to have Se pSctSal vtews on refuse to relinquish hope that the Vinal of Thomaston, admr, Austin the EUlot farm Sunday,
posed to have the practical views on returned but those who R Kinney, late of St. George, de- The rug and quilt fever is fast
warfare that are entertained by the child will be returned but e Ear, spreading among the female popma-
sterner sex, but the resolutions just | have studied the situation most care , E Kinney st George, admr ; ! tion'to the extent that Mrs. Lora Ol- 
adopted by the Maine Society,' fuUT are firm in the belief that this Melvin H. Kinney, late of St. George' son has made three silk ru8s- besides 
Daughters of American Revolution. wlU not be an event of the immediate deceased, final account filed by Earl °htb?r M “j
leave no doubt that thev want to see future, but something that will ma-! E. Kinney of St. George, admr, Nel- baloney has braided several, and 
leave no doubt that they want to see | unexDectedlv lie w- Kinney, late of St. George, de- ' Mrs- Sadle Maloney has hard work to
a United States Navy maintained at terialize swiftly and u expect a y ceased finaJ account fljed b Ear, - keep run of her number she makes
full treaty strength. The members after time has worn off the keen i E Kjnney o{ gj. George, admr • Har- J tbem so quickly. And nearly every
of this organization know that "pa- ed«e of the excitement, and the: riet e. Annis, late of Camden, de- ' w°man here has either made, or had
triotism" is not simply a word, not baffled forces of the law have with- ceased, first and final account filed ^Geyr/h^lto mTde sevwal^hand'
T . ,, drawn to other dtities and other by Oscar B. Annis, admr.; Adial ; uey as aiso mane sevemi nanaan Independence Day gesture—they arawn 10 olner °uues ana inn ( Linscott j ADDleton deceased 1 some dullts and ls continuing to do
know that it is an expression which scenes. Such a conception offers flrst and account fll'ed by Lq_' so. Thus the outlook is good for 
must have real force behind it if the ! b°Pc. and meantime the world will; j-enzo A. Linscott admr.; Freemont: warm floors and beds another year, 
welfare of the country is to bc prop- share with the forlorn Parents 3 d«P Beverage late of North Haven, de- tj^d^he^wm behofuse^cle^ml 
feeling of concern as to how fares the , ^^h3” I^ and a few of them have already had 
innocent, curly-haired victim. : ^^^dmx - S H CuX ! 3 touch °f
------------------------------------------------ late of Thomaston, deceased, final :------------------
LYNN RANGE BURNERS j account filed by Charles H. Smith of
and that Smith, himself, had no part )nance and ^venture into the field | petitions for license to sell real es- 
in it, yet he received a vote suffi- of reabty it is an account of Fair- tate granted: Estates Eugene M. 
Hampshire is of two minds concern­
ing the Smith-Roosevelt situation.
In North Dakota Roosevelt’s victory
may be attributed in part to the fact j ^“contains all the vivid reality of a 
that his opponent "Alfalfa" Murray 
was not taken too seriously, and poli­
ticians, you know, sort of like to be 
up ahead in the band wagon. The 
Massachusetts primaries will tell the 
story of whether Al Smith is to have 
any hand in the Chicago convention.
erly safeguarded.
Days have lengthened'into weeks 
since the Lindbergh baby was kid­
naped, and though the country's Bear the name Lynn Products Co. No , Thomaston, admr. other burner is manufactured by this Petitions for probate of will filed | 
strongest forces have been thrown company as claimed by the repre- for notice: Estates M. Luella Gillette,: 
into the breach they have developed senlative of some firms. If in doubt late of Newton, Mass., deceased. Ed- 
no clue which appears to offer cad or writ* 8ar E. Gillette named exr, Emily
tonnihle hone The distracted Dar- A' C' McLOON & co Sargent Lewis, late of Haverford.tangible hope. The distracted par McLoon whar/ Rockland Tel. 51 Pa, Wilfred Sargent Lewis Leices-1 
ents, whose grief is shared by every 3O.tr ,ter Sargent Lewis and Girard Trust
VICKS COUGH DROP
2 hoped for in a 
■medicated with
ViSISS
... All you’ve
Cough Drop —  
ingredients of i
A. H. Chapman Land Co. of Port­
land sold land in Rockland to 
Thomas J. Iott of Rockland.
Frank P. Harden of Lincolnville 
sold land in Camden to Louis C. 
Sawyer of Camden.
Mary H. Benner of Warren sold 
land in Warren to Peter D. Starrett 
of Warren.
Foster Newcomb of Orrington sold 
land In Warren to Joseph H. Stick­
ney of Warren.
Leforest A. Thurston and Clara P. 
Thurston sold land in Rockland to 
Harland M. Eaton of Rockland.
Elizabeth Howard of Hope sold 
land and buildings in Hope, to Lottie 
M. Hamblem of Rockport.
Isaac E. Archibald of Thomaston 
sold land and buildings in Cushing 
to Lawrence P. Harper of Rockland.
Lewis A. Hanley of Thomaston sold 
land and buildings in Cushing to 
Genevieve A. Fry of Thomaston.
1931 PONTIAC CONVERTIBLE SPORT COUPE 
1930 PONTIAC SPORT COUPE
1930 PONTIAC COACH
1929 OLDSMOBILE COACH
1928 OAKLAND LANDEAU SEDAN
1931 PONTIAC SPORT COUPE 
1931 OAKLAND SPORT COUPE
1930 CHEVROLET COACH (two to choose from)
1931 CHEVROLET COACH 
1930 MODEL A FORD COUPE
1928 STUDEBAKER 4-PASSENGER COUPE 
1930 ESSEX COACH
1930 MODEL A FORD COUPE
1929 CHEVROLET P/2-TON TRUCK 
1927 REO TRUCK
These cars have all been reconditioned and will give many thousands of miles of 
transportation. Small down payments with Easy Monthly Payments.
C. W. HOPKINS
712 MAIN STREET ROCKLAND TELEPONE 1000
WITH THE BOWLERS
—Next Week's Games
Monday night—Gulf Refining vs. 
Centrals: Centrals vs. Texaco.
Tuesday night—Burpee Furniture 
! vs. A.&P, Kickapoo vs. Barbers;
Kickapoo vs. Boiler Makers.
Wednesday night—Federals vs. 
Centrals; Centrals vs. Perry's Mar­
ket. ....
Tuesday night there will be a spe- 
i cial match between Charles Lawrv 
and Fred Poland—a five-string game 
with nine championships at stake. 
....
The Texacos hold first place in the 
Knox County Bowling League, but 
I the lead over the Federate is so slight 
as to be barely visible to the naked
i eye. The teams place in this order:
W L PC. PF
Tcxacos, 21 9 .700 8465
Federate, 20 10 .667 8679
j Boiler Makers, 18 12 .600 8497
Kickapoo, 17 13 .567 8513
Gulf Refining, 15 15 .500 8194
Perry's Market, 14 16 .467 8249
i Barbers, 12 18 .400 8297
Burpee Furniture, 8 22 .267 8223
A. & P.. 6 24 .200 8465
i Centrals,
•
4... 1 .800 1439
VEAZIE REAPPOINTED
A special despatch from our Wash­
ington correspondent this morning 
says that President Hoover today- 
sent to the Senate for confirmation 
the reappointment of Postmaster Ed­
ward R. Veazie.
CAN T, BE „
FINER
II5950ANO UP • FOB 
’ACTOftV
£RM$ AS LOW 
' f MONTHLY
'REFRIGERATOR 
-in new Elaeto or Porcelain Flnieh
Beauty, convenience and endur­
ing service unmatched elsewhere 
in de luxe models costing from 
$20 to $60 higher.
House-Sherman, Inc.
(Your Local Authorized Dealer 
for Majestic Products)
585 MAIN ST. ROCKLAND, ME.
Our Advertising 
Columns Are 
the
Merchant’s 
Show Wmdows
Last night’s results at the Recrea- 
! tion alleys: Elks 1809, Cement Plant 
1740; Centrals 1439 Hour points),
i Kickapoo 1412 (one point).
• * . •
The recent challenge extended to 
any two members of the Eagle Club i 
bv Messrs. Carr and Drinkwater has 
j elicited this reply from Secretary H.' 
A. Thomas:
i "Even though it necessitates the | 
1 withdrawal from their hibernation; 
though lt means the pitiful spectacle 
i of a couole of the old has-beens lin- 
i ing themselves up against a pair of 
j bowlers in the best of condition, even 
the lowlv worm must turn; therefore, 
i with a few reasonable provisos, your 
j challenge is accepted. Apparently 
] the Recreation Alleys are considered 
j the home alleys of the challenging 
| parties, under these conditions we
must consider the Star Alleys our 
I home allevs; hence, should we bowl 
i on your allevs—and succeed in keep- 
; ing the match anywhere near close— 
we should be entitled to a return 
‘ match at the Star alleys. Since the 
I matter of disturbing our bunch of 
has-beens is of such material mo­
ment as to warrant a public chal­
lenge , undoubtedly the challenging 
narties wish to have at least suppers 
for the losers to pav for and the win­
ners to eat as something to enhance 
the interest of the parties engaged- 
based, nerhaps, on the total pinfall 
of the two matches. Perhaps even 
this might be arranged."
• * » •
Only three pins separated Perry's
Market and Kickapoos after Wednes- ’ 
day night's match at the Recreation 
alleys. The Perry bovs were on the 
long end. Shute having high single, 
117, and high total. The summary:
Perrv's Market—Schofield 287, Ab­
bott 253, Melvin 267, McKenney 273, 
Shute 297, total 1377.
Kickapoo—Rogall 273, Auld 271, 
Dickinson 269. Folan 287, Drinkwater 
274, total 1374. , • • .
'Twas the irony of fate when Gulf 
Refining beat the Boiler Makers 48 
pins Wednesday night only to lose 
four of the five points. Danielson had 
high single, 119, and high total. The 
summary:
Boiler Makers—Ames 274, Willis 248, j 
Simmons 268, Shute 275, Carr 298, 
total. 1313.
Gulf Refining—Schellinger 280, 
Seavey 233. Greeley 268, Danielson 320, 
Howard 260, total 1361.
HOW TO ANSWER BLIND 
CLASSIFIED ADS
In answering blind ads in these columns, please 
be certain to use the precise address given in 
the ads. Write the address plainly. Letters 
brought to The Courier-Gazette office do not 
require stamps. Always inclose your answers 
in sealed envelopes. In reply to advertise­
ments where references are asked for do not 
send the original references—send copies of 
them only. ~
Notice To Out Of City Readers
Ads containing only a phone number may be 
answered by simply addressing a letter to that 
phone number in care of The Courier-Gazette.
Eveiylndi^
space in this 
no-
. . Jits
for your busi­
ness $$$$$$
MEYERBOTH
Illustrations
oOopy
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TALK OF THE TOWN
COMING NEIGHBORHOOD EVENTS
March 20—Spring begins.
March 20—Palm Sunday.
March 21—Rockport town meeting.
March 21—South Thomaston town 
meeting.
March 21 (7 p. m.)—Democratic ban­
quet and get-together at Hotel Rock­
land.
March 22—The Garden Club meets at 
3.30 at The Thorndike Grill.
March 23—Medal speaking contest, 
under auspices of W. C. T. U. at High 
School auditorium.
March 25—Good Friday.
March 25—Stainer’s “The Crucifixion” 
by the Pilgrim Choir of the Congrega­
tional Church.
March 27—Easter Sunday.
March 28—Thomaston town meeting.
March 28-31—Farm and Home Week at 
Orono.
March 29-30- Democratic State Con­
vention In Portland.
March 31—Republican State Conven­
tion In Portland.
March 31—Rockport—Musical enter­
tainment at Town hall by school pupils.
April 1—Student Day program of Ru­
binstein Club.
April 4--Thomaston — Williams- Bra- 
sler Post minstrel show.
April 4—Monthly meeting of City Gov­
ernment.
April 7—Relief Corps play, a mock 
wedding.
April 7—Camden—Annual ball of Cam­
den fire department at the opera house.
April 14—Cantata, “Spirit of '76." by 
pupils of Junior High School.
April 19—Patriot’s Day.
April 20—Monthly meeting of Baptist 
Men's League.
May 6—Intercity meeting of Rotary 
Clubs at The Thorndike.
May 30—Memorial Day.
Circle supper will be served at the I 
Congregational vestry Wednesday 
at' 6.15, with Mrs. A. C. Jones as 
chairman.
H. P. Blodgett and L. E. Jones mo­
tored to Augusta yesterday where ■ 
they attended a division managers'' 
meeting of the Central Maine Power 
Company.
All having tickets out for "King of 
Kings," given at the Universalist 
Church yesterday afternoon and eve­
ning, are requested to make returns 
to Mrs. Gladys Morgan, chairman, as 
soon as possible.
Because the cost of construction 
is out of proportion to the protection 
afforded the movement to obtain a 
breakwater at Monhegan has been 
unfavorably reported by the War De­
partment.
The Auxiliary of Winslow-Hol­
brook Post is invited to be guests of 
the Auxiliary of Arey-Heal Post in 
Camden Tuesday evening, with sup­
per at 6.30. The meeting will be held 
in the new legion rooms opposite 
Comique Theatre.
ZENAS C. MELVIN
AFETY 
ERVICE
afe Deposit Boxes 
AVINGS ACCOUNTS
Rockland Savings Bank
Established 1 868
WEATHER
The green of Erin in window deck­
ings along the street is being changed 
to the violet and gold of Easter, and 
that great festival of the church is 
only a week away. The vernal 
equinex occurs Monday. This morn­
ing however has the aspect of winter, 
ground and roofs white and 7 o’clock 
temperature only 15. The forecast 
for tomorrow is unpleasant, snow or 
rain.
Mrs. Harold Greene substituted in 
the domestic science department of 
the schools yesterday.
The Sunshine Society meets Mon­
day afternoon at the home of Mrs 
Emma Hall, 92 Summer street.
Ruth Mayhew Tent meets Monday 
evening, with supper at 6. Mrs. Harry 
French and Mrs. J. F. Cooper will be 
the housekeepers.
Miss Margaret McKnight who has 
been occupying Mrs. Nellie Bird's 
/apartment for the winter, has moved 
into the Ludwig house, North Main
street.
Cecil Witham, home from Gordon 
College, Boston, for ten days’ vaca­
tion, will speak at the Methodist 
Church Sunday evening, his topic to 
be “Blood of the Lamb
Miss Katherine Veazie substituted 
Wednesday at Junior High School for 
Miss Eleanor Griffith. Mrs.. Clara, 
Kelsey has been substituting the past 
three days for Miss Elizabeth Hagar, 
also of Junior High, who has an at­
tack of laryngitis.
A special feature of the news reel 
at Strand Theatre today is the show­
ing of scenes connected with the kid­
naping of the Lindbergh baby. The 
portion of the film showing Betty 
Gow wheeling young Charlie in a j 
baby carriage was mdtie at North 
Haven last summer.
“Bob" Burns who is spending thc 
winter in Florida send# The Courier- 
Gazette a photograph of Sir Malcolm 
Campbell and hts Bluebird racer 
which made a new world's record of 
254 miles per hour at Daytona Beach. 
“It’s quite a car,” writes Bobby, who 
is something of a motor car racer, 
himself.
IN ’ 
THE
CHURCHES
issass
In the recent death of Zenas Clif­
ford Melvin Rockland was called 
upon to mourn the passing of one of 
its most highly esteemed citizens. 
Mr. Melvin was born in this city May 
15, 1878, son of Capt. Joseph H. and 
Julia E. i Butler) Melvin. His first 
vocation was that of cigar maker in 
the employ of the late William IL 
McLoon. He then joined the local 
staff of the American Express Co., 
acting as one of the deliverymen in 
summer, and as express messenger to 
the northern part of the State in 
winter. He also acted as express 
messenger on one of the Eastern 
Steamship boats for a short time, 
leaving that position to become 
purser of the steamer Monhegan.
He figured in that capacity for 
seven years then came ashore to 
enter the grocery and market business 
i with Simon H. Hall. Mr. Hall a few 
years later sold his interest to his son, 
Austin L. Hall, and upon the death of 
the latter a few years ago, Mr. Melvin 
had sole charge for the short time 
that he remained in the business. 
The firm name through the 15 years
that it existed was Hall & Melvin.
Mr. Melvin was once more con­
nected with the Eastern lines before 
illness ended his active career, this 
time as purser of the steamer South- 
port.
He was stricken the first of Janu­
ary and underwent several surgical 
operations in the hope of checking 
malady which proved fatal.the
You Can Afford It Now!
Mrs. Nellie Bird who has had a 
room in the Staples house, Union 
street, during the winter has re­
turned td her home, North Main 
street.
The date of the annual Ladies 
Night to be held by Kora Temple 
Mystic Shrine, has been changed 
from April 7 to April 8. There will be 
no ceremonial session of the Temple 
in connection with the affair this 
year.
Reservations are already being 
made for the annual encampment of 
the Grand Army, Sons of Union Vet 
erans and allied organizations, which 
will be held in this city in June. So 
large will be the number of visitors 
that the housing problem is not a 
small one.
Ten Maine students are among the 
638 listed at the Massachusetts Insti­
tute of Technology who, during the 
first term ending in February, main­
tained a high scholastic standing, it 
was announced Wednesday. In the 
Maine list, and well up. is a Rockland 
boy—Alfred Lincoln Greenlaw. He 
is a son of Mr. and Mrs. Walter A. 
Greenlaw of Talbot avenue.
Special meetings are being held at 
the Pentecostal Mission, in the | 
Farnsworth Block, 431 Main street 
on the fourth floor every night at 7.30 , 
and Sunday at 2.30 and 7.30. Rev. j 
and Mrs. C. E. Berchtold, returned 
missionaries from South America, i 
are the speakers.
* ♦ * ♦
At the Congregational Church to- , 
morrow morning Mr. Rounds will, 
preach on the subject, “If Thou 
Hadst Known." The musical service 
will include "The Palms" sung by the 
Junior Choir assisted by the Pilgrim
Bud Fisher of Rockland edged choir. The Sunday School will con- 
Cecll Grant of Waterville in a slow | vene at the noon hour. The Com- , 
rades of the Way will meet in the 
vestry at 6 o'clock.
♦ * ♦ •
At First Church of Christ, Scien­
tist, corner of Cedar and Brewster 
streets, Sunday services are at 10.30 
and the subject of the lesson sermon 
tomorrow will be “Matter.” Sunday 
School is at 11.45. Wednesday eve­
ning testimony meeting is at 7.30. 
The reading room is located at 400 
Main street, and is open week days
from 2 until 5 p. m.* * * •
Palm Sunday service at Pratt Me­
morial M. E. Church is at 10.30. The
main bout at the Westbrook arena 
last night. Grant, substituting for 
Bobby Cochetti. who had a cut eye. 
looked good taking the first two 
rounds but tired to such an extent 
that he could only gain a draw in the 
third round and then dropped the 
final three frames.
Probable cause was found by Judie 
Butler vesterdav in the case of El­
bridge Stone of Port Clyde, who is 
alleged to have made threats against, 
the young daughter of Selectman 
Fred B. Seavey. Stone’s plea was 
“not guilty.” Stone was held for the 
May term of Superior Court in the 
sum of $2500; and at last accounts 
had not secured bail.
SEKMONETTE
Night on Spruce Mountain
A Prayer 
Stars above 
Watch while we sleep,
God in love
Our souls safely keep.
Snug within cabin walls.
We wait the morning light, 
Peace and slumber falls,
Keep us this night.
‘‘Wildcat" murmuring soft and 
low,
Thy lullaby we hear 
In the valley way below.
Sleep is very near.
•
Guard us then, dear God we 
pray,
Until we wake another day.
W. A. H.
p. m.; Holy Saturday, First Vespers 
of Easter at 4.30. The public is wel­
come at the services.* ♦ * *
At the Universalist Church Sunday 
morning at 10.45 Rev. George H.
News of the election of Thomas F. 
Dolan of Boston as president of the 
United NaVonal Association of Post- 
office Clerks interests members of 
the Maine State Branch, as Mr. 
Dolan has attended a number of its 
conventions and is very popular with 
postal workers in this State.
C. W. Blackington, milk dealer, is 
covering his route with a half ton 
panel Chevrolet truck.—A. Walker 
Brewster, taxi-man, is serving his 
patrons with a 1932 Chevrolet special 
sedan.—Frank Sampson of North 
Haven is driving a 1932 de luxe Chev- 
• rolet sport coupe.—Harold Hutchin­
son of Union has taken delivery on a 
1932 Chevrolet coach.
The Past Grands and Past Noble 
Grands Association of Knox and 
Lincoln Counties met Wednesday 
evening at Odd Fellows hall, with 
about 50 in attendance. The fine 
supoer was under the direction of 
Mrs. Helen Paladino. The business 
session was followed by a social hour 
during which this program was pre­
sented: America, sung by all, with 
Mrs. Eva Flint at the piano; read­
ings by Mrs. Grace Rollins, Mrs. 
Eliza Jones and Mrs. Helen Went­
worth; and piano solos by Mrs. Jose­
phine Bums, closing with the singing 
of Auld Lang Syne. Camden, Dam­
ariscotta and Round Pond were rep­
resented in the gathering.
subject of the morning sermon will Welch will have as his topic “The 
be “The Blessed King and tne | Certainty of Just Retribution for 
double mixed quartet will sing "The sin» from the ArticIes of Fajth. The 
Palms." Mrs. Thelma Stanley will i QUartet wm sjng • Fling Wide the
sing as a solo “Calvary." Sunday 
School will meet at noon and Ep­
worth League at 6 o’clock. Cecil 
Witham will preach at the evening 
service. Midweek Bible study and
Gates" from Stainer's "Crucifixion," 
and Immanuel choir’s number will be 
“Jerusalem.” Parker-Rees. Church 
school, Knickerbocker Class and 
adult woman’s class at noon. Tlie
Bert Bachelder of the Fuller-Cobb- 
Davis “crowd” is one of Knox Coun­
ty's best sportsmen and seldom re­
turns from his fishing or hunting 
trips empty handed. Yesterday he 
pulled from Alford's Lake what is 
said to be the largest pickerel ever 
caught there. It measured 26 inches, 
and is attracting much attention in 
the Crie Hardware Co.’s’window.
The fire department had a long 
cold run Thursday afternoon to the 
burning residence of William Ander­
son which is just over the line in 
^Thomaston. Firemen from that 
' town joined in the fight, which was 
mainly confined to the salvage of the 
building's contents, as there was no 
available water supply, and wells 
were frozen. The house was de­
stroyed but the fire did not com­
municate to other buildings. Loss 
about $5000; partially insured. A 
falling rafter injured the right leg of 
Bert Chase, a Rockland fireman, and 
surgical attention was given by Dr.
Popplestone.
Mrs. N. Ruth Bowles has returned 
to Belfast after spending a period of 
four weeks at her home in Brooklyn, 
and in an evangelistic campaign in 
•which 28 were baptized at the Church 
of God in Boswell, Pa. The evange­
list and her co-workers Misses Viv­
ian Haworth, Golda Banks, and 
Harriett Legg of Boswell have been 
engaged in a short campaign in Bel­
fast since her return and report in­
teresting services. There will be 
services March 25 and 26, H. W. 
Potest of Portland, presiding. March 
27, Easter morning, there will be a 
baptismal service at 10 a. m. Com­
munion and feet washing at 11 a. m., 
Sunday school at 2 p. m„ and an 
Easter program will be rendered at 
the G A R. hall. Visiting delegates 
and probably candidates from Wal­
doboro, Thomaston and other places 
. a. f expected. Take lunch baskets.
Rocks and Minerals Magazine is 
conducting a vote to determine what 
shall be selected as the national rock 
and national mineral, typical of the 
United States. Norman W. Lermond 
is circulating ballots in this section 
and many have already been filled 
out and forwarded. The last an­
nouncement of the standing showed 
granite well ahead as the national 
rock choice with quartz leading for 
minerals, gold being a close second. 
Other rocks on the list are gneiss, 
marble, limestone, sandstone, schist, 
slate, coal, serpentine, shale and con­
glomerate. Other minerals are he­
matite, gold, garnet, pyrite, calcite, 
limonite, mica , chalcopyrite , spha­
lerite and galena.
The meeting of the Speech Readers 
Chib Wednesday afternoon was de­
voted to practice for the Inter-state 
lit, reading tournament, under the 
direction of Mrs. J. C. Hill, local 
chairman. Much interest was mani­
fested in the appointment of Miss 
Eliza Hannegan as teacher of lip- 
reading in the Portland schools. 
Miss Hannegan having conducted 
classes in the local club the past two 
years, forming many friends during 
that period. Mrs. Freeman F. Brown, 
president, has received notice from 
Miss Persis Vose of Portland, East­
ern Zone vice president of the East­
ern Zone Conference in Worcester. 
Mass.. May 14, at which it is hoped 
all 34 organizations of the zone will 
ba represented.
St. Patrick's Day was in evidence 
at the meeting of Edwin Libby Relief 
Carps Thursday evening, for the 
ladies acting as housekeepers and 
waitresses wore dainty green aprons 
arid caps, and shamrocks were used 
pitifully on the supper tables. 
Mrs. Julia Huntley as chairman was 
assisted by Mrs. Larrabee, Mrs. Mil- 
ton Griffin and Mrs. Effie Walsh. 
Many of the members were in old- 
fashioned costumes, and the supper 
mgnu featured many old-time deli­
cacies. Miss Eliza Steele, local 
health nurse, gave a very interesting 
talk on child welfare and the vari­
ous phases of her work. Col. F. S. 
Philbrick delighted all with old-time 
fiddling tunes, and Alice Barton also
prayer service will be held at 7.15 junior Y.P.C.U. meeting at 5 p. m. 
Tuesday evening. • I will be devoted to rehearsal of the
* * * * | program to be presented on Easter.
Evangelist B. A. Bubar will hold his Senior Y.P.C.U. meets at 6.30. The 
first meeting at the Littlefield Memo- wePk's activities include Chapin 
rial Church at 10.30 tomorrow and , class meeting Tuesday at the home 
Miss Sybil Jones will be the soloist. of Miss jenn;e Trussell, Chestnut 
Junior Church will meet in the vestry < street. and communion service and 
at the same hour; Sunday School at reception of members Thursday eve- 
11.45 and B.Y.P.U. at 6.15, continuing I ning
the study of the book of Matthew, i . . . .
Mr. Bubar will preach again at 7.30 "Some Palm Sunday Lessons" will 
and continue his meetings every eve- I de the subject of the sermon at the 
ning through the week except Satur- pirst Baptist Church Sunday morn- 
day at the same hour. There will be ing The chorus choir will sing “O 
..... Be Joyful In the Lord," Nevin. and
Charles Wilson will sing “The Psalms." 
The church school, with classes for all 
ages, will meet at the noon hour. The 
Endeavorers will hold their meeting 
at 6 o'clock. The people's evening 
service at 7.15 will open with the 
“everybody's big sing" directed by Mr
a short prayer service just before 
each meeting beginning at 7 o'clock.
« ♦ ♦ •
At St. Peter's Church (Episcopal) 
Rev. E. O. Kenyon, rector, the serv­
ices for tomorrow will be appropriate 
for Palm Sunday: Holy Communion 
at 7.30; church school at 9.30; Choral
Through all of his hospital experi­
ence he remained cheerful and hope­
ful, and was attending to business 
affairs only a few hours before the 
end came.
Mr Melvin became a Mason in 
Aurora lodge, and was a member of 
other local Masonic bodies as well 
as the Mystic Shrine iKora Temple 
of Lewiston). He was also a mem­
ber of the Baptist Men's League. 
While he lived quietly and unassum­
ingly he set a great store by his va­
cations. in the course of which he, 
traveled much more extensively than 
falls to the lot of the average man. 
He was universally popular.
Mr. Melvin is survived by his 
father, and by one brother, Arthur 
H. Melvin of Camden. At the fu­
neral services the Masonic rites were 
conducted, and the sermon was 
preached by Rev. J. C. MacDonald. 
The floral tributes were very strik­
ing, including handsome offerings 
from the Mystic Shrine and Eastern 
Steamship Lines, Inc. The bearers 
were R S. Sherman, Earle McIntosh. 
J. N. Southard and Hiram H. Crie 
The interment was in Achorn ceme­
tery.
MRS. HERBERT II. MORTON
Thc community at Tlie Highlands 
was saddened by the death of Mis. 
Rena (Hewett) Morton which oc­
curred Saturday morning at her 
home, following a long struggle with 
heart disease which she bore with 
fortitude. Death came in her sleep, 
as she had wished it.
Mrs. Morton, daughter of the late 
Samuel W. and Lovonia (Thomp­
son) Hewett, was born in Rockland 
April 16, 1873. Sept. 20, 1903, she w 
married to Herbert H. Morton. She
Eucharist 10 30 There will be a short j Fredrickson. The chorus choir will 
retreat, for men beginning at 4 p. m.; sing "Hallelujah. What a Savior!” 
The Wav of the Cross and Adoration Bliss, and the Radio Quartet will sing 
at " 30 During Holv Week there will j “ 'Tis a Great Change For Me." Herb- 
be a daily Celebration of the Holy ert. “The Turning Point" will be the 
Communion at 7.30 (except on Good ; subject of Mr. MacDonald’s sermon. 
Friday) And Evensong and the Sta- The happy prayer and praise meet- 
tions of the Cross at 7.30 p. m. On j ing will be held Tuesday evening at 
Maundv Thursday there will be an ! 7.15. The “Rainbow Hour" will be 
All Dav Intercession before the > broadcast directly from this church 
Blessed Sacrament; Good Friday the over WLBZ. Bangor, Wednesday eve- 
Three Hour Passion service 12 to 3 ning from 6 to 6.30.
Mrs. Lorita Bicknell in charge of 
the annual student day program of 
the Rubinstein Club, to be given the 
evening of April 1 in the Universalist 
vestry, desires local music teachers 
presenting pupils on the program to 
communicate with her as soon as 
possible regarding the name of pupil, 
name of selection and composer.
. i BORN
RAMSAY—At Bayonne, N. J., March 6. 
to Mr. and Mrs. Louis Ramsay (The­
resa Whitney). Louis Andrew.
STEWART—At Van Buren, March 12, to 
Mr and Mrs Raymond Stewart, a 
daughter. Charlotte Ardelle.
WALTZ—At Damariscotta, March 12. to 
Mr. and Mrs. Perley Waltz, a daughter.
Charles S. Hall and Harold Coombs 
are the only announced candidates j 
for the representative nomination on 
the Democratic ticket, but it is | 
rumored that several other Demo­
crats are nibbling at the bait. Among 
the names heard are those of 
Clarence E. Ulmer and Virgil F. 
Studley. E. C. Payson and Mrs. 
Anne Snow declined to become can­
didates.
Keen interest is being shown in the 
Maundy Thursday exercises to be 
given at Temple hall Sunday after­
noon at 4 o'clock, when a musical 
program will be presented by the 
Knox County Men’s Chorus, S. T. 
Constantine, director, and1 Miss 
Bertha Luce, violinist, with Mrs. 
Constantine at the piano. The exer­
cises are designed to enhance the 
prestige of Scottish Rite Masonry 
and to stimulate interest in that 
branch of Masonry. This will bc the
DIED
HASKELL--At West Rockport. March 18 
Aubine C.. widow of William Haskell, 
aged 87 years. 7 months. 22 days. Fu­
neral Sunday at 2 o’clock from Rock­
ville Church.
CLEMENTS—At North Waldoboro, March
15. John N. Clements, native of War­
ren. aged 82 years. 6 months. 6 days 
Interment at Warren.
BARTER—At Staten Island. N. Y.. March
16. Howard Barter a native of St 
George, aged 74 years.
CARVER—At Vinalhaven. March 16. Tem­
perance F.. wife of Reuben Carter, aged 
61 years, 5 months. 28 days.
GINN—At Brooks. Feb. 6. Joseph N. 
Ginn, a native of Vinalhaven.
IN MEMORIAM
In loving memory of Edna L. Stanley, 
who passed away March 21. 1931.
If we could have raised her dying head.
And heard her last farewell.
The grief would not have been so hard
For those that loved her so well.
We think of her In silence.
And oft her name recall.
There's nothing left to answer
But her photo on the wall.
Sadly missed by husband and daughter.
Examine the new Lynn combination I 
Note the Lynn oven indicator at I cones at Crie's. They give 25 per j 
Crie s.—adv. j cent more heat.—adv, ,
...... ......... ........ first time such an observance has
gave violin selections in a pleasing j been given in Rockland, and it is 
manner. ! probable the first time in the State.
____________ It will be open to the public.
"Their engagement is still a secret." 
"So everybody is saying.”
1855 1932
E. A. GLIDDEN & CO.Waldoboro and Rockland HighlandsArtistic Memorials In Stone
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It would have seemed far fetched even two seasons ago to say that the average 
working man could afford the high quality and then very high priced overstuffed 
Suites. But—
YOU CAN AFFORD ONE NOW!
The unbelievable new low prices on these splendid Suites make them truly the most 
economical furniture to buy.
MOHAIRS SILK TAPESTRIES TAPESTRIES
All the Wanted Coverings and Styles
EVERY PIECE IS GUARANTEED
t
We are Specializing in the Famous
Torrey-Warren Overstuffed Suites
THESE OVERSTUFFED SUITES ARE FEATURED IN OUR EARLY 
SPRING FURNITURE SALE
STONINGTON FURNITURE CO.
313-319 MAIN STREET ROCKLAND, MAINE
SPRUCE HEAD week and cut four cords of wood for 1 the Church on the Ridge. Those
»» >ni, j taking part in it were Edw. Chaples,Mrs. Verona Miller and daughter ; pKrvinp A(ipllwrt Simmons.
Verona were guests of Mr. and Mrs
Arthur Davis at Port Clyde one day
GLENMERE
Mrs. Walter Drinkwater was over­
night guest Wednesday of Mr. and 
Mrs. Clifford Elwell on White Head.
Mrs. Clarence Carr has returned last week 
home from Rockport where she has 
been visiting her parents Mr. and Mrs.
Roland Crockett.
David Ervine, Adelbert Simmons, 
Perley Jones, Hollis Chadwick, 
Walter Barter, Rev. M. R. Kerr, 
Forrest Black, Donald Watt, Frank 
Rev. M. R. Kerr is assisting Rev. wiley and Byron Davis. The WOod 
F. W. Barton in special meetings at was donated by Leo Hooper and 
Tenant's Harbor ' pviulg Wiley.
Herman Carr has returned to the Mr. and Mrs. A. W. Hooper were | 
White Head coast guard station after dinner guests of relatives in Friend- 
ten days' leave spent with Mrs. Carr ship Sunday.
found her greatest happiness in doing j Rockland. Mr .and Mrs. Adelbert Simmons and
for others, her unselfish spirit being . Mr. and Mrs. Milledge Randall were son Emery of Martinsville arc guests 
reflected in many kindnesses done for busim visitor Thursday in Rock-(this, week of Mr. and Mrs. Rodney 
relatives, friends and neighbors. land and Thomaston.
While not a member of any church. Mrs. Harry Waterman and Mrs. W.
she showed much interest and took Godfrey attended the bridge 
an active part in the work of the party Monday evening at the home 
of Mr. and Mrs. Johnson on Grace 
street, Rockland, given by the Coast 
Guard League of Women.
Mr. and Mrs. Alton Wall were
Littlefield Memorial Church She 
was a member of the Relief Corps of 
Gloucester, Mas'., where she made j 
her home for a few years.
Tn addition to her husband, she is gjygri a surprise party Thursday eve- 
survived bv a sister. Mrs. Frank , ning Qf ,ast v;eelc at the haJ, and 
were presented with two chairs. Danc­
ing was a pari, of the program and 
refreshments were served.
Walter Drinkwater of Biddeford 
Pool coa t guard station motored here
Ames of Portland, and a brother. 
Winslow Hewett of Camden. Fu­
neral services were held Monday 
afternoon from the late residence. 
Rev. Oscar Stuart of Kennebunk a
former pastor of Littlefield Memorial ■ guara :uimou»eo
Tiw henrprs Sunday to spend lus leave, with his RS  ! family- On his return to Biddeford
were P. P. Bicknell. George Shuman 
Simon D. Crosbv and E. A. Dean. 
Interment was in Achorn cemetery. 
The floral tributes which were verv 
lovely, included a beautiful basket 
from “The Neighbors.”
family
Monday morning he was accompanied 
by Lionel Carr who will visit relatives 
in Portland and Boston enroute to 
Delaware where he goes to see his 
brother Charles.
LONG COVERESOLUTIONSIn Memory of Clara M. Carroll 
life Ip an onward flowing stream. Our 
souls like floating barks, are launched | The services lor tomorrow at St. 
unon
Sister
bai’lng wvuv w «. .v — , , . .
dp'tlnv Of immortal souls. Chan~ role ate for Palm Suneay; church school 
not the universe, but law. will niri al ■>.30; evensong and sermon at 3.30. 
purpose. which collectively are ned ... . Peter BAll these were Sister Carroll's found-.- ln( l- (». nil WI.l oe KCV. 1 (,ui p. 
non. As a member of mi Pies'-”” Franklin of Thomaston. Everyone In 
Granee Sister Carroll was loyal in every the Long Cove community will be 
reweCis members realize our loss; There- most welcome al St. George's Church, 
fore be it
n rKS. w en u uic e. , wi iuihuhu ui ol.
i  lt. We then, shall not think of' George’s Church (Episcopal), Rev. E. 
 Carroll as having left us. b’’ ns j R'pnv/n riftKtor will lio onnronri- <’ ing prone onward to the giorlou' | Kenyon, pastor, will Oe <• pprop
Resolved, we drsoe our charter for 11 
period of 30 days In memory of the de- 
ce-'ed. I _
Be It further resolved we hn'p a eonv ’ 
of these resolutions published In The - 
Courier-Gazette, and a codv sent to tiler 
bereaved family In acknowledcment of 
our sympathy; also a copy spread upon 
our records.
Gladys E. Keller. Hazel Parker, Robert 
S Simmons. Commtttee on Resolutions
WAS WELL KNOWN HERE
W. Frohock. Cum Salesman, DiesIn Worcester—Was a Native of Lincolnville
ST. GEORGE
Simmons.
Thelma, Winslow and Donald Miller 
spent Sunday with their aunt Mrs. 
Walter Barter.
Mrs. M. R. Kerr has been ill with 
a severe cold.
The Ladies’ Circle will meet with 
Mrs. Etta Harris March 24 for an 
all-day session with picnic dinner.
George Long of Tenant's Harbor is 
cutting wood for Freeman Young of 
Rockland on the lot he recently pur­
chased.
Several men of the parish met last
High School Notes
The class parts at St. George High 
School were announced this week as 
follows: Urho Huotari, valedictory; 
Ensio Matson .salutatory; Charles 
Johnson, honor essay; Kenneth 
Johnson, class will; Helen Stein, 
prophecy; Marianne Gilchrist, pre­
sentation of gifts; Agnes Sievewright, 
history.
St. George High has been admitted 
to membership in the Knox-Lincoln 
Baseball League. The season will 
open May 4.
The schools in town closed Wed­
nesday for the Easter vacation. 
High School will reopen April 4.
MAINE AIR TRANSPORT CO.
TILLSON WHARF, ROCKLAND 
Telephone 547—944
Change of Schedule 
EFFECTIVE MARCH 19, 1932 
Planes Leave Rockland Daily
(Weather Permitting)
at
Charles W. Frohock, 75. chewing 
gum salesman for 40 years, died 
March 15, at his home in Worcester,
Mass.
When chewing gum was beginning 
to become popular more than 40 years 
ago, Mr Frohock manufactured his j 
own brand, and sold it to dealers in 
many parts of New’ England. Be­
cause he rode from town to town on
RESOLUTIONS
Whereas It has pleased Almighty God 
In Ills divine wisdom to remove from 01”
Grange our esteemed brother. James ('
Morse, we the members of Mt Pleasant 
Orange. No. 185 of West Rockport, ex­
tend to the widow and other relatives 
our heartfelt sympathy In thlR sad hour,
of bereavement, end although the , ;v bicycle, he called it "Cycle Chew- 
clouds of adversity are heavy that they jng Gum ••
“r-htue^s. the 8"Ver n”lng h“ 80m" ' Soon after, he became connected
Brother Morse was posse -cd with a with a .small manufacturer who was 
very pleasing personality, alwav- readv : bought out by thc American Chicle 
to do his part In anything for the wd- . , , )h) npprn
fare of his Grange In his passing Mt co- • •(■ man ior inis concern
Pleasant Grange has lost a worthy Mr. Frohock, drttsed always 111 a tall 
brother: Therefore be lt silk hat and morning toat, was a
Resolved, our charter he draped for a , ., thp
period of 30 days in his memory nnd n laniniai ngure to dealers a.i over tne 
copv of these resolutions be published ] United States. He retired as a sales-
in The Courier-Gazette, and a copy sent 
to the widow, also a copy spread upon 
our records.
tn tn for the Goudey Gum Co. two 
years ago. and occupied himself since
Gladys E. Keller. Hazel Parker Robert thi ll by developing a dishpan rack, 
S. Simmons, Committee on Resolutions which lie : old ill a small way.
Early in his career, Mr. Frohock bf- 
' came the possessor of a 1600-pound
pig, which he claimed was the largest j 
in the world. He toured the New ' 
England States and New York with < 
the animal until one day when he was I 
washing it, the pig snapped at a ' 
sponge in his hand, swallowed it and 
died shortly after.
Mr. Frohock was born in Lincoln- ; 
ville, the son of John and Francina 
(Rhodes) Frohock. He leaves his 
wife, Ida F. (Ames); a daughter, Mrs. 
Grace E. Goodrich of Erie, Pa.; two 
sons, Walter E. and Chester P of 
Worcester; a sister, Mrs. Arabina 
Hale of Detroit, Mich.; and seven | 
grandchildren.—Worcester Telegram.
HARD COAL, $14.50 
SOFT COAL, $7.75
Delivered in Rockland, Thomaston 
Outside Towns 75c Extra
Telephone Thomaston 81-2
J. B. PAULSEN
31’lt
8.00 A.M. and 4.30 P.M.
: : for : :
Vinalhaven, North Haven and Stonington
32-34
THE SAVER BEATS THE HOARDER 
$19,685.42
Twelve years ago forty men, women and children of this com­
munity took out 269 shares in the ROCKLAND LOAN AND BUILD­
ING ASSOCIATION and have paid Sl.tH) per month on each of these 
shares. Now “what have you?” Saved, S269.00 per month for 144 
months, $38,736.06. Earned. 24 semi-annual dividends. $15,811.82. 
Total saved and earned. $54,547.82. Now if these Savers had been 
Hoarders, on the same basis, what would have been tbe results? 
Amount hoarded $38,736.00, But, during the time. Hoardings were 
so handy in the tin box, sugar bowl or stocking, there were many 
times when the temptations to borrow from them would have been 
too strong to resist. Isn't it conservative to estimate that the amount 
would have become reduced at least 10f(? Then the Hoardings 
remaining would be but $34,862.40. The Saver beats the Hoarder 
$19,685.82.
MORAL:
DON'T HOARD—SAVE
28Stf
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HEART 
QF THE
NORTH
BY
WILLIAM
BYRON
MOWERY
W.N.U. 
SERVICE
bt, WiUiaw Bg.o»v Meurs.q
THE STORY
CHAPTER I.—Six bandits cnme 
aboard the steamer, Midnight Sun, 
while she is tied to the bank of the 
Mackenzie. Father Claverly and the 
other passengers on the boat are 
amazed at the sight of banditry in 
this Great Waterways country, a 
thousand miles north of Edmonton. 
Jimmy Montgomery, who had spent 
years with the Canadian Mounted, 
draws his gun in the face of the 
covering rifles and fires upon the 
ruffians. He is shot through the 
heart by a half-breed. The bandits 
get away with gold dust and choice 
peltry.
CHAPTER II_
A Northern Man.
AT FORT ENDURANCE, In his big three-room cabin overlook­
ing the rest of the post, Alan Raker 
was changing uniform and making 
himself regimental again, after a 
four-day patrol to a camp of drunk­
en Hares.
Just turned thirty, tall and lanky 
and powerful of body, Raker had 
shaken off the last vestige of an 
unhappy boyhood nnd his three 
harrowing years Across. He was 
in the prime of a virile and hard­
ened manhood. Coming here to 
Endurance as a corporal seven 
years ago, with Jimmy Montgom­
ery and Curt Spaulding as his con-, 
stable, he had speedily showed his 
worth as a “northern man" and a 
detachment leader able to cope 
with frontier problems. To him it 
was like coming into his own. In 
his boyhood he had daydreamed of 
hunting big game; and here, at 
this post Just beneath the Arctic 
circle, these daydreams had been 
realized, though in a strange way. 
For here he had hunted the big­
gest of big game—human game 
that had intelligence to match 
against his; that carried a rifle in 
its hands, and wore a belt-gun. and 
must be captured alive, at risk of 
his own life.
During the years that he had 
been officer commanding here, he 
had built up an enviable reputation. 
With his gradually increasing pack 
of northern men he had successful­
ly brought his big territory through 
Indian troubles and epidemics, and 
had smashed those lawless ele­
ments that came in with the oil­
prospecting rushes farther south.
With a record like that and with 
Superintendent Williamson as his 
friend, Alan had expected to get 
his commission last fall when the 
post was raised to an Inspectorate. 
No one In all the Three Rivers 
country doubted that Baker would 
he the chosen man. To them, to 
Alan, the blow came unexpectedly. 
A political appointee named Has­
kell, a newcomer to the Force, a 
worse than ruw newcomer to the 
North, got the Inspectorship and 
command of this coveted detach­
ment.
In these last months, Alan had 
been very thoughtful about his fu­
ture. Here, at thirty, he found 
himself in a blind alley, a non-com 
on meager pay, with no hope of 
promotion. He had turned down 
the opportunity of going into a big 
mining company that was pros­
pecting by planes through the Ath- 
abaska country. He had refused 
half a dozen offers that held pros­
pect of advancement and fine 
money. And then the Force that 
he had given such loyalty to had 
betrayed him. Worst of all, most 
stinging of all, he was forced to 
manage this territory still, straight­
ening out tlie mistakes und endur­
ing the arrogance of tlie man who 
liad got the place he himself had 
earned.
As he brushed his sandy hair 
and dressed quickly, Alan's glance 
strayed down the slope to Mrs. 
Drummond’s flower garden, Eliza­
beth Spaulding, his fiancee, (he sis­
ter of his dead partner, was there.
And Inspector Haskell was there 
with her . . . that blue and gold 
of his uniform, through the shrub­
bery . . . Alan wondered how 
many hours Haskell had spent 
with Elizabeth in tlie last four 
da.ts.
Commanding all tlie other build­
ings at Fort Endurance, Alan's 
cabin, which lie and Curt Spauld­
ing Md built for themselves one 
summer, was light and airy, home­
like with fireplace, bookshelves, 
radio, flower pots on the ledges; 
.end comfortable wl.tt food furtjl-
ture which .Timmy Montgomery had | 
turned over to him when Jimmy's 
young wife died. But in spite of 
its comforts after barrack life, the 
cabin was lonely to Alan. Eight­
een months rolling by had not 
made him forget a dead partner. 
Every log and every nail in the 
building held some memory of Curt 
Spaulding; and Curt’s picture, his 
chevrons, his empty gun, were 
poignant reminders of that fatal 
patrol a year ago last January. . . .
When he finished dressing, Alan 
stepped over to a deep alcove, a 
sort of library and study—a tiny 
niche for a man so tall and lanky. 
Above the work table hung a shelf 
of dog-eared liooks and three pic­
tures framed in carved walrus 
ivory. One was of Elizabeth 
Spaulding taken two years ago 
when she came down north to this 
Waterways country to live with 
Curt, her brother. Another was of 
Jimmy Montgomery in jaunty 
“walking-out" uniform, taken be­
fore Jimmy got his raw deal from 
headquarters and bought out of the 
Mounted.
Tlie third was of Curt Spaulding. 
And that picture, flanked with the 
chevrons and the belt-gun. hung 
more prominently than even the 
other two, as though, with that 
face always in front of him, Alan 
felt less lonely for his dead part­
ner and could imagine Curt here 
ln this cabin still.
In Curt’s deatli he had lost the 
best and truest friend he had ever 
had or ever would have; and he 
knew that through all the years of 
his life lie would be lonely for 
that strong handclasp and a voice 
he once had known.
From a little pigeonhole between 
two logs—a secret mailbox for 
himself and his hard-working men— 
Alan pulled out a scrawled note 
from Corporal Rill Hardsock. He 
had to smile as he read, for the 
note was so like Rill.
“Somebody found an awfully 
dead Smoky on a mud har down 
river this side Ihe Rig Alooska. 
Alan. He probably got drowned in 
the break-up but I'm going down 
to see who he Is so's he won’t he 
drawing trea.y money by proxle 
for the next 20 years.”
Alan sat down to write nut the 
report of his last patrol. Rut his 
thoughts strayed to Elizabeth in 
the garden; to Ifaskell, there with 
hpr. He knew that these trips he 
constantly was sent on, these 
trivial assignments that took him 
away for days at a time, were de­
liberate on Haskell’s part, to get 
him out of the road. With anger 
at this gross abuse of authority, he 
thought: “If Haskell could come 
within a mile of managing this 
post himself, he'd frame some de­
tail tn keep me out in thp hush 
altogether. Any person who'll wield 
his official power in a personal mat­
ter like this . . , They used to cut 
off a knight’s spurs with an ax!"
There was little passion in Alan’s 
emotions toward Elizabeth, hut 
there was sturdy loyalty and a cer­
tain blind idealization of her as a 
girl. In thnt fatal patrol he and 
shp had suffered a mutual loss of 
partner, brother. During thp eight­
een months since then, he had heen 
her only friend here at Endurance, 
for even Mrs. Drummond, with 
whom she was living, did net like 
her. To have a girl so dependent 
upon him, not only for friendship 
but for maintenance itself, aroused 
a very tender and protective atti­
tude in Alan.
Rut at times, deep in his lipart, 
he was troubled about his engage­
ment tn Elizabeth. At times the 
fear rose in him that their mar­
riage was going to he a terrible 
mistake. Something lacked in their 
betrothal; they weren't the deep 
and Intimate friends they should 
he.
It shocked him to realize lie was 
going inlo marriage with a girl 
knowing he did not love her whole­
heartedly. Tn brooding hours, 
when he thought of another girl 
in his life, of Joyce MacMillan, and 
his comradely intimacy with her, the 
old longing for that deeper and 
richer relation surged through him. 
He grew bitier at the secret pow­
erful circumstances which had sep­
arated him from Joyce; which he 
kept locked within himself, telling 
no one, neither Joyce nor Eliza­
beth.
To other folks at Endurance, 
Alan’s engagement to Elizabeth 
Spaulding had come as a stagger­
ing surprise. Knowing nothing of 
tlie all-powerful reason which had 
driven him to that engagement, 
they felt he had treated Joyce Mac­
Millan rather badly; and not even 
their friendship for him would 
mnke them accept Elizabeth.
Father Claverly, alone, of all the 
people at Endurance, knew that 
there was something hack of that 
engagement which Alnn had kepi 
to himself—some hidden reason, 
some unalterable fact, that would 
explain it. At first he had thought 
thnt the profound shock of a part­
ner's death had caused Alan to turn 
to Elizabeth; but with the passing 
months he became convinced the 
reason was not that. It was some­
thing deeper and most lasting.
With infinite sorrow Father Clav­
erly had seen Alan's fine comrade 
ship with Joyce break up and 
had watched the engagement come 
about. He saw that Elizabeth was
a wise, cool-headed girl, very clever 
at managing relationships for her 
own ends. In the good priest's 
opinion the marriage of this cool- 
headed, calculating girl to a man 
so sincere and warm-hearted, would 
be a sorry, sorry pass.
When Elizabeth came In the 
door, she merely nodded to Alan’s 
warm greeting. In her precise 
tones she said:
“I want to talk to you, Alan, 
about something very important 
to us both. Unless you're too 
busy. . .
Her rebuff hurt Aian, Her cold­
ness, her lack of any passion, were 
always bewildering to him.
Waiting, painfully aware he could 
never answer her arguments, he 
glanced out the window at the river 
and shimmering pine hills. A mile 
down the broad Mackenzie a canoe, 
a small patrol craft with outboard 
motor, came whipping around a 
headland.
Alan thought: “That's Bill Hard­
sock coming. And coming wide 
open. Something's happened.”
Elizabeth saw the craft, too. But 
she glanced only once at It, entirely 
uninterested. Police work—patrols, 
arrests, map surveys, treaty money, 
pelts to be stamped, bickering In- 
dans—all this bored her, now tliat 
the novelty of it had worn off.
She loved Alan—with reserva­
tions. She admired his natural- 
horn leadership over other men; 
admired his rugged honesty, espe­
cially in contrast to Haskell’s lack 
of it. In their life together Alan
Health «Home
Traetical S^di^ for 'Wives 
and (Mothers
By Dr. ERNEST H. LINES
Eminent Authority and Chief Medical Director 
New York Life JInsurance Company
LIGHT AND VENTILATION
IN selecting the home, to buy or rent, nothing is more important than to find a house, or apartment, that receives good sunlight. It should not be dark, gloomy or damp. Overcrowding, especially in sleeping quarters, tends to in­
crease contagious diseases. Adequate ventilation is necessary, especially at 
night. Opening one window from the
top and another at the bottom, even 
in the adjoining room, may giveenough 
ventilation if the intervening door 
is left open; but drafts should be 
avoided.
During warm weather it is a good 
idea to leave all doors open at night. 
An inside catch-lock or chain fastened 
to entrance doors will make it possible 
to leave these doors partly open with 
safety. Another good idea would be 
to open the skylights, the chimney 
valves and the doors of all stoves 
that have exhaust vents. The warm 
and impure air can then rise through 
these mediums to the skies.
Ventilation is also important in 
cold weather when fires and other 
heating apparatus increase the rate 
at which the pure air in the house is 
consumed. In this connection it may 
be mentioned that a good many 
people avoid ventilating houses in 
cold weather through a false sense 
of economy. They imagine that once 
a house is heated up it costs less to 
keep it warm than to heat it up 
again -jf the room becomes cold. 
As a matter of fact, it costs less to 
heat up a room full of pure air than 
it does to keep warm a room already 
charged with carbon dioxide and 
other impurities.
Rooms should have enough window 
space to admit sufficient natural light 
to prevent eye strain. Roughly, the 
area of window space should be 
about one-sixth that of the floor 
space and, if possible, windows should 
reach almost to the ceiling to enable 
the light to get to the back of tbe 
rooms.
Artificial light should resemble sun­
light as much as possible, ample to 
see to work by but not too glaring. 
Electric light is probably best because 
it does not consume oxygen from the 
air of the room, nor does it give out 
to the air any waste products. Light 
should not fall directly on thc eyes 
but should come from the side or 
behind the shoulder.
QUESTIONS i 
All wives and mothers should 
be able to answer these quest ions: 
I. What should be first health 
consideration in buying or rent­
ing a home? X. Name two aids 
to ventilation of home in warm 
weather? >. How much window 
space should rooms have?
iC-nr^K IWl. N. 1. L. Lew
This ts the seermd of a series of 12 
artidee on Health m the Home. The 
third will be on Baths and Care oj 
the Skin. 1
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Poetry lovers, students of poetry, 
and those who have ambitions to 
write verse should make it a point to 
obtain "The Craft of Poetry," a 
Study of the Writing of Verse and 
Poetry, by Clement Wood, author of 
“Poets of America.” Here is a com­
plete study of poetry on its historical, 
metrical, and aesthetic sides. The 
author, himself a poet as well as an J 
instructor, gives the reader a most J 
intelligent insight not only into the I 
purpose of poetry but into the 
method of the poet.
A special feature of the book is j 
that it includes a discussion of all; 
the modern tendencies in poetry and 
is thc only available study of the 
history and technique of light and | 
humorous verse in English.
Though it contains all the detailed 
instructions of a text-book, it is writ­
ten with the charming literary style 
of an author who himself has a 
poetic feeling for words. The book 
is, in a sense, the product of the 
poet’s own laboratory and is a rich 
summarization of 20 years’ experi­
ence of one of the best-known teach­
ers and critics of poetry in America. 
It is published by E. P. Dutton & Co., 
Inc. * • • •
Book 1, Poetry in Human Life, is 
devoted to chapters on Poetry, The 
Poet, The Poet's Product; Book 2, 
The Technique of Versification, has 
chapters on Rhythm, Rhyme, The 
Stanza. Thc Vocabulary of Poetry, 
Book 3. The Kinds of Poetry, which 
has chapters on narrative, dramatic, 
lyric, and other kinds of poetry. 
Book 4. Formal, Light and Humorous 
Verse, gives attention to French and 
other fixed forms, light verse in 
English, etc. And Book 5 has its title 
“General Observations."
There are several references to 
Edna St. Vincent Millay’s poems. 
The chapter on Lyric Poetry includes 
this:
"Edna S'. Vincent Millay rarely 
wrote more poignantly than in her 
Memorial to D. C., with this exquisite 
little sestet:
Heap not on this mound 
Roses that she loved so well;
Why bewilder her with roses.
That she cannot see or smell?
She is happy where she lies 
With the dust upon her eyes.
And again—
But your singing days are done;
But the music of your talk 
Never shall the chemistry 
Of the secret earth restore.
All your lovely words are spoken. 
Once the ivory box is broken.
Beats the golden bird no more.
....
Mr. Wood opens his foreword by 
saying: "This study of the technique 
of versification in English is intended 
primarily for those who aspire 
toward expression m poetry or light 
verse; secondarily, for classes in 
prosody, whose main purpose is 
eftener to undergo a chore than to 
roar a carol; and, thirdly, for the in­
terested general reader, as somewhat 
of a key to that strange and yet 
still human species, the poet.” . . . 
“The ambition to write poetry is as 
universal a childhood complaint as 
the mumps or Liberty Measles; and, 
in many cases, it is Incurable,”• • « •
Edna Ferber is reported to have 
set $175,000 for the talkie rights to 
her book “American Beauty.” The 
abnormal price asked for the rights 
is traced back to “Cimarron,” which 
was extremely successful. It is of 
interest to note that the film made 
"Cimarron" famous, as the book it­
self did not even rate among the best 
sellers. • • ♦ *
When Maud Andrews Lincoln gave 
her final dramatic criticism before 
the Methebesec Club recently, she 
made reference in her preface to 
"The Lady of Godey's" (Sarah Jo- 
sepha Halei by Ruth E. Finley, which 
is hailed as one of the outstanding 
books of the times. When one speaks 
of Godey's Ladyfs Book, it is to 
conjure up visions of the charming 
old prints which have become choice 
possessions in many households. 
Godey's Lady's Book, in fact, was the
HORIZONTAL
1-A sharp, squeaking 
sound
6-Small cand'e 
t1-Gratified w’th an 
unexpected 
pleasure
HORIZONTAL (Cont.) 
'.S-Taitered clothing 
144— High mountains 
13-RaIsed with effort 
47-Period of life 
43-Cdvering for the
hanejs
13-Struck with a saber 73-A waterfall (Scot.)
VERTICAL (Cont)
13- To talk (slang)
14- Dynamics (abbr.) 
19-A coat for evening
wear
22-Blessings ' 
24-Below
26-The bottom of the 
feet
28-Casts a ballot
30- Propeller
31- Twenty-aecond
letter in the 
Hebrew alphabet
33- Places where
merchandise is 
exposed for sale 1
34- Fabulous serpent­
like winged 
monsters ;
35- The office of a
regent
37- One who fishes with
a troll
38- Councils (Rus.)
39- Track j1
40- Feasted
42-Depends
44- Amasaed
45- Breaks suddenly
48- The language of tho
Moroa ,i
49- Clip . £»
52-A descendant (, , ? 54-South “ ■--  * a
antelofo
15- Repair
16- Full in all respects
17- Rcverencc
18- Prophesy
20- Japcn' e %oin
21- True Skin
23- Town in N. W.
Belgium24- Capital of Nupe,
northern Nigeria, 
Africa
25- Mischievou8 sprites
27- Snake-like fish
28- Spite
29- Bales of goods
packed in animal's 
hides
S1-lmplement for 
grasping things
32-Member of the same 
class in school
34-More thirsty 
36-Court notice (pi.)
39- Large wooded 
' plants
40- On account of
41- Strap for sharpening■ razor
jl-Condole
53-lntertwined
confusedly
55- Demanded a
repetition
56- Old fashion musical
instrument (pi.)
57- An ecclesiastical
council
73-Goadt
VERTICAL
1- Slackly twisted
worsted yam (pi.)
2- Shyness
3- Consume
4- Above
5- A province of
Ireland
6- Soapstone (pl.)
7- Assist8- Enclaaure
9- Rubtpng out
10- An ornamentalscreen behind an altar
11- Exchange
12- Makes deeper
Manager Harold Jackson An- There will be a community get-to- 
c j gether and supper at the M. E.swers home L^utestions and cpurch next Tuesday evening at 6
States Facts o'clock, supper to be in charge of the
___  K. T. class. Everyone cordially in­
vited. Those not solicited are asked 
to take sweets. Children are welcome
Yesterday we put the question to 
Harold Jackson, local Armour Man-
,, , , , , . ,i aver, attempting to find out who was if accompanied by adults.
L‘’"Ld ” .^avs °'va, t0 '_her;/he | the instigator of this “Ham for Friends here of Jeruel Hart of
could always depend upon Alan 
Raker. And lie could get her wliat 
slip wanted In life. Much better 
than he himself did. she realized 
he had qualities that would take 
him far in any other profession: a 
good intellect, ambition, the abil­
ity tn work hard, and—most valu­
able of all—a rare capacity for 
friendship.
All in all, Elizabeth felt that If 
only he did not choose to bury him­
self here in this northern back- 
woods Alan Baker was by far the 
likeliest man, of the four or five 
she had known well, to lift her 
out of genteel poverty to a more 
agreeable plane of life.
Slip said, “You know what I want 
to talk about.” She asked point­
edly. “When.yonr term is up next 
month, are you going to re-enilst or 
not ?”
Alan knew that Elizabeth was de­
termined, heart and soul, that he 
should get out of the Mounted and 
take a good salaried position down 
In Victoria, which Colonel Steele, 
commander of his regiment ln the 
World war. had been wanting him 
to accept. But he was loath to take 
a Job on a friendship basis; he 
preferred to stand on the more 
self-respecting ground of honest 
work honestly performed. And to 
leave this land where he bad found 
freedom and happiness was an in­
tolerable prospect. He loved this 
northern Mackenzie country as in­
tensely as he hated the hectic 
stifling oppression of city life; and 
his comradeship with men like Rill 
Hardsock was precious to him.
Tf he tore himself away from all 
♦his. If he became a mere cog In 
an Industrial machine, he would 
be uprooted and miserably un­
happy.
Rut as things stood, hp was In a 
blind alley. Haskell was riding him 
hard for personal reasons; a rank 
Injustice had been done him. . . . 
There were a dozen powerful ar­
guments on the other side, too.
After a moment he said slowly; 
“I suppose I oughtn't to sign on 
again. But it's hard to decide, 
Elizabeth.”
"What is there to decide 
about? How can von tolerate this 
situation you're in? You're a sub­
ordinate, taking orders: you're li­
able to he demoted any day; you're 
compelled to do another man's 
work for him! You don't think 
your situation is going to change? 
You aren’t expecting a commission 
any more now, I hope? Then why 
under Jieaven do you want to stay?”
TO BE CONTINUED
I Faster" custom. Warren are much pleased to hear he
"It may be one of those old Spanish is recovering from his severe ill turn, 
customs that we hear so much abou'." Town meeting last Monday saw the
, he replied, "but honestly, I can't give largest turnout for a town meeting 
I you a definite answer. As long as I ever jn this town. The committee met 
I have been in th» packing business. at the M E church Wednesday eve- 
and that s been a long time, there has njng to make plans for building the 
been advertising on ham for Easter nfw schoolhouse.
i »hm,thrtwhtWrow ” ’’ant taUC y°U Mr. Mrs. F. C. Flint of Rock- 
| “I have been notified that your land were guests Sunday at Will Say-
; newspaper Is going to get a substan- havl^8 5CCutr‘j>aulled ,hOnJc
1 t.al schedule of advertising and I Mrs. Sayward who had been for 16 
want to teli vou that mv comoanv has ^.tys at Knox Hospital since the auto 
broadened its plans and activities to accident at West Rockport in which 
! the ooint where Armour dealers more she was injured. Her many friends 
1 than ever before are going to cash in are delighted to see her home again 
I o i this local Easter advertising and are extending best wishes to her. 
effort. This year we have an Easter ! Dannie Savage of Waldoboro called 
window* display that is a corker. It j on friends in this place Sunday, 
is designed for the Easter period and Mr. and Mrs. Walter Dearborn of 
ties-up directly with the newspaper Plymouth. N. H. are in town, called
advertising. We also have available 
a great many dea'er helps, sugges­
tions and ideas which will help every 
j dealer sell more Armour's Fixed Fla- 
■ vor Star Ham at Easter and increase 
| his profits."
So it seems, that regardless of who 
started the "Ham for Faster" custom, 
it makes little or no difference.. Tlie 
j big thing is that this special pffiiod 
offers Armour dealers an exe°ptional 
opportunity to cash in on a local ad­
vertising campaign which will stimu- 
j late sales on Fixed Flavo’ Star Hem. 
This newspaper is co-operating in a 
I thorough vzav to make this advertis­
ing expenditure worthwhile. Dealers 
everywhere are going to experience a 
demand from consumers for 7-fam and 
to obtain the creates' possible bene­
fits and repeat business. Armour's 
Fitted Flavor Star Ham is 
“natural"
In addition to newspaper advertis­
ing there will be magazine, radio, out­
door and store display material. 
Nothin? has been overlooked.
by the illness and death of the for­
mer's father, Daniel Dearborn
HOPE
First Girl—I don't sec how you 
could engage yourself to that old Mr. 
Wiggs. He hasn't a tooth in his head 
and is pretty near bald.
Second Girl—Well, my dear, you 
shouldn't be too severe on him; he 
I was born that way.
PALERMO
Max Hannon spent the weekend in 
Portland.
Town meeting was held March 14, 
nearly everybody in town attending.
Mr. and Mrs. Oscar Bradstrcet are 
receiving congratulations on the birth 
of a daughter, March 11. Mrs. Bes­
sie Scates is caring for mother and 
child and both are doing well.
Walter Griffln ar.d daughter Arlene 
were in Fairfield Sunday.
There was an aluminum demon­
stration at Guy Leeman's Friday 
evening.
The Grange is to give an entertain­
ment and card party this Saturday 
evening at the East Palermo Grange 
hall. Everyone is invited.
Charles Burgess and Arden Mank 
of Union were in town Sunday.
Miss Theresa Morang spent the 
weekend with her sister Mrs. Harold 
Saban.
Percy Saban entertained a party 
of friends last Saturday evening.
Robert Overlock of South Liberty 
was a caller Sunday on Mr. and Mrs. 
F. C. Tibbetts.
Congratulations are extended to 
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Ludwig of 
Washington whose marriage took 
place March 5. Mrs. Ludwig was 
formerly Miss Lois Turner of this 
place
WhowjsWbo?
By LOUISE M. COMSTOCK
ROBINSON CRUSOE
IT IS because Daniel Defoe was a good newspaper man. able to see tbe “story” in a current news yarn 
concerning the rescue of a marooned 
sailor from a desert Island that we 
have today that universal favorite 
"Robinson Crusoe."
The yarn upon which he based his 
book was about one Alexander Sel­
kirk, English mariner born at Largo, 
Fifeshire, who early went into pri­
vateering in the South seas and by 
1704 had earned promotion to com­
mand of the good ship Cinque Ports. 
As the result of a quarrel with his 
captain, he was at his own request 
set ashore at Juan Fernandez, a tiny 
island some 350 miles west of the 
coast of Chile, where he lived for 
four years and four months, much, 
perhaps, as did the character he in­
spired. He was finally rescued by 
Capt. Woodes Rogers and re­
turned to civilization. At the time 
of his death Selkirk had attained 
rank of lieutenant.
Not only was tt his story upon 
which Defoe built "Robinson Cru­
soe." tint Juan Fernandez Is today 
frequently known as Crusoe's Is­
land. and boasts not only many of 
tlie very umbrella trees that figure 
in the story, but a Crusoe’s cave, 
and, near the summit of its high­
est mountain, Selkirk's Lookout, a 
tablet, placed there in 1568 in honor 
of the original Robinson Crusoe!
(©. 1132. Western Newspaper Union.)
E. N. Hobbs attended the meeting 
of Limerock Valley Pomona with Me­
gunticook Grange in Camden last 
Saturday.
Miss Gertrude Hardy was recently 
an overnight guest of her friend Miss 
Louise Eugley in Camden.
Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Hardy and 
three sons were in Lincolnville Sun­
day calling on relatives.
Mrs Albion P. Allen of Lincolnville 
visited Mr. and Mrs. Alden P. Allen 
last Saturday.
Mrs. Fannie Brown accompanied
a sales by her .On Ralph of Camden and 
daughter Miss Aubine of Rockland 
went to West Rockport Sunday to 
visit Mrs. Aubine Haskell who is very 
ill.
Mrs. D. E. Brownell and Mrs. 
Emma Simmons of Lincolnville at­
tended the district meeting of the 
Farm Bureau, entertained by the 
Camden branch at Megunticook 
Grange hall last week. Miss Jessie 
Lawrence, H.D.A.. assisted Miss Edna 
Cofcb, State home management spe­
cialist, in giving a kitchen demon­
stration.
Mrs. Emile Hobbs, leader of the 
Golden Rule 4-H Club, received in­
formation last week that Miss 
Marion Hobbs has been chosen to 
attend the State 4-H Club camp in 
Lewiston next September. Congratu­
lations.
At the day meeting of Hope Grange 
last Saturday another member was 
reinstated. The lecturer, Miss 
Katherine True, presented a program 
of recitations, songs and a playlet 
entitled, “Why George Washington 
Didn’t Go to Sea," to which several 
stories were added by members. 
The following visitors, all members 
of Tranquility Grange of Lincoln­
ville, were present, Mrs. Belle Wiley, 
Mrs. Florence Allen and Mrs. Roland 
Robbins.
OUR JUNIOR PUZZLE
LAWRY
Mrs. Byron Thompson and Mrs. 
Leola Benner were guests Monday 
of Mrs. Josie Bums.
Mrs. Florence Wallace and son 
Milton who spent the winter in Bos­
ton and Thomaston have returned 
home.
Mrs. Charles Winchenbach who 
has been visiting her daughter Mrs. 
Josie Burns has returned to her home 
in Thomaston.
The Ladies Aid cleared $31 at the 
town meeting dinner held in the 
church vestry Monday. Mrs. E. A. 
Burns was chairman of the commit­
tee.
Hartwell Davis has started to build 
his house and garage at Friendship.
Mrs. Albion Wotton was a caller on 
Georgie Wincapaw Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. Roland Bums spent a 
few days in Waldoboro last week.
Mrs. Warren Poland who has been 
during the winter in Portland, spent 
a few days with her daughter Mrs. 
Lizzie Miller before returning to her' 
home in Bremen.
BEHIND THE TREE
Harry is Nature Hunting. He 
says it is much more fun than 
going hunting with a gun. And 
not near so dangerous to him or 
thc subject. If you want to see 
wliat Harry has just espied, take 
a pencil and join all the num­
bered dots together, starting with 
dot number one and ending with 
dot number forty-three. Harr' 
says there are lots of subjec; 
about his place especially th 
time of year when things a: 
starting to come out.
(Solution to Previous Puzzle)
mirror of opinion In 19th century 
America; and is now an addition, to 
Americana.
Sarah Josepha Hale was left a 
widow with five small children, in 
an age when for a woman to earn 
money was almost unheard of. Yet 
she became one of the greatest edi­
tors of the 19th century. No woman 
made a greater Impression on her 
times than this lady editor, who be­
gan her career at forty and who was 
absolute dictator of fashions, food, 
furnishings and manners in l5Q,()0fl 
American homes. And she devoted 
her enormous influence for fi(ty 
years to "the progress of female im­
provement," which she announced 
as her aim in her first editorial.
She possessed tireless energy and 
found time, in addition to her edit­
ing, to write two dozen books, to or­
ganize and carry to a successful con­
clusion a campaign to make Thanks­
giving a national holiday, to raise 
money for Bunker Hill monument, 
to found the Seaman's Aid, and to 
befriend every school for womep. 
Matthew Vassar, Mary Lyon and 
Emma Willard were warm friends of 
hers. And yet, because she was 
clever enough to hide her reforms be­
hind the sentiment so dear to Vic­
torian readers, modern America has 
laughed at her writings as “cambric i 
tea" and remembers her magazine 
for its fashion plates!
As Mrs. Lincoln said, Sarah Jo­
sepha Hale would don her most be­
coming gown, her lace mitts, a fas­
cinating hat, and a beguiling smile, 
and go forth to campaign for women. 
While she believed women had rights, 
Mrs. Hale was far too clever to an­
tagonize her audience by openly 
campaigning for them. She played 
upon their sentiments to introduce 
revolutionary ideas in lady-like edi­
torials—with signal success.
It is a publication of Lippincotts. •
• • • •
The Bible is still a best seller in 
China. Devastating floods, famine, 
banditry and civil warfare in 1931 
did nothing to stop the sale of Bibles 
in that country. The secretary of the 
British and Foreign Bible Society 
states that complete Bibles, testa­
ments and single books of Holy Writ 
found no less than 4,500,000 custom­
ers during the year.• • • •
The librarian had one customer 
who used to say: “Well, give me a 
book to wade through."
“See if you can wade through this,” 
was the reply on one of these occa­
sions.
“What is it?"
“Twenty Thousand Leagues Under 
the Sea."
• • • •
Publication and distribution of a 
select list of books for the blind is 
to be made by the Library of Con­
gress which has $175,000 for that 
purpose. The Library of Congress 
with more than 20,000 books for the 
blind has the largest single collec­
tion of that kind in the country.
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SIMON K. HART
MONUMENTS53 Pleasant SL Tel. 911-M Rockland
31Stf
nWtlMISUWICl
► EMBALMING -< 
MOTOR AMB1IIANC1
Since 1840 this firm has faithfully 
served the families of Knox County 
LADY ATTENDANT 
• Day Telephone 450—781-1
BURPEE’S
ROCKLAND, ME,
ELECTRICIANS
For Reliable and Complete Elec­trical Service of Any Kind First Class Work at Fair Prices
HOUSE-SHERMAN, Inc.585-7 Main St., Rockland, Maine Established 1920 Telephone 721 23-tf
SEA VIEW GARAGE, Inc.
689 MAIN STREET TEL. 1250
ROCKLAND 58-tf
For RHEUMATISM take
BUXTON’S
SPECIAL COMPOUND
You will not regret it. For sale at all1 
leading drug stores. Let us send you 
a booklet. Buxton Medicine Co, Ab­
bot Village, Me.
WILLIAM E. DORNAN 
& SON, Inc.
Cemetery Memorials
EAST UNION, MAINE 4-tf
DR. PERLEY R. DAMON
DENTIST
302 Main SL Tel. 915-M Rockland 
139*60
VINALHAVEN A ROCKLAND STEAMBOAT CO.
WINTER ARRANGEMENT 
Steamer leaves Swan's Island at 5.30 
A M.. Stonington 6.25. North Haven 7.25, 
Vinalhaven 8 15, due to arrive at Rock­
land about 9.30.
Return—leaves Rockland at 1.30 P. M., 
Vinalhaven 2,45. North Haven J.30. Ston­
ington at 4 40: due to arrive at Swan's 
Island about 6.00 P. M. t
B H 8TIN8ON. General Agent.
140-tf
WHEN IN PORTLAND—You ran buy 
copies of The Courler-Oazette. with the 
home news, at Central News Co., 66 Con­
gress st.; or Rose Newe-stend, 381 ii Coo- «r««« 8(.
Every-Other-Day Rockland Courier-Gazette, Saturday, March 19, 1932 f Page Fiv«
ECONOMY FLOUR & FEED CO., Inc.
Holmes St., Near Broadway, Rockland
$
Tel. Rockland, 1107 
Tel. Rockland Night 1 105—243
ROCKLAND AS IT IS TODA Y “MICKY & HIS MA”
Distributors of
Elmore and Grandins Feeds
Dairy and Poultry Feeds
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL
Always Open Week Days 
from 7 A. M. to 5 P. M.
HIGHEST QUALITY FEEDS AT 
LOWEST PRICES
Larro, The Ace of Modern Dairy, Poultry 
and Hog Feeds Has Made Fine Record in 
Knox County — A Word About the Mill 
and the Research Farm
SLAVERY
Oil BURN
77.» '
", T': V i (4"A’i
Tower Oil Burners have made a repntation for themselves in this 
locality. We also handle extra quality Range and Fuel Oil
THURSTON OIL CO.
TILLSON AVE., ROCKLAND
TEL. 127
w
SPECIAL
SUNSHINE SODA CRACKERS, 3 lbs 39c 
CHASE & SANBORN COFFEE, lb. 35c 
STRICTLY FRESH EGGS, dozen, 29c 
GLENDENNING’S CASH MARKET
TEL. 993
DELIVERY SERVICE 
OTP. PUBLIC LANDING ROCKLAND
PRESCRIPTION EXPERT 
QUICK SERVICE
WE DELIVER
CORNER DRUG STORE, Inc.
TEL. 378422 MAIN STREET ROCKLAND
PLUMBING AND HEATING
INSTALLING—REPAIRING
Phone 956 for Quick Dependable Service
ASK US ABOUT SPENCER AUTOMATIC HEAT
WILLIAM T. SMITH
477 MAIN STREET, ROCKLAND
DON’T GAMBLE 
WITH FUEL OIL!
With the approach of colder weather comes the ever 
present problem of home heating and winter health. 
To those who have chosen oil heat
Dependability, Efficiency, Economy and 
Ease of Operation,
are assured, providing the correct fuel is used
WE CAN SUPPLY THE CORRECT FUEL OIL 
And At l-5th Less Cost Than Coal
A. C. McLOON & CO.
TEL 51 ROCKLAND
The Knox County Home of J. B. Ham Comrany Located on Walnut Street, Rockland, Adjacent to Maine Central Railroad. From this Plant is Served All Nearby Towns And the Penobscot Bay Islands.
Acts, not words, best tell the story! two months over and above grain 
of the famous Larro feeds for cattle, I bills.
hogs and chicks. The Larro prod-j R. W. Davis and Son are staunch 
ucts are the best the market affords,1 boosters for Larro dairy feed and 
not the cheapest in first cost, but by' their records testify to securing ex- 
far the cheapest in the long run. In- cellent results on sustained feeding' 
cidentally the great Larrowe Mills J of the Larro products. A. H.i 
at Toledo, Ohio, are immaculate, i Hunter of Tenant’s Harbor fed a 
pronounced hv Government in- June pig 350 pounds of Larro hog 1 
spectors the most sanitary grain feed and one bag of meal. On Nov. | 
mills in the country. I 24 he killed the pig which dressed
A. W. Martin, hustling young 350 pounds. Larro Calf Meal has 
manager of thc local Larro agenev, i '1een placed on the market within 
J. B. Ham Co., does not have to the past few months following de­
look far afield for proofs of Larro tailed experimentation which cov- 
efficiencv. His own enthusiastic pa- erc<1 a Pcriod of nearlY ten years, 
trons furnish ample and readily The local plant, located on Wal- 
available testimonials. For in- nut street, is one of the 24 J. B. 
stance: Cliff Robbins of Camden Ham Co. stores in Maine. Mr. 
made a test with a pen of 520 ( Martin is the manager and is as- 
chicks. At six weeks the average sisted at present by Ralph Fowler, 
weight was 1% pounds. At eight I though in the busy season the staff 
weeks it was between 2 and 2% is increased. All the Larro products 
pounds. During the next fortnight [ and large stores of all grains are 
he fed fattening foods and at 10 kept in thc commodious storehouse, 
weeks the chicks’ average weight Truck service to all points is 
was a strong 3 pounds. promptly available.
Larro poultry feeds have been No product can be better than
given a most interesting test by John 
Pierce who used the laying mash on 
a flock of 120 pullets and through 
November and December had a sus­
tained flock production of better 
than 80 percent. In spite of low 
prices these birds paid $65 those
the organization that produces it 
and Larro takes a deal of honest 
pride in the splendid experimental 
farm at Detroit, Mich., by far the 
largest and best equipped of its kind 
in the world. This huge model 
farm is carried on along ideal lines
AUTOMOBILE ELECTRICAL SERVICE
IGNITION WORK A SPECIALTY
RONALD W. MESSER
GARAGE AUTOMOBILE SERVICE 
GAS, OILS, GREASING
110 PARK STREET ROCKLAND TEL. 1282
ROCKLAND’S LEADING HOTEL
HOTEL ROCKLAND
T. F. KEATING, Prop.
“A Home Away From Home” 
Consider Our Home Your Home . . .
FAMOUS FOOD
American Plan Rates Reasonable
291 Main Street
TeL Rockland 580
Rockland
FAST WASHINGTON the Sunday school. The proceeds are LrtD 1 rtaniixu l wix towards the fund being raised
lurr unri Mrs W W Lieht are en- for the Purpose of having the church
InMIM W »i> Crmhttn vMW vidnl„
Un‘°n' r, , „ „ , day of last week.
Mrs. Clara Overlock and Mis. Mrs josepbine Finley of Razorville
Blanche Johnston of this Place and visited ber parents last week.
Mrs. Arthur Overlock of Liberty at- Mr and Mrs a e Johnston, Mrs. 
tended the Farm Bureau meeting at TiOttJe prescott and Mr. and Mrs C. 
thc home of Mrs. Ella Grinnell of E Overlock attended the O.EJ3. din- 
Burkettville Wednesday, March 2. ner at the Masonic dining room last
Charles Smith of Appleton was a Tuesday, 
business visitor in this place last Mis., Bernice Beechey of Washing-
Sat urday. ton visited Mrs. Clara Overlock last
Elwin Fitch and Harland Ripley at- Tuesday afternoon, 
tended the dance at Liberty last Mrs. Lottie Prescott was recently 
Saturday evening. . the guest of friends in Liberty.
Mr. and Mrs. Fred CunninghaipMrs. Editb Light is spending this 
and daughter Verna of Jefferson < week in Rockiand With her mother 
were recently guests of Mr. and Mrs. Mrg Elbrldge Linscott.
C. E. Overlock.
Master Talbot Johnston was out
Saturday selling hot buttered pop There are three genders: mascu- 
corn in the contest which is being line, feminine, and crooner.—Milwau- 
carried on among the children of, kee Leader.
GROSS NECK
Mr. and Mrs. Hudson Eugley and 
daughter Madelyn of West Waldo­
boro were guests Sunday of Mr. and 
Mrs. Charles Geele.
Miss Marjorie Gross returned last 
Saturday to her home in Waldoboro 
after spending a month with her 
1 grandparents Mr. and Mrs. William 
i Gross.
A daughter was born to Mr. and 
i Mrs. Ernest Eugley, Feb. 29.
Mrs. William Gross was in Augusta 
I last Saturday.
McClellan Eugley has returned 
home from Jefferson.
Mr. and Mrs. Freelon Vannah and 
son Sherman of South Waldoboro 
, and Mrs. Mertie Booth of Kaler’s 
; Corner were guests Sunday of Mr.
and Mrs. Dewey Winchenbach.
I Miss Addie Geele spent last week- 
| end in Damariscotta.
Elroy Gross, Jr., of Waldoboro has 
i been spending a few days with his 
! grandparents Mr. and Mrs. W. Gross.
SOUTH WALDOBORO
though it is in practical production 
in all lines all the time.
A completely equipped laboratory 
is in constant operation at the great 
Larro farm with ten recognized ex­
perts studying the problem of bet­
tering conditions of stock and poul­
try and making possible further im­
provements on the already splendid 
Larro feeds. Constant experimenta­
tion with different types of ranges 
and housing conditions produce 
valuable information for the poul­
try raisers. All modern inventions 
are utilized, particularly x-ray pho­
tography.
Among those who attended the 
funeral of the late Emily Farnsworth 
Davis Wednesday at the village were 
Mrs. Ida Winchenbach and daughter 
Gertrude. Mrs. Helen Winchenbach, 
Mr. and Mrs. Martin Collamore, Mr. 
and Mrs. Alvin Wallace and Alfred 
Davis.
Lowell Wallace was a Rockland 
visitor Saturday.
Mrs. Nelson Collamore spent Friday 
at the home of Alfred Davis.
The Union Aid will meet with Mrs. 
Eleanor Palmer March 23 for an all- 
day session.
Rev. and Mrs. George Davis of 
Aina were at the home of Alvin Wal­
lace Wednesday, called here by the 
death of Mrs. Emily Farnsworth 
Davis.
Miss Millicent Burns spent a few 
days the past week with her school­
mates Grethel and Barbara Pitcher, 
i Several from this place attended
'Fhe great Larro mill at Toledo, 
Ohio, is more immaculate than 
many homes. Every modern de­
vice for securing the perfectly com­
bined formula is used on each 
product. 'Fhe ingredients are lev­
elled perfectly smooth in even lay­
ers in the great 7500 ton mixing 
room by a distributing device that 
runs the length of the building. 
Taken from the bottom, these ma­
terials fall thus evenly mixed but a 
100 percent uniformity is further 
guaranteed through the use of agita­
tors and a poidometer which in­
sures complete accuracy. Special 
devices are used to eliminate all 
foreign substances and some idea of 
the thoroughness of this process may 
be gained from the fact that every 
ounce of Larro feeds passes over a 
jumbo electro magnet so strong that 
it will pull the head of a sledge ham­
mer through four feet of grain.
These words bring some idea of 
the efficiency of the Larro products, 
the extreme pains used in studying 
thc formulae and thc remarkable 
accuracy and perfection of tlie great 
mills. All these factors are at your 
service when you are a patron of 
J. B. Ham Co. and to it is added 
the advantage of prompt, intelli­
gent and courteous service at this 
store.
A year ago Manager Martin was 
high in sales for the whole State, 
leading all 24 stores by a substantial 
margin and as part of his reward 
was given a paid vacation trip to the 
great research farm at Detroit. 
This year the local branch is second 
in the list, and this in spite of the 
fact that the J. B. Ham Co. has 
branches in all the great agricul­
tural sections.
This company policy results in its 
most progressive managers attaining 
a first hand knowledge of the re­
search farm and its experimentation 
department which gives a new in­
sight into the feeding problems 
which daily arise in every manager’s 
customer district.
FISH AND SCALLOPS
RODNEY E. FEYLER
WHOLESALE DEALER
FISH PEDLER TRADE 
A SPECIALTY
TELEPHONE 1191, ROCKLAND
CONCRETE 
USERS!
This series of advertisements could, of course, 
be in the nature of suggestions only.
If you have any construction problem that 
you think could be solved best by the use of 
concrete
ASK YOUR DEALER
LAWRENCE PORTLAND CEMENT CO.
New County Road
the movies at the village Thursday i 
evening and saw Seth Parker in 
“Way Back Home." Many were dis­
appointed in not being able to go but 
Mr. Oldis is making the announce­
ment that the picture will be repeat­
ed at a near date.
NORTH WARREN
The Finnish people had a poul­
try meeting in Grange hall last week. 
Mr. Spear and a grain agent were 
there demonstrating a new grain, 
They met again March 15 with Coun­
ty Agent R. C. Wentworth present to 
give a talk on liming the soil.
Miss Mina Williams visited Miss 
Mabel Crawford last Tuesday.
The Grange hall has been wired 
this week for electric lights furnished 
by a Delco Lighting Plant.
White Oak Grange has met with 
a great loss in the death of Mrs. 
Dora Payson Starrett. She was the 
first woman to be initiated after the
Grange was organized and had al­
ways held her membership, and last 
year received the honor of having the 
golden sheaf sent her from the Na­
tional Grange for being a member 
in good standing 50 years.
Elbert Starrett is moving some ot 
his household goods to his new home 
on the farm where his father lived 
during his lifetime.
ROCKVILLE
Mrs. E. H. Perry has been in Port­
land.
Miss Mabel Oxton is at V. A. 
Leach's caring for Mrs. Leach's 
mother, Mrs. Hodgkins.
The new truck lately acquired by 
Peter Hill is a General Motors rather 
than a Chevrolet as previously stated.
Several in the village have received 
cards from Mr. and Mrs. J. F. Jaseph 
who have been in St. Petersburg. At 
the time of writing they were for a 
few days in Washington, D. C., en­
UTILE. COUSIN RNN 
WRS Ovtft TO tAV ’ 
HOUSE AN Wt VtfVItD 
-t ClMOEUEkVft.'
I 8V WR'tE.D
THfPf\«T OP «a
I've. got lots of \
Clothes-t
Tv40 SISTERS’
CURL SEZ
“She doesn't care whether any Prince car­ries her off to his castle or not” She sez no car.tle could be any nicer than her home. I guess she feels that way ’cause of all the nice furniture her folks got at STUDLEY’S.
STUDLEY FURNITURE CO. 
COMPLETE HOME FURNISHINGS 
61 PARK ST. ROCKLAND,MAINE
MARCH 
Su Mo To We Til Er S„ 
1 2 3 4 5 
6 7 8 9 10 11 12 
13 14
The Time is Going 
Order Your Calendars Now
20
17 18 19 
21 22 23 24 25 26
27 28 2930 31
Legal Blanks, Stock Certificates 
Carried in Stock
BALD MOUNTAIN COMPANY
414 MAIN STREET ROCKLAND TEL. 197-W
EASTERN MOTOR EXPRESS
Insured and Bonded
TRUCKS DA.IL/ BETWEEN
PORTLAND & ROCKLAND
AND Way STATIONS 
Reasonable Rates Good Service
Local and Long Distance FurnitureMoving
3 Rockland SL Rockland, Phone 1134 515 Fore St. Portland, Phone Forest 1048
ING
With our ability to handle 
your car expertly you'll be 
agreeably surprised to learn 
how cheaply a good job can be 
done within a reasonable time.
FORD SERVICE...
By Expert Workmen 
With Expert Equipment
KNOX COUNTY MOTOR SALES CO.
SALES SERVICE
583 MAIN STREET PHONES 333—334 ROCKLAND
EVERYBODY LIKES OUR
BREAD & PASTRY
Because It's Tasty and Fresh All Our Products Baked Fresh Every Day Best Ingredients Used DELIVERY SERVICE
SANDNER’S
HOME METHODS KITCHEN
476 MAIN STREET ROCKLAND TEL. 250
WILLARD iMftvy Stfv D 5 
BATTERIES v>
A RECORD BREAKING LOW PRICE 
Low Prices For Repairing and Recharging 
All Makes of Batteries
75 PARK STREET
ALFRED P. CONDON
ROCKLAND
Starting The Car
How does your car start these cold mornings? Why not bring it in and have it tuned up the new way for winter. Why chum the old starter and swear when we can pre­pare your rar for winter at such a small charge.
Call On Us For Automobile Service Of All Kinds
DYER’S GARAGE, Inc.
54 PARK STREET JOHN G. SNOW. Prop.ROCKLAND TEL. 124
route to their home in Fitchburg. 
Mass. They are looking forward to 
warm weather that they may again 
occupy their summer home here, 
"Porter Acres."
A smart chimney fire at D. A. 
Sherer's Tuesday morning required j 
the assistance of several members of : 
the fire department with the chemi­
cal.
Matthew Starr and brother George 
Starr have been doing trucking to 
Providence for Black & Gay.
"E. H. Perry, F. L. Hunter and L. ! 
R. Sherer recently spent an interest­
ing and profitable day ice fishing at 
Stevens' Pond, Liberty. The string 
of fish brought home numbered 50. 
and were of fair size.
The family of Clinton Thurston 
has return ed to their farm from 
Camden. Brainerd Thurston who re­
cently underwent a mastoid opera­
tion is at home recuperating.
George Hale, a member of the 
Junior class of Rockport High, has
been soliciting food for the class din­
ner to be given town meeting day, 
which is Monday The receipts will 
go toward the fund for the Washing­
ton trip next year.
When Harry Humphrey — Hobble 
Stevens to radio listeners—was visit­
ing the Maine sections around here 
he was a caller at the Rockville post- 
office where Miss Lottie Ewell and C. 
P. Tolman had the pleasure of con­
versing with him.
Secretary Mellon is so fond of the 
English people that he prefers theii 
society to that of a $1,000,000,0"' 
deficit.—San Diego Union.
IN FIGHTING AGAINST
FLU-GRIP
Keep the bowels open and take
BROWN’S RELIEF 
on arising and retiring
Norway Medicine Co. 13-tt
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THOMASTON
Dr. and Mrs. Edwin Scarlott and 
Dr. James Kent were dinner guests 
of Dr. Ethel Crie on St. Patrick's Da 5’.
A fire at the West Meadows Thurs­
day destroyed the Arunah Robbins 
house, ell, shed and garage with all 
the furniture above the lower story.
The fire broke out about 2 o’clock 
in the afterncon and under a strong 
wind burned fiercely, quickly igniting 
the grass, which gave the firemen 
plenty of work. The house being 
connected with the Rockland tele­
phone exchange the alarm was first 
given there, and it was a half hour 
later when the fire was seen from 
Morse's Corner and an alarm turned 
in to the Thomaston fire department.
The chemical and two fire trucks 
were sent over. The loss is estimated 
at $3000 with insurance of $1200. A 
large barn on the opposite side of the 
road was saved. The Diace was 
owned and occupied by William An­
derson.
Georee French has returned from 
Knox Hospital and is living at the 
Lucette.
Mr. and Mrs. Crockett Brown of 
Rye, N. Y„ are in town, called by the 
serious illness of his mother who is in 
Knox Hospital.
The Baptist Mission Circle will 
meet with Mrs. Susan Strout next 
Tuesday at 2 o'clock. Mrs. Grace 
Andrews will be leader, subject 
“Alaska."
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Lunt and Mr. 
and Mrs. William Gillchrest. weather 
permitting, will motor to Somerville 
this afternoon to visit Mr. and Mrs.
Clarence Lunt and pay their respects : the Federated Church on Hyler street 
to the babv girl who has come into and Thursday and Friday evenings 
their home. The partv expect to re- i in the Baptist Church, 
turn Sundav afternoon. I Mr. and Mrs. L. C. Sturtevant mo-
Mr. and Mrs. Willis R. Morse left I tored to Ellsworth Friday to spend
TEXACO
RANGE OIL
Make It a Point To Examine the Texaco Water
White Range Oil in Our Display at 
Crie Hardware Co.
TEXACO RANGE OIL MEANS
BETTER BURNER PERFORMANCE 
AND LESS CARBON
We invite you to make a trial of this fine fuel
A. C. MCLOON & CO.
DISTRIBUTORS
Tuesday of Capt. and Mrs. Frank A. 
Peterson.
Members of the Nitsumsosum Club 
and their husbands were entertained
Tenants Harbor Days j
I nails apiece an’ started in to nail 
| | that canvas over the hole.
X I «« •'Twqq frpptzin’ mid an’
WALDOBORO
T as freezi ' col ' the old 
i schooner was rollin' like all gitout. I * | One minute I'd see the skipper an'
! tbe mate histed into the air. ham­
merin' for dear life, an' then swash!Let us go back awhile to the good 
old days of the late Seventies and 
the early Eighties and step into 
Rawleys Market at the Harbor and 
just listen in. Seated around the 
big stove on nail kegs, boxes and 
peach baskets would be an assem­
blage of sea captains, mates, cooks, 
forem’st hands and sundry and
divers individualsi smoking; and swap- , •jlln.- ftot CQffee drunk the who]e of 
ping yarns. Capt. Josh Faith . wh nv» his wet
Mrs. Lydia Brown who has been 
housekeeper for H. C. Curtis has re­
turned to her home at Winslow's 
Mills.
In Everybody’s Column ■' ’.’ *
Advertisements ln this column not to ! f vJlV w/tlxEi
exceed three lines Inserted once for 251 ♦
cents, three times for 50 cents Addl- H — — — — — W
tlonal lines five cents each tor one time. | hard WOOD fltted. $12 and $14; 
10 cents for three times. Six words | $12. sluau round wood, gtove
Mrs. I. P. Bailey and Miss Gladys ----- •---------------------------- tm-uis, UO: fltted soft wood, $8. o H
under they d go, clear under, an stay | gajiey have been in Portland
there, seemed to me forever. They '
CRIE. Thomaston. Tel. 122-2. 26-tf
RECONDITIONED batteries fcr sale. 
Auto repair work, used jArts. WILLIAM 
BLACK. 10 Sweetland St. 33*35
, , A daughter was born to Mr. and
kept that up for four hours, an un- jjrs. Perley Waltz at Damariscotta ♦ 1 ACT AND FOUND ♦
der water a good half of the time— : March 12. j I lA/ul rliTlz l uvltl/ * farm in LINCOLNVILLE ol 150 acres,
but thev got that sail nailed fast Arthur J Hatch Jr is visiting his — — — — modern buildings, pasture land, hay,
finally. Then we got 'emion deckan' grandparents in Burkettville. pair of bifocal nose glasses, in ««£?
the mate was all in and we had to Charles H. Howard of Augusta has ,c,a.stL!.??rL. a£’"ard Return to st Comden' Tel 2587 2j_tf
carry him to his bunk. But the skip- , been the guest of his sister Mrs Dora courier-gazette office;---------- 34-36
per jest sent the cook for a pail Of , Hn„,„rri Ynrkp ! GOLD rimmed glasses lost between1 - - . ... .... . I nowaro xonte. I Universalist Church and “
dam,” would be sailing that tops'l 
schooner to Mobile; Capt. Jim with 
his rubber boots, “Now y’ see it’s like 
this;” Capt. Ed. "quicker’n a cat 
when some deviltry was on foot;” 
Capt. Lev. Capt. Ed. Capt. Hi. Capt. j 
Dave, Capt. John. Capt. Eill. Henry, 
Roderick. Charles, Lysan and John 
the Nigger. He was an immigrant 
from the South, came on the Sch. 
M W. Hupper and stayed awhile 
with us. "He come from St. George,
, The meeting of the Jollv Eight Club i Garage. Reward.
it, uut on drv clothes over his wet j |as[ week was held with Mr. and Mrs. James St.
cues and worked the schooner into pred Shuman. This week Mr. and __
Portland harbor, the men pumpm , Mrs. Floyd Wotton entertained the — — — — — 
c’^ar <reen water at every stroke. I Cjub , »
The skipper said, “he never’d lost a
schooner yit, an' by Judas’ he wasn't 
goln' to lose this one nuther.”
Boze
VINALHAVEN
Mrs. Joseph Stafford and children ♦ WANTED 1
have returned from Lubec. They ♦_ _ _ _ ._____ _ i
were accompanied by Mr. and Mrs.
William Stafford who are their guests I TION.’’ care Courier-Gazette
GRAY Rebuilt Marine Motors with 
one year guarantee for sale. New list
OOTJPV UrPHPt ‘ M Just out Prices reduced on new 1932 PERCY McCHth _e' motors. A. L. ANDERSON. Camden.
_________________________________24*35
DRY hard fltted wood lor sale. $10 
cord. Junks $10, 4-foot wood S9 Kept 
under cover. DODGES MT FARM. Tel. 
I 352-24. 30-35
POWER HOISTS for all trucks for sale, 
fits any body, hydraulic hoists and steel
......_____ _________ ________ _ _____ _ WANTED to buy or lease filling sta- OTcr?oadtlOspringsmPtra'lers "‘etc.
All schools in town commence Mon- “ ca^ cSSr.eT-oVzeit’™ 33& : B M CLARK" Un,on' Me Tel"
day after a recess of two weeks in the 30*35
A sidelight on the town meeting: , ,
Virginny. suh," and it, was too cold o P Lyons was elected for the 35th |
■ ... .j * «... ...... , consecutive tlme town cieric andfor him so he returned to his native 
clime.
I suppose about every seafaring 
man there, sometime in his career, 
had been shipwrecked. Would swear 
never to go to sea again, but always 
went. There were deep sea sailors 
that sailed the Seven Seas on square
Junior High and Senior High School, ! size saw length bolt carriage will take j10. innks «10 long
- • ----- • e Other Give lowest cash price. H. L. TIBBETTS . ’ ' J
Waldoboro. Me. 34*36
Mrs. Esther Gross was elected
Friday upon their return to New 
York where they expect to remain 
for the season.
John DeWinter ond Edward Elliot 
left Friday to spend the day in Port­
land.
* * * *
Walter Hastings. Charles Smith. 
Orville Williams, Vernon Achorn, 
Walter Powers, Earl Risteen, William 
B. D. Gray. Kenneth Fales. Enoch 
Clark and Fred Burnham attended
the weekend.
a « • »
Joseph B. Adams
Joseph Bisbee Adams died at his 
home on Beechwoods street March 
16. His father was Orren Adams of 
Falmouth. Me.; his mother before her 
marriage was Sarah E. Bisbee of 
East Warren. Mr. Adams was born 
July 17, 1865 in Thomaston, where
nearly his entire life was spent. Bv ___ ____________ _____
occupation a shoemaker he followed ! jn Boston for several days.
Mrs. Nora Porter has resumed her
— , HORSE HOE. horse rake, disc harrow. 
» two cultivators, sulky plow. No. 4 Hussey 
t plow, potato digger for sale. Inquire i I R. F. D. No. 2. BOX 15 Union. 33*38
♦
consrouw.c oo j superintendent. Mrs. Lillian Boggs as- . »■
«„d ms.;
. , „„™,. Dorothy Crowell secretary and treas- I ’out an enemy. 1 ' '
Arthur Thomas returned Wednes- i ,.v,| TemDerance Leeion A Dleas- , . ___
a«d WaS held- I r5™ A C. KM iSM.! J^L OAK book cases for „,e.
urer of the new organization of the
SITUATIONS
land with his aunt Mrs. Merton Beggs. .-pbe Benefactor," a picture concern- | Tel. 441-J 
riggers, and sailors on the apple tree 1 Mrs" Mary NoyesJ returned Wed‘ ing the life of Thomas Edison was 
fleet—that is. never got out o. sight I nesday from Provldenclf where she shown by Rev. James McKillop of 
of land from Bangor to Baltimore. sPent the winter wtth her son Fred Nobleboro.
But we boys took it all in. It was ' Noyes and fa™lly' „She alao yialted The Baptist Missionary Society held 
good clean fun some swear words her sisters in New' York and Quincy, an all-day session in the vestrv Tue»- but the,i were jus, a matter of hab£ 1 «a- ^y. Dinner was served at noon and
not vicious. | Regular meeting of Ocean Eound j work was done on hospital supplies.
Just a sample of what was likely Rebekah Lodge will be held Tuesday i________________________________
to be in process for a yarn: "Once | r.iRht- There will be a covered dish 
when I was in the Seventy-Six, Nate supper.
Wednesday evening at supper and went aIoft off Boone Island to clear I Mrs. E. C. Macintosh entertained 
bridge at the home of Mr. and Mrs. jthe halyards on the main gaff and the Silent Sisters at her home Thurs- 
F. F Richards. j slipped and went feet first into the i day evening.
Howard Carroll arrived Fridav 1 slid down that and landed i The Saturday Bridge will meet with
from Boston University to spend a 'on heels on the house, bounced Mrs. L. W. Sanborn.
ten day's vacation with his parents, 
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Carroll.
Mr. and Mrs. Enos E. Ingraham 
left Thursday noon for Newburyport, 
Mass., to spend a week at the home 
of their son Herbert S. Ingraham. 
Mrs. Anna Fish is visiting relatives
STATE OF MAINE
County ol Knox. ss.
February 23. 1932
Taken this twenty-third day of Febru- 
e-- 1932. on execution dated the tenth 
day of February. 1932 Issued on a Judg­
ment rendered by the Superior Court, 
for the County of Knox, at the term 
thereof begun and held on the first 
Tuesday of February. 1932. to wit. on the 
fifth day of February. 1932. ln favor of 
Jesse S. Allard and Harry D Allard.
....... . both of South Thomaston ln the Coun-town Monday to attend town meet- ty 0( unox and state of Maine, copart­
POSITION wanted as housekeeper. 
Apply at 9 PINE ST.. Thomaston. 34*lt
: to let :
ROOMS to let at 32 School St. MISS 
ANNE V. FLINT. Tel. 1013-M 34-tf
APARTMENT for rent ln the Bicknell 
Block. MRS B B SMITH Tel. 264
33-tf
FIVE ROOM furnished apartment to 
let, good location, rent reasonable 
ROBERT COLLINS. 375 Main St. Tel 
77. 26-tf
SMALL BARN lS'ixlS'i, cheap for 
cash. UPPER PLEASANT ST. Phone 
700. 33*35
CRIB with mattress, play pen and 
toilet chair for sale. TEL. 846-M. 33-35
HOLSTEIN COW for sale. 5 years old. 
just freshened. TEL. 987-W. 33-35
OLD FASHIONED marble top chamber 
set with spring and mattress; mahogany 
buffet, axminster art square, new mat­
tress. never used, book case, double 
couch or day bed. for sale. CALL 1067-W.
32-tf
the Knox. Lincoln and Sagadahoc that calling, first with his father in
District Convention of American Thomaston, afterwards in Levi, du[ies at the hQme Qf Mrs Ca]is,a Nantucket vmel a toU1 loss and thg
xVer^t'X^tk  ^i ^XT^tomwinter with mate his brother died from exDosure-
Frances Ahea^ of'noLsio?''? - The interior ^.Buzzell's Market is 
whom he had a daughter who died in being redecorated and put in first
her youth. His wife died July 4. 1924. cIass C0‘ldR’°”- 
Since her death Mr Adams had lived Mrs. Adelaide Morrill who has been 
bv himself in the home on Beech- staying at The Thorndike since■ ar- 
w'oods Street, about a mile from the riving Monday night from Wilkes- 
center of the town. A few weeks avo barre. Pa . where she spent the win- 
he was ill with grippe in the home of ter. is at her home on Russell 
music will include an anthem. “Re- I a ^^1* jn Rockland. He had been av®?ue\
joice Jerusalem and Sing." George B. m about a week since his return The Ladies Sewing Circle of tne 
Nevin. and a solo bv Dr. O. F. Cush- ' home. He is survived bv a half Baptist Church held its weekly meet-
ing. “Be Thou Faithful Unto Death,” i brother Oscar Watts of California, a in2 Wednesdav at the parsonage,
from Mendelssohn's St. Paul. Ev“- half qister Mrs Henrietta Hamlin of »'ith Mrs. G. F. Currier as hostess. ; water lire as she was heeled over, so
ning service at 7. subject. "Symbols , Lowen''Mass. two sisters. Mrs. Anna There was a full attendance and a |’twas below it most of the time We
of Victorv.
Mrs. Frpfl J. Overlock, regent of 
General Knox Chapter, D.A.R.. re
turned Thursday afternoon from ; ices wlll be held this afternoon at 2 j x****‘»* * ,
I ewirton where she attended the two I o.c,ock at the A D Davis & son par- take place in the near future at deck things was m a mess. We got 
dav*’ State Conference of the society. lor‘s Rev H S Kilborn will officiate the home of Mlss Marion Weidman, .the canvas off her. but she was fakin' 
Alfred M. Strcut ls spending a few ! and' interment will be in the Thom- Mrs- Tda Ingfabam was a guest j in water everv time she rolled. There 
aston cemetery. Wednesday at the home of
__________ | Emma Torrey.
A fine banquet and pood speakers in 
the persons of Col. Greenlaw of Au­
gusta and Commander Smith L. 
Dunnack made the hours fly away. 
Thomaston will entertain the Coun­
cil April 21.
Sundav school will meet at the 
Federated Church tomorrow at 9.45 
a. m.: morning service at 11. sub­
ject. "Attracted and Won.” The
into the air. turned about four! Frank Beverage, Foy Brown and _ _  _______ ___ __
somersaults, landed on his feet, then Lewis York of North Haven were in s d  
walked to the main rigging and went "" ” * “
aloft again to finish the job.”
"What do you think of that story,
Cap'n Hi?"
"Well, I cal'late if a man was real [ 
spry he might 'a done it,” was the ' 
reply. And Capt. Hi only a few years 
before had been shipwrecked on
THREE furnished light housekeeping 
rooms to let. with use of bath. Inquire 
5 BAY VIEW SQ. Tel. 459-J. 32-34
SEVEN ROOM house for sale or rent. 
Swan’s Island, good shore privilege. 2 acres 
land; house in good condition, on west 
side of Old Harbor. Nice location for 
lobster fishermen. Cheap for cash. TEL. 
534-M Rockland. 32*34
. HORSE, two heifers, new one-horse 
work harness, contractor wagon and sec­
ond hand harness for sale. H. H. WAL­
DRON. 42 Holmes St. Tel. 1253. 31-33
BABY CARRIAGE for sale, 
class condition. CALL 154-W.
In first 
32*34
ing. ners ln said South Thomaston under the
AVAILABLE for rent four medium 
price tenements. $15. $20. $25 ERNEST 
C. DAVIS at Fuller-Cobb-Davls. 26-tf
BABY CARRIAGE for sale. Good con­
dition. CALL 13 BUNKER ST. 32*34
Fverett Libbv Walker Fifield and firm name and style ol J. S Allard A- . „ ""aei ruieia auu a„alnsl SQJtt F Kiltridge and
L. B. Dyer returned Friday from Bath Nettle Kittridge. both of Freeport. Long 
where they attended an American Le- island. New York, for one Hundred 
oinn mept Forty Eight Dollars and twenty-five
. cents, debt or damage, and Twelve Dol-
Willis Kossuth left Wednesday for lars and twenty-five cents, costs of suit, 
and fifteen cents more for said execu­
tion. and wlll be sold al public auction 
at the Sheriff’s Office hi the County 
I ulldlng ln Rockland tn said County of 
Knox, to the highest bidder on the 
fourth day of April. 1932. at two o'clock
Norridgewock, called by the death of 
his uncle Charles Kossuth.
The following notice was received
this week by our town clerk to be ______ ____ _______ ____________
placed on record: Joseph N. Ginn died 1 in the afternoon, the following described 
the resourcefulness, grit and deter- *'eb- 6 at Brooks. Mr. Ginn was a ^r”,tat'ha“hd Scot? Fle Kit?
mination of the oldtime New Eng- native of Vinalhaven, son of Phineas tr|dgC and Nettie Kittridge have and 
land sea captain. "It happened off and Nancy i Philbrook) Ginn. had in and to the same on the
the coast of Maine Tong in the Sev- | DeValois Commandery, K. T„ will the^affe'rn^m the^timrwheh
enties. I, was a pitch-black morning attend Easter services at Union the same was attached on the writ in 
’bout 5 o'clock, blowin’ like all gitout Church. March 27,
an colder n Greenland. We struck Marguerite Chapter. O.E.S.. will =______ ____ ______ o_ _____ _
a rock that wa nt down on an hold their regular meeting March 21. ated in said south Thomaston and
Fldridge chart an’ punched a hole in 1 „ »„n, btunded and described as follows:the s'-hconer’s side iu«t ’hove the Dr' Vlctor Shields gave a talk, In- i North by the Town Road, leadlne fromme —oconers side, ju-l Dove me struct;ons on plrst Aid- t0 the Girl Wessaweskeag Village to Seal Harbor;
dennts at their meetino Thnrsdnv east by land of Lucretia Coombs Thayer; bcouts at tneir meeting inursaay by ]a[)d of Ellzabeth W1agln;
West by land, now or formerly of Ruth
Au even tempered man on all occa­
sions.
This story is not new, but shows
the same suit, to wit:
A certain lot or parcel of land, to­
gether with the buildings thereon, sltu-
night in Union Church vestry.ti -noth and Mrs l aura verv en.iovable and profitable day wp* lumher loaded from Bangor for, " , ..........................
stimpson. o* Rockland also several Pa'«d. Dinner was served at noon. | New York, had a- crew of Portuguese In lhe public sch°uls Mrs. Leroy
nenhea-c and nieces Fimpnl serv- A benefit bridge is being planned an’a mean crew it was. The skinper Ames has been substituting for Miss 28-S-34
from Xs^dll beheVd^hls afternoon Tt' 2 bv the Library Building Association 'was below a'leen an' when he got on
EARLE LUDWICK 
Deputy Sheriff.
SINGLE house to let at 8 Rockland St. 
electric lights, toilet, garage. MR. 
SHAFTER. 15 Rockland St. Tel 888.
28-tf
LARGE HEATED rooms with bath, to 
let. MINNIE C. SMITH. 37 Spring St. 
Tel. 981-W._________ _____________ 33-35
APARTMENT, second floor, three rooms 
and bath, furnished or unfurnished to 
let. Price reasonable. ANNE V. FLINT. 
32 School St. Tel. 1013-M. 13-tf
TENEMENT to let at 36 Meehan)c St 
Inaulre of MRS W S. KENNISTON. 176 
Main St. Tel. 874-W. 26-tf
SEVEN-ROOM ho/ e for sale. bath, fine 
cellar, barn, 14 acie field, Oliver St., 
% mile from postoflice. Quick sale 
$2500. V. F. STUDLEY. 69 Park St. Tel. 1080 18-tf
USED CARS for sale or exchange; 
closed models in good condition cheap, 
time payment. Slightly used tires 33x4. 
30x3*2. 29x4.40. Used parts for Reo and 
Model T Ford cars. E. D LINSCOTT. 73 
^Crescent St. _ Tel. 812- W________ 32-34
I WILL SELL or trade 2-year-old bull, 
one heifer coming ln. one Setter dog and 
breeding roosters. Would like a good 
single harness, medium weight grocery 
wagon. CHARLES ERICKSON. Box 98. 
R. D. 1. Warren. 32-34TO LET—5-room flat, all mode: n. 25Fulton St. Inquire ROSE PRESt OTT ______ _ __________________________
240 Broadway.___________________ 26-tf DALTON adding, listing and calculat-
FURNISHED apartment, three rooms , machlne for sjtfe. good as new. Can 
and toilet, ready March 24. Unfurnished , seen 27 AMESBURY ST.. Rockland, 
apartment of five rooms and toilet, ready 32 34
now. Inquire 12 KNOX ST. Tel. 156-W. STANDARD SIZE pool table for sale. 
33-tf | Fair condition. Price reasonable. ER­
NEST NEWBERT. R. 2. Warren. Me.
32*34COZY flve room apartment to let. all . modern, hot water heat. gas. electric!
lights, bath. FLOYD L. SHAW. 47 North I FOUR ROOM bungalow, just off Main 
Main St. Tel. 422-R. 27-tf | st. In Thomaston for sale. In perfect
davs at home from Harvard Law 
School.
Mr. and Mrs Fred J. Overlock are 
motoring to Portland today. On 
their return they will be accompanied 
bv Master Ross and Miss Sarah Wil-
NORTH HAVEN
• « « «
Notices of the Church
Mrs. was a heavv *ea Turnin' an' one old 
sea rieped off a strip of lee rail jest 
the same as you'd rip the edge off 
the ccver cf a pasteboard box. Didn't 
?epm to b" nu'hin’ to do but take to
___________________ The Ladies Guild of the Church Baptist Church. Rev. George F. »*»’ boat, but th' skipper wa'n't that
son who will be their guests for a had a very enjoyable all-day session Currier: Snecial services for Palm kind.
week. Tuesday. Sundav: worship at 10.45. children's | “He drove tbe crew—ba’f of 'm
Mr and Mrs. Orett Robinson and Young people front the three story. "The Ladders of Life,” anthem prayin' to the Virgin and t'other half 
daimbter Lois came from Castine church school classes of Mrs. Julia bv the choir, sermon. "What Did the I swearin' a blue streak—to the pumps.
Friday to *nend two weeks at their Beverage. Gerald Beverage and the i Passover Mean to Jesus?” Church an' giv' th“ speond mate a revolver 
home on Main street. ’ pa'tor. held a social at the Grange School at 12: B.Y.P.U. at ,6, leader an' tole him to keen 'em numpin '
Miss Marian E. Starrett is having hall Wednesdav night. Mrs. Frank Miss Cora Whitney: special young Then the skipper an' the fust mate
a vacation from the Maine Music Co. Sampson and Mrs. Lewis Burgess as- people’s service at 7, praise service an' the men rousted out a spare sail,
of Rockland. "isted Mrs. Beverage in the program with the orchestra assisting, hymn, wre’^hted ore ed^e to keeD it down »atrels will be held Monday night after
Mr and Mrs. I ouis Ramsay of 1128 Co^oa. sandwiches and brownies were “Living Fcr Jesus." bv chorus: the and got jt over the side made fa*t of Eastern Star meeting.
Boulevard, Bavonne. N. J. are re- served sign. "Baptist Church.” on which the course. Then the <=k'nper an' the
o»iving congratulations on the birth Horace Noves is well recovered Eo'5' Handwork Class have been mate strioped to their undershirts 
March 6 of a ten pound son, Louis from his recent fall working will be dedicated with spe- an- cants, rigged a sort of bos'n's
Andrew Mrs Ramsav will b- re- R»hparsalc {or the Ea*ter drama cial ™"Clses- Trvtohe'.D Club meets chair over where the hole in tbe side 
membered as Miss Theresa Whitney, a-cre^held in the church Monday at tb<? DarEOn!,"e Mondav meht: w<,= w,,™™,.. on-» netful of
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. William ?Thursday ' Wcr’d WidP C,U)ld meeting Tue?dav
Whitney who formerly lived on mgnt ana lnur-aay- . . . . evening. Special services for Holy
Beechwood street.
Mrs. Herbert M. I ord has taken 
I an apartment at DuPont Circle,
Washington. D. C.
Louise Libby and Mrs. Frank Bogren 
for Mrs. Joseph Headley, owing to
illness.
Mrs. W. Y. Fossett went to Poston 
Friday to attend the public appear­
ances of Miss Avis Mae Johnson of 
Sanford. Miss Johnson was recently 
elected second winner of the Golden
Voice contest. She sings today at the i Cash in office and Bank .... 160.280 79
Capitol Theatre in Allston. Mass., and 
Monday and Thursday at 3 p. m. will 
broadcast with soprano solos over j 
WBZ. She will sing during the week 
at the Metropolitan Theatre. Eoston.
This opportunity is in addition to 
her winning a year's scholarship at 
the New England Conservatory.
A rehearsal of the Colonial Min-
nis as, took hammers a ’ a oocketfulunuiCH ivxunuay _ , ,
on night and Thursday. eyening _____ _________________
Arrangements are being made for Wee!; wjji bP held—Wednesdav eve- set for April 5 at the Montgomery
the sessions of the High School to 
be held for the remainder of the year
At the Baptist Church Sundav 
services will be: Bible school at 9.45 
a. m.; morning worship at 11. an­
thems. “Calvary." Paul Rodney and 
"Palm Branches." Faure; the nastor’s 
topic, “God s Hidden Ones.” Y.P.S.C E. 
at 6 o’clock. At 7 the junior choir 
will sir®. “Raise Me Jesus.” Huntley; 
tonic. "The Triumphal Entry.”
The Auxiliary of the American Le- I gion are invited to Camden TuesdavI evening for a 6 o'clock supper and Captured by a band of Irish brigands
| get-together.
Mrs. Walter Hastings and children
I spent the dav Wednesday with Mrs.
Walter McLain at Ovster River. Mr.
| Hastings was a dinner guest.
Mrs. Martha Cogan is hav'ng a new
In odern ceiling in her kitchen. Fred 
| Swift is doing the work.
At a meeting of the Eastern Star 
I Circle Wednesday evening at the 
home of Mrs. Bowdoin Grafton.
HOUSE of 6 rooms to let. fine cellar condition, large lot of land. Many other 
toilet, eleetrlclty. gas and furnace; extra > pr<JPe$rt fn' i, I3X; ALLYNE w-
large veranda, large yard. Adults only . PEABODY, lei. 52-11 Thomaston. 
Inquire 23 T STREET, City. 26-tf ,________________________________28-tf
In the L. R Smith & Co. store win­
dow is an exact reproduction in 
miniature of the full-rigged clipper 
ship “Flying Cioud," the work of 
Herbert A. Davidson. The original 
ship was built in 1852 at Bath by Don­
ald MacKay and was considered fast
nt West Rockport Thursday rooms, the, subject for discussion, iin those days, making two trips from - aHhe rS Methodist "Coat Making." New York to San Francisco in 90
' days. Mr. Davidson did the work
ROCHESTER AMERICAN INSURANCE 
COMPANY 
of New York
The securities ln this statement have 
been extended at values approved by the 
National Convention of Insurance Com 
missloners.
ASSETS DEC. 31. 1931 
Stocks and Bonds ..... .......... $3,107,348 15
Agents’ Balances .................. 199.418 16
Interest and Rents ................ 17.908 00
Gross Assets ......................$3,484,955 10
Deduct items not admitted .... 222.073 15
Admitted ............................$3,262,881 95
LIABILITIES DEC. 31. 1931
Net Unpaid Losses ............... $49,008 00
Unearned Premiums ............. 598.951 59
All other Liabilities ..... 1........ 389.978 95
Cash Capital ........................... 1.000 000 00
Surplus over all Liabilities .... 1.224.943 41
Total Liabilities and Surplus $3,262,881 95 
31-S-37
THE EAGLE FIRE CO. OF NEW YORK 
75 Maiden Lane, New York, N. Y.
ASSETS DEC. 31. 1931
Stocks and Bonds ......... ...... $2,217,954 28
Cash In Office and Bank 61.223 77
Agents' Balances ................. 123 503 41
Interest and Rents ............... 23 874 30
All other Assets ...................... 100,620 74
Gross Assets ...................
Deduct items not admitted .
$2,527,176 48 
28.906 73
Admitted .............................$2,498 269 75
u , LIABILITIES DEC. 31, 1931
F F Fowle: At the morning service jpgr. A ]ieht lunch was served at the nxcellejH workmanship in everv de- Net Unpald^Losses $41,988 37with Mrs. Danforth and their two .......... .............
children have gone to their home in nibjeet will be "He Set His Face," close. The next meeting will be 
Castine. Miss Buzzell also left Wed- a paim Sunday Meditation. There Anril 5 at the heme of Mrs. Louie
nesday for her home in Oakland. ,vin be speeja] musjC by the adult Drewett.
St. Patrick's Day! Contrary to the cbo(r; cv,urch school meets at 11.45 1 Mrs pinrence Gardiner and Mrs.
general impression. St. Patrick was „pdpr the leadership of Ernest , f <rarjorie yxiien entertained six tables
not Irishman but a Scotchman, i QrCnkett. superintendent; FDworthiQf bridge Wednesday afternoon. Re- 
Born near Dumbarton about 375 ne T ra-ue at 6 D m., subject for dis- freshnients were served. High hor.- 
was the son of a deacon in the CUssion, “Choosing What to Read ’ ' ors went to Mrs. Nellie Wellington, 
church, and grandson of a minister. fnp evening service there will be i consolation to Mrs. Flora Peabody.
he became a slave to the Irish chief.
instrumental and vocal music: ser­
mon sub'ect, "Improving the Time
tail. It is attracting unusual atten- j Unearned Premiums 482.839 361 All other Liabilities ............. 407,188 77
FOUR ROOM heated apartment, suit- DRY FITTED hard wood, under cover 
able for family of two or three, at 15 $10. junks $10. W. L. OXTON, West
Summer Rt. Apply to MRS. FROST 1 Rockport. Tel. 8011 Camden.______ 31-tf
Tel. 318-W. 23-tf | BARGAINS in new and used Johnson
motors. A. L. ANDERSON.
24*37
NEWLY RENOVATED half house, no I Outboard 
connection. Three rooms down, three up. Camden, 
large front hall, open attic, good yard. [ ' '
2srag£ ,~eslre<1- Apply 12 WAB®Etj! WHEN IN PORTLAND—You can buy 
SI. Tel. 577 . 26-tf t copies of The Courler-Oazette. with the
home news, at Central News Co., 66 Con­
gress St.; or Ross News-stand. 38115 Con­
gress st
TENEMENT of five rooms and bath, gas, 
lights, heat, to let, at 9 Suffolk St. M. 
M. GRIFFIN. 33-tf
A BEAUTIFUL five room heated apart­
ment wtth every convenience to let; five I 
minutes walk from Main St. Undoubt­
edly one of the best ln Rockland FREE- | 
MAN S. YOUNG, 163 Main St. Tel. 766-J. |
33-35
4 jjj
; EGGS AND CHICKS ♦
••• ••• ••• ••• ••• ••• ••• ••• •*> f/f
! MISCELLANEOUS ♦
**■•*••• •*•♦■•••■••••• *•- *•• *•* -Srt
ALADDIN LAMP PARTS at all times. 
Prompt service. CRIE HARDWARE CO. 
_________________________________ 26-tf
LAWN MOWER SHARPENING is a 
specialty of CRIE HARDWARE CO.. 409 
Main St.. Rockland. 26-tf
•ar LEARN RADIO the fastest growing in- I dustry in America. Splendid opportuni- 
! ties for repair men. installation experts.
! ehglneers. etc. Study this fascinating 
profession at home under personal su- 
I pervlsion world's most noted experts. 
Address RADIO INSTRUCTION, care this 
paper._________ 32-34
! CERTIFIED PUBLIC ACCOUNTANTS 
I make splendid income regardless of busi­
ness conditions. Noted instructors will 
teach you at home at low cost. Address
CPA INSTRUCTOR, care this paper. 
_____________ ___________________ 32-34
AVIATION OFFERS wonderful future 
for Mechanics. World’s largest training 
school will teach you at home. Address 
AVIATION INSTRUCTOR. care this 
paper. 32-34
HAWES BARRED ROCK chicks 16c 
Every chick from large hen's eggs of high 
egg production. Let me hatch your eggs 
l’ic each, guarantee your chicks free 
of all diseases. ALFRED C. HAWES. 
Union. 28-39tion. Mr. Davidson is now at work ^sh Capital .:i.ooo.ooo ooon the sister ship "Sovereign of the Surplus over all Liabilities.
Seas." having it nearly one-third com- Market Values as ot Dec.pjeted 31. 1931 ................................. 566.253 25
• • • • • Total Liabilities and Surplus $2,498 259 75
Mrs. Temperance F. Carver ---------------------------31-S-37
rt MERCHANTS’ A: FARMERS’ MUTUALTemperance F., 61, wife of Reuben ; fire ins. co.
Carver, died suddenly Wednesday ! Worcester, Mass.
By way of novelty anyone making a morning at hcr home. She was born assets dec. 31, 1931
grand slam, having 100 points in hon- in Southwest Harbor, Mt. Desert, the Mortgage Loons ............... ..... $40,300 oo
' ' ■ ' Stocks and Bonds ................ 352.125 75
46,159 52 
27 110 78 
6.216 56 
997 80
A.s a herdsman like another David sewing club will meet Tuesdav ors or winning a doubled or re- I daughter of David and Lydia (Gilley)Urt f VartlirrV-l f rtf ond flP- rt _ __ 1 T71rt...1rt to ... . . . ... . ....he thought of God and became de­
vout. Fscaping Ireland he entered 
a monastery in France. Ordained a 
missionary bishop he went back to 
Ireland to teach and to preach the 
Gospel. “Aoostle of Ireland" he won 
and baptized thousands and estab­
lished monasteries that became the 
centres of learning and missionary
I plans were made for another public endeavor. Through the influence of 
Icard party. Those present were fur- ~ 
lnished a fine eunper bv Mrs. Ward
| Grafton, Mrs. Georgie Robinson and lightened region in Western Furope.
St. Patrick Ireland from the 5tli to 
the 10th centuries was the most em
at 7 n m.. and Mrs. Fowle desires to
meet all the girls who are or have a fmau Drjze | vinalnaven about eight years. She I interest and Rents
been members of this organization. ■ Leland Peabody. George Starrett j was a member of the First Church of ah other Assets 
ladies' Aid will hold an all-day and L<;ot1 Cotton hauled gravel from I Christ, Scientist, of Boston; also a ; oln
session Wednesdav: Johnson S°ciet\ union Thursday for concrete walls member and second reader of the lo- Deduct items not. admitteS™ ’4iL723 83
meets Wednesday evening at tne as underpjnning for the ell on "Hills I cal society. She belonged to Union
home of Marion Weidman. There view." the summer estate owned by church Circle, where as an active
will be a union service Thursday eve- Dr and Mrs A H st clair chaEe member and worker she wi], be t.
ning with Rev. G. F. Currier the of Newton Centre, Mass. Harry i jy missed. Mrs. Carver was also a 
speaker. Fnday evening a union oordon Charles Overlock and Law- member of the Order of the Eastern 
service will be held in the Baptist rence Grotton are working on the
doubled score, had a right to choose Robbins, and had been a resident of i B^ance"d Bank
s ll pri 1  ------- -■—* ------
I Mrs. Randall Jones.
Mrs. Emma Hupper of Port Clyde 
is a guest of Mrs. A. D. Davis.
Its form of religion was evangelical. 
Ireland was the last of the countries 
to become obedient to the popes.
General revret is expressed at the Would that it might rain St. Patricks
I accident to four-vear-old Walter H 
Ipobertson. While playing with a 
■ little companion last Tuesday, he 1 walked backward up a cart body from 
Iwhich the wheels had been removed 
lend falling backward struck upon the 
I back of his head on the frozen 
Iground. Tlie x-rav was used and the 
Iskull was found to be fractured. In- 
Inuiry Friday found him much im- 
Iproved and judged to be out of dan- 
leer.
Mi.ss Helen R. Newcombe. grand­
daughter of Wilham G. Washburn of 
this town, left San Francisco Fridav
the world over for a month.
ROCKPORT
Church. These services will begin at (ornis for (he cement.
7 o'clock. | The barn on Union street, on the
------------------ 1 property formerly of George Haskell,
WARREN r.cw owned by Mrs Katherine Wade,
Directly after the supper served by is being torn down by Joseph Stick- 
the ladies of the Baptist circle Thurs- Key.
dav evening a memorial service was ' Jeruel Hart is at present being 
conducted for the late Lewis R. cared for by Mrs Alzada Simmons at 
Gould, who had long been the faith- . her home. Mr. Hart was the pleased 
ful janitor at that church. Follow- recipient of 128 birthdav cards, a 
ing the scripture reading by Mrs. ' cake, and several boxes of fruit on 
his birthdav anniversary March 12.
Admitted ................................. $461,186 58
LIABILITIES DEC. 31. 1931
Net Unpaid Losses ................ $15,095 25
Unearned Premiums ... i........  23( 259 66
All other Liabilities ........ 5,978 62
Star and of the Rebekah Lodge She ! Surplus over all Liabilities .... 208.853 05
was much interested in the Washing- Total Liabilities and Surplus $461 ibs s«
ton Club and the many meetings at I 31-S-37
her home will be remembered with ‘ manufacturers' and merchants’
MUTUAL INSURANCE CO.
Concord, New Hampshire 
ASSETS DEC. 31. 1931
WYLLIE’S STRAIN S. C. Reds. We wlll 
deliver by truck or postpaid. April chix 
for $16 per hundred. State accredited 
for white diarrhea. F. H. WYLLIE <Sc 
SON. Thomaston. R. 1. 30-tf
QUALITY CHICKS. State tested R I. 
Reds and Barred Plymouth Rocks Order 
early and get the benefit of these extra
CIVIL SERVICE. Prepare for Govern­
ment position through home study with 
world's largest school Steady work and 
excellent pay. For full details address 
CIVIL SERVICE INSTRUCTOR, care this 
paper. « 32-34
HIGHWAY ENGINEERING offers won-
__ _____ ______________ __ ____________ derful future for ambitious men—we
low prices, as the quantity ls limited; $13 i PrePare y°u af home. Many of our stu-
per 100; $60 per 500 and $110 per 1000. 
Write for circulars. All charges prepaid 
and large orders ln this locality delivered 
by heated car. V. R. WOODMAN. Win­
terport. Me. Tel. 46-13. 33*35
R I. RED CHICKS $15 per 100. State 
tested. Accredited. Trapnested and 
bred for heavy laying and egg size. W. 
L. MERRIAM. Union. Me. 25-tf
BARRED ROCK BABY CHIX 15c; 
hatching eggs, price right. My broilers 
bring 5 cents a pound over other breeds. 
ALBION WOTTON. Box 207, Friendship 
Me. Tel. 128-11. 26-45
S. C. R. I. Red baby chicks. Hatching 
eggs. Accredited stock $16 per 100. E. 
C. TEAGUE. Warren. Tel. 13-42 War­
ren. 27-tf
dents now employed ln Maine and 
Massachusetts. Full details write HIGH­
WAY ENGR. INSTRUCTOR, care this 
gaper. __________ 32-34
FURNITURE repaired, refinlshed and 
remodeled, reasonable rates; reproduc­
tions made. Satisfaction guaranteed W 
F. "BILL" SIMMONS. Tel. 1003-J Dun­
ton Ave., or Tel. 802-R South Main St.. 
,£Jty-___________ _____ __________ 32*37
WE WILL RENT to you an Electric 
Floor Polisher or a Vacuum Cleaner at 
moderate cost for your spring cleaning 
from HOUSE-SHERMAN. INC. Electrl- 
,clans. Phone 721, next to Ford Agency. 
___________ 31-tI
Town meeting Mondav.
Kenneth Wooster and daughter of Howard Welch, a vocal solo, "Only 
Bangor are guests this week of his Awhile," was given by Chester He was especially delighted with a 
! parents, Mr. and Mrs. Charles Wyllie. a eulogy written bv Miss card from an old schoolmate in Mas- 
i Wooster, Union street. Tena McCallum, a poem read by Mrs. sachusetts.
Mr. and Mrs. Clarence Fish have l Louie Drewett. and in conclusion I Mrs. Lewis Burgess returned Wpd- 
1 returned to Camden after staving prayer by Rev. Howard A. Welch. It nesday to her home at North Wev- 
I for the winter at the home of Mrs.1 was voted to devote a page ln the mouth after caring for her aunt Mrs. 
Calista Cole. | circle records to this befitting cere- George Teague for several weeks. Her
Baked bean dinners will be served : monv and to send a copy to G. D. ■ place in the Teague home is taken bv
T, TcionHc <3hn i town meeting day by the Fred A.! Gould, in Fresno, Calif. ‘ I another niece Mrs. Nina Taylor of
Iwin he ii the med ia? social service Norwood' W'R C” at Grand Army F»I1Pral wvices were conducted South Hope.
viH be in .tne meaicai S0C1‘1 • hall and Junior Class, RHB . at Ma- Fridav afternoon at North Waldo-I Mrs. Cora Teague is reported to be
dpparltin ent. con Kowpomhe ! hal1- f°r the late John Clements who J improving and is grateful for the kind
Jueen s Ho^p ta • sprvicp | Capt. and Mrs. Huse Richards and , died at the home of hls daughter Mrs. | attentions of neighbors and friends
aas signea io mpptinir of the ’ ,'on Lawrence of Camden were re- Florence Starrett in that place March | Word comes from Van Buren of tbe
Tnere will ce & week i cpnt dir>ncT guests of Mrs. Annie 15 after an illness of several weeks., birth of a daughter Charlotte Ardelle.
laptist uaai . .. Richards. Oscar Starrett, Niven Crawford, A. , March 12, to Mr. and Mrs. Raymond
Union praver meetings will be he d ; Mrg A t T Carrol, spent Thurs. T Norwood and Beniamin E. Watts , Stewart.
nesday and Wednesday evenings at dgy frien<Js Jn Thomaston.
pleasure. Besides her husband, Mrs;
Carver is survived by a sister, Mrs*.
Stephen Richardson of Hall Quarry, 
and a brother Fred Robbins of South- . Collateral Loans .................... $143,263 75
Xs^aa\b0 r^w?n°Jastf?rnir,rly light- cX;na«dficeTd Bank::::::: £
keeper at Heion Neck Light. j Agents' Balances ....
Funeral services were held Friday |Intcrest *and Rents 
at 10 o’clock at the family residence '
on Carver street. B. L. Lane, first I 
reader of the C. S. Society officiating, i 
There were manv beautiful floral
13.241 21 
4.941 83
Gross Assets .........................$1,214,571 05
Admitted .............................$1,214,571 05
LIABILITIES DEC. 31. 1931
offerings which spoke eloquently of ' „et Unpal<J, Losses .............. $9 835 53
the love and esteem held for the de- , ah other Liabilities ............ 19200 77
ceased. The remains were taken to- Surplus over all Liabilities ... 949.714 35
day to Northeast Harbor. Mt. Desert,
where services will be held berore in­
terment is made in the family lot.
Those from out of town who attend­
ed the services were Fred Robbins and i
Total Liabilities and Surplus $1,214,571 05 
34-S-40
KEYS! KEYS! KEYS!'
Keys made to order. Keys maoe to fit locks when original keys are lost. House, Office or Car. Code books provide keys for all locks without bother. Scissors and Knives Sharpened.
Prompt Service, Reasonable Price*
Crie Hardware Co.
408 MAIN ST. ROCKLANDTelephone 791_ _  9#-tf
AGENTS" COMMISSIONS. Sell high
grade razor blades. Cost you one cent 
each. Make 100 per cent profit. Send 
25c for 10 sample blades and particu­
lars. JONCO SALES CO., P. O. Box 263, 
Rockland. 2g-tf
LADIES—Reliable hair goods at Rock-
lAnd Hair Store. 24 Elin St. Mall order! 
solicited. H. C. RHODES. Tel. 519-J.
.________________ ________________ 26-tf
PATCHWORK—Printed linenes. Good 
sizes and assortments 5 lbs., prepaid $1; 
beautiful (small sizes) percale clippings. 
SAxv ^-Satisfaction guaranteed. LAW- 
SON TEXTILE CO.. 9 Aster St.. Provl- 
<|pnce, R. I._______ 32*34
HARNESS and leather goods, also re­
pairing. JAMES H. HALL. 231 Main St., 
•opp. foot Pleasant St. 30-tf
WATCHES, CLOCKS. antique and 
grandfather, repaired. Call and deliver, 
mail or leave. Experienced workman. 
S. A. MACOMBER. Rockland. Tel. 958-J. 
______________ __________________ 27-tf
LET E. A. KNOWLTON file your saws 
and repair your furniture at 216 LIME­
ROCK ST. Tel. 1010. 26-tf
Harbor, Mrs. Ibrook Cross and Miss 
Neva Chase of Rockland.
Strout Insurance Agency 
|I7 GREEN ST. THOMASTON, ME 
Insurance in all its branches 
|Probate Bonds
I. Walter Strout
Notary Public 
Alfred M. Strout
Miss Marion Upham entertained 
the “Les Bijous" Club Monday eve­
ning. Bridge was played with Mrs.
Raymond Thompson holding high 
score.
Mrs. Charlotte Kaler and sons Svd­
ney and Richard and Mrs. Irma
Upham of Rockland were guests being cut out. The next meeting is Mrs. Doris French in Boston.
were the bearers. Interment was at I Friends are anxiously awaiting fa- 
the Fairview cemetary. | vorable news from Mrs. Fannie Brown
There were 25 present at the Farm of Thomaston who underwent a serl- 
Bureau meeting Thursday at the ous operation at Knox Hospital TbU’-s- 
home of Mrs. Clive Peabody and a day following a severe Illness of about 
very interesting time was spent on a week.
the subject, "Quilt Craft,” several Edith French spent her two weeks' 
new' patterns for the making of quilts vacation from school with her mother
An absent-minded professor re­
ceived a couple of tickets for the 
opera from a colleague. Finding 
that he was unable to use them, he 
rang up some friends and said: “I 
have a couole of tickets for the opera 
tonight, but an unfortunate dinner 
prevents me from attending. Could 
you use the tickets?”
“We would be glad to do so,” was 
the reply, “but you see we happen to 
be your unfortunate hosts."
BOSTON CASUALTY COMPANY 
52 Province Street, Boston 
ASSETS DEC. 31. J931
Stocks and Bonds .................. $113,783 73
Cash In Office and Bank ...... 7.840 92
Agents’ Balances .................. 1.427 97 |
Bills Receivable ..................... 2.274 09
Accrued Int. on Bonds ........ 1.480 98
All other Assets ...................... 9.448 27
Gross Assets ...................... $136,255 96
Deduct items not admitted .... 5.927 97
Admitted ............................. $130,327 99
LIABILITIES DEC. 31. 1931
Net Unpaid Losses ................ $6,005 79
Unearned Premiums ............. 9 322 84
All other Liabilities .............. 2 963 34
Cash Capital ........................... 100.000 00
Surplus over all Liabilities .... 12.036 02
Total Liabilities and Surplus $130,327 99 |
34-S -40
RECTAL DISEASES
JAMES KENT, D. O.TEL. ROCKLAND 1076
122Stf
Gilchrest
Monumental Works 
Main Street Thomeaton, MaineARTISTIC MEMORIALS Telephone Connection
FOR SALE
RUUD
Instantaneous Automatic
GAS HOT WATER 
HEATER
8i(e 4. Style F 
Practically New 
Can Be Seen At This Office  130-tf
Every-Other-Day Rockland Courier-Gazette, Saturday, March 19, 1932 Page Seven
odetv BOOSTING MAINELetters From Prospective Tourists Show That Folks Are Interested THE REALM OF MESIC CAMDEN
In addition to personal notes regard­
ing departures and arrivals, this depart­
ment especially desires Information of 
social happenings, parties, musicals, etc. 
Notes sent by mall or telephone wlll be 
gladly received.
TELEPHONE ........................ 770 or 794-W
Mrs. Ralph Moore who has been 
the guest of her aunt, Mrs. Walter 
E. Staples, Cedar street, returned to 
Waterville Tuesday.
(From Maine Publicity Bureau) 
Advance national advertising for 
Maine for the coming summer is 
bringing double the number of in­
quiries in past years, according to
Gladys St. Clair Morgan
Seaside Chapter. O.E.S. will visit 1 
Golden Rod Chapter in Rockland 
next Friday evening. Supper will be 
served at 6 o'clock.
The regular meeting of the Ladies 
of the G.A.R. was held Friday eve- | 
ning.
The supper to be furnished by the : 
losing side of the Business Men's As­
sociation cool tournament will b° I
Miss Lenore Benner entertained 
the Moonlight Auctioneers Wednes­
day evening with a St. Patrick’s Day 
luncheon. Decorations and table 
appointments in green lent a festive 
air to the tables, and there was a 
favor for each guest. Honors in 
bridge were won by Mrs. Marian
j Publicity Bureau. A photograph of a 
Mrs. Luella M. Pendleton of Dark j father and son, each with fishing rod 
Harbor was a guest Thursday at The i and walking down a path, suggested 
Thorndike. Mrs. Pendleton is grand I for advertising use by E. P. Ricker, Jr. 
matron of the Eastern Star and was J of Poland Spring, ls eliciting an un- 
on her way to Brunswick to act usuai amount of favorable comment.
Nearly every inquiry that is sent tooflicially.
Russell Pendleton of Islesboro is 
1 the guest of his sisters, Mrs. Evelyn 
Vinal,, Mrs. Carrie Douglass, Mrs. i “n and Mrs. Leonard Hall, 
Phyllis Clark and Mrs. Gladys Buz- I venler Slreel- _____
zell.
Osmond Frederick Palmer, son of
„ 1 .... OUHrtl Uil lUUI llfUIirjJ v Wil U"Mu«.« ,0, occmumg to , The summary dismissal of Charles i ber music will be given this first year, lwld in Megunticook Grange hall
Harrie B. Coe Manager of the Maine 1 Raymond Cronham as municipal | with conferences between composers next Pridav evening.
'organist of Portland has commanded , (And even on one occasion between Mrs. T. jenness French will enter -
the attention of people in Portland , critics and composers) to fill tbe I jajn jhe Monday Club next week, 
and other Maine cities and towns.i balance of the time. Among names! T«1P gtatP convention of School 
where music lovers recall the pleas- such as Carl McKinley, Aaron Cop- Bands and orchestras will be held in 
ure given them by Mr. Cronham s land. Vergil Thompson, George An- the opcra house April 14
art. Rockland Joins in the general theil, and Robert RusSell Bennett. I " Mrs. Etta Fernaid will entertain 
regret and in the general questioning ■ note that of Walter Piston, the the W.C.T.U. Tuesday afternoon at
ttKBum'riBiNqm"*y «ep has been taken, for the , nephew,! Mrs. R. D. Saville of this 
the advertisement on which this Music Commission has given out no city Mr. Pistons name is a signifi-
DhotoeraDh is used mentions the' Public statement explaining the dis- can. one already in American music, pnotograpn is used, mentions tne , The ]ettej> frQm thg Commis.. the Boston Symphony Orchestra
! sion to Mr. Cronham simply stated | having performed several of his 
. in brief that he had been municipal
picture. From a schoolboy in Atlanta,
Ga., who sent in one of these, came 
a request for literature and a P. S. in , , x
which he wrote; "Please make this organist for seven years, and that 
on May 1st his services in that ca-The Junior Harmony Club meets -Tom^nTM^?1*1 W1“ 1 PacitV would cease' although he had
Wednesday evening at 6.30 at the 
BPW Club rooms. In preparation of 
the annual open meeting intensive 
choral practice is now being under­
taken, and it calls for full attendance 
of members.
A public card party is to be given 
at Grand Army hall Wednesday eve­
ning under the auspices of Fales 
Circle with Mrs. Priscilla Smith and 
Mrs. Lena Merry in charge. Play­
ing will begin at 8.
Mrs. Fred Collamore has returned 
from Portland where she visited 
relatives and friends for a few days.
There will be a card party at Grand 
Army hall Tuesday evening under the 
auspices of Ruth Mayhew Tent, 
D.U.V. This will be the second in a
from Knox Hospital where he had 
his tonsils removed Thursday, I given satisfaction, etc. Indignant In addition to the ordinary letters I Protestations have poured in from 
Master Richard Hamlin, a pupil that come to the Publicity Bureau p°rt’and s eadmusica 
in the first grade, Tyler school, Miss there are each day unusual requests.; Gannett Vh-s George FAnna Webster, teacher, observed his j A woman living on Long Island wrote Mrs- Guv Gannett, Mrs. Ge ge 
this week enclosing a check and ask­
ing the Bureau to purchase for her a 
pine pillow and send it to an invalid 
friend who lives in Dorchester, Mass, 
j “She has spent many vacations in 
Maine and loves the pine woods,” she 
wrote. In the same mail came a letter 
from a Pennsylvania physician who 
The Tango Club had picnic supper J sought the names of summer resorts 
Thursday at the home of Mrs. A. R. where there were no physicians and 
Baehelder. Bridge honors were won I where he could do a summer practice, 
by Mrs. H. W. Thorndike and Orrin j "I have a Maine certificate to prac- 
Smith. tice medicine and want to spend my
-------- summer in the State.” he stated.
seventh birthday Thursday by enter­
taining his classmates. Games were 
played and lunch was served. The 
children enjoyed the affair.
Mrs. Carl Christoffersen was host­
ess to the T Club last evening.
Gould, George Thornton Edwards 
(author of "Music and Musicians of
Seventy members of the Baraca 
Class sat down Wednesday night to The head of the department of
series, at the end of which a capital j the very nice supper prepared under j geology and geography of Hunter
the direction of Mrs. Fanny Dow, as- ! College of the City of New York re-
I sisted by Mrs. Thelma Stanley, Mrs. : cently wrote the Publicity Bureau 
The Progressive Literary Club will i Elizabeth Gregory, Mrs. Henry de- } asking for information regarding 
meet with Mrs. Lucie Walsh Wednes- i Rochemont and Mrs. Margaret Phil- I Maine as one of the classes in field 
day afternoon at 2 o'clock. Act. 5 of, brook. These officers were elected: l geology will be sent to Acadia Na- 
“1116 Two Gentlemen of Verona" will j President, Mrs. Grace Lurvey; vice , tional Park this summer. A similar 
be read. I president, Mrs. Shirley Rollins; ! inquiry regarding the geology of the
-------- ' treasurer, Mrs. Fanny Dow; secre- ■ state was received from Madison,
Mrs. E. K. Leighton gave a bridge I tary, Henry deRochemont. Games , wis.
luncheon Thursday afternoon as a | and music supervised by Miss Wells 
birthday observance for Mrs. Octavia i rounded out the enjoyable evening.
Leighton of Thomaston. Luncheon ! --------
appointments reflected the St. Pat- I S. T. Constantine was in Bangor 
ricks Day season artistically. Wednesday on business.
prize will be awarded.
» ♦ * ♦
Mrs. John G. Snow of Orange
Old Town intends to call the at­
tention of tourists this summer to its 
many attractions. A committee on 
publicity voted to stage an Industrial 
' Exhibit May 5 to 7 to inform the
,___ __ _ Mrs. Charles A. Emery who is re- i citizens of the variety and extent of
street was hostess to the Hill and j ceiving treatment at the Massachu- the city's industries and attractions. 
Dale Club Thursday afternoon setts Memorial Hospital, Boston, Is The publicity committee intends to
-------- showing steady improvement. , stage a pageant depicting the life
Mrs. Evelyn Crockett entertained -------- and activities of the Indians of the
the Itooevik Club Tuesday afternoon Mrs. A. U. Patterson of Vinalhaven. Penobscot reservation about Aug. 1. 
with seven members present, the■ who has been visiting relatives in the a publicity folder to be placed in 
time being devoted to making a quilt, city, went to Boston Thursday. centres of tourist information also is
Ice cream, cake and coffee were -------- planned.
served. The next meeting. Tuesday. Mrs. Lucy Peck Spear is a patient j
March 29, will be at the home of Mrs. 
Nellie Peterson.
at Knox Hospital. WEST ROCKPORT
The Cheerful Circle attended
Chapin Class will meet Tuesday I strand Theatre Wednesday evening,1 This ,v!’Iage wa® honored last week 
ening at the home of Miss Jennie seeing Constance Bennett in “Lady ^5 avlsl,-fromHarryHumphrey of 
ctrppt , With = Past" Flushing, L. I., the well known Hob­evening Trussed, 39 Chestnut street. With a Past. ble- B. Stevens of radio fame, in the
Mrs. Clinton Kaler of 68 Pleasant j Mrs. Nellie Dow was hostess to the ; Stebbins Boys sketches. He made a 
street who has been ill with intesti- 1 Corner Club yesterday afternoon. i call at the postoffice where several of
nal grippe and nerve exhaustion, re- ! -------- lhe men met him. He also stopped at
quiring the care of a trained nurse/ Mrs. Joseph Dondis, Mrs. Olive ^®ald s store but unfortunately there
is reported as improving and hopes Sylvester, Mrs. J. O. Stevens and 
to receive callers early next week. ! Mrs. John Watts carried off honors
-------  at the bridge party given by the
Mrs Minnie Rogers was hostess to BPW Club Thursday evening. There 
the N.&S. Club Thursday evening j were three tables, and Mrs. Maud 
with a St. Patrick's Dgy luncheon I Hallowell acted as hostess, 
and bridge. Dainty decorations in J --------
green were used. Mrs. Ernest P , Mrs. Cleveland Sleeper was hostess 
Jones was a special guest, and car- t0 the Outing Club Wednesday at 
ried off the second prize, the other ! dinner and relief sewing, 
winners being Mrs. Lawrence Leach J --------
and Mrs. Walter Joy. j A lively search for Pat Murphy's
was no one in the building at the time 
and the large group who usually 
gather around the radio there each 
evening to hear the Stebbins Boys 
missed the opportunity of meeting 
him. On this trip Hobble was accom­
panied by Arthur Packard of Gen- 
cove who took him around in his car.
The Mission Circle met Thursday 
afternoon with Mrs. M. A. Fogler and 
Mrs. Mattie Clark in Camden.
Mr. and Mrs. Leman Oxton had the
j prize pigs opened a party Thursday i cottage prayer meeting at their home 
Mrs. A. P. Blaisdell of Walker night pVen by and Donald this week with 15 or more present. In
place, entertained at a St. Patrick's i Borgerson and Virginia Rackliff. ! a brief report of the attendance at 
n.v hridee luncheon Thursday Mertie Lindsev corailed the largest Ihese meetings during the winter itDay bri g l r a i nj rti i y r ll t l r t 
afternoon. There were two tables, number, thereby winning first prize, 
and honors were carried off bv Mrs. j At Irish golf Edward Williamson 
Oscar S. Duncan and Mrs. Charles prOved most efficient, followed closely 
S. Hall. ! by Nancy Snow, Virginia Rackliff
-------- > and Donald Cates. Sppper was
Mr. and Mrs. Wallace E. Spear had I served, the favors and decorations 
the Friday Night Club at' their home bejng jn keeping with the St. Pat­
on Broadway for supper and cards. J rick season. The shamrock ice cream
-------- ! went over especially big with the lit-
Dudley, son of Mrs. Emma Harvie, j guests.
celebrated his eighth birthday Wed-, -------- ,
nesday by entertaining several young 
Hriends at his home on Berkeley 
street. Games were enjoyed, Jimmy 
Moulaison and James Economy 
carrying off the prizes in the peanut 
hunt and pinning the stem on the 
shamrock. The luncheon table fea­
tured St. Patrick’s Day decorations Misses Alma J. Knight and Miss 
in addition to the birthday cake with | Alberta Knight registered at Hotel
Mrs. W. F. Clough is making her 
home with her daughter Mrs. Frank 
Pratt, Elm street, since the death of 
her husband who was caretaker ten 
years of the C. W. Henry estate at 
Beauchamp Point, Rockport.
its candles. Dudley's guesits were 
Bobby Kalloch, Clarence deRoche­
mont, Alfred Chapman, J?., Billy 
Tait, Richard Sullivan, Jimmy Mou­
laison, James Economy and Robert 
Fogarty.
Governor Clinton during their New 
York sojourn.
The Garden Club meets Tuesday 
afternoon at 3 o'clock in the Thorn­
dike Grill when Miss Margaret 
Ruggles of Thomaston as guest speak­
er will give an address on “The Gar­
den Path Through Italy," insuring a 
treat no member can afford to. miss. 
Mrs. Katherine Veazie and Mrs. 
Gladys Morgan will contribute vocal 
duets.
Rounds Mothers Class held its 
monthly meeting Wednesday evening 
at the home of Mrs. A. R. Havener.
She was assisted by Mrs. Vivian 
Hewett, Mrs. Susie Lamb and Mrs.
Gladys Philbrick. The luncheon 
table suggested St. Patrick's Day.
Mrs. Marian Cook read from the 
book, “That Problem, The Modem ....
Boy;" Mrs. Edith Bird presented | George L' St C a
Edgar Guest's poem “The Toy Strewn
Group 8 of the Universalist Church 
announce a cafeteria supper March
chairman.
House," and Mrs. Hewett read a 
group of poems pertaining to home 
and children; Mrs. Alice Spear gave 
two of Angelo Patri’s stories “Bed 
Time” and "The Home of Fun."
Miss Daphne Winslow arrives home 
today for a week's vacation from her 
teaching duties in Norway.
Inspect the new Lynn valves at 
Crie’s.—adv.
,/ow^iate
Excursions
~tb BOSTON
^Easter
MAR. 25'1 26th
Thirty chapters, some from the far 
corners of the State, were represented 
at the annual convention of the 
Maine Daughters of the American 
Revolution in Lewiston Wednesday 
and Thursday. Mrs. Florence Waugh 
Danforth of Skowhegan, State re­
gent, presided. The contest held to 
decide the ten greatest men and 
women of Maine showed this result: 
James G. Blaine, statesman; Thomas 
B. Reed, statesman; Hannibal Ham­
lin, vice president of the United 
States; William King, first governor 
of Maine; Neal Dow. prohibitionist; 
Robert E. Peary, explorer; Henry W. 
Longfellow, poet; Lillian Nordica, 
prima donna; Julia Ward Howe, poet, 
and Henry Knox, first Secretary of 
War, an adopted son of Maine. 
Among local people attending were 
Mrs. Anne Snow, regent of Lady 
Knox Chapter, and Mrs. Irene Mo­
ran; also Mrs. Charles A. Creighton 
and Mrs. Fred J. Overlock 
of General Knox Chapter of Thom­
aston.
Maine Central Railroad
V-
Lynn sleeves are made from the 
finest Sweedish ore and are put 
through an electrical process in Shef­
field, England.—adv.
was stated that nine was minimum 
number present and the largest 23.
Mrs. Ida Barrows of Rockville was 
overnight guest of her daughter Mrs. 
Leman Oxton Wednesday.
Mr. and Mrs. E. Stewart Orbeton 
were in Portland the first of the week, 
returning home Tuesday night.
Mrs. Leola Oxton entertained the 
Tuesday Club this week.
Badger—Do you put up your sum­
mer duds with camphor balls to keep 
the moths away?
Brokeleigh—No, I usually put them 
up with three gilt balls to keep the 
wolf away.
X
WJ
fit
EASTER.
\
I >
< I
her home on Trim street 
Mrs. Florence Manning entertained 1
the Philathea class Friday evening. 
Herbert A. Thomas, who recently
resigned as town manager of Cam­
den, will leave soon for Northeast 
| Harbor where he has a similar posi- 
[ tion. The family will remain in town 
■ until June.
, , , . , On Tuesday evening the Megunti-
most prominent and picturesque ! pjayers will present ".The Heir 
fibres >n Berlin musicalI life cele- cf Mt Vernon - at the Grange halI. 
brated her 75th birthday Feb. 12. In The Droduction is directed and staged 
her youth Frau von Bulow—whose by Stephen Gushee
maiden name was Marie Schanzer-| Mrs w Lpp Dickens wU1 Pntertain 
was a prominent actress. Bulow (bP c.C.H. Club Thursday. March 31, 
at her home on Chestnut hill.
works which have won high acclaim.
* * ♦ *
Marie Von Bulow, second wife of 
Hans von Bulow, and still one of the
Maine”), Alfred Brinkler. Mrs. Foster saw her in 1877. when she was
L. Haviland, and others, also from I Playing at the Court Theatre in 
prominent citizens who have the ! Karlsruhe, and. despite the bitterness 
citv's best interests at heart. j and offering which had pursued him
Besides his organ work Mr. Cron- ; Flnce his divorce from his adored 
ham has developed a symphonic or- ' Cosima. was quickly captivated by 
chestra which is an outstanding con- , lhe grace and charm of the 20-year- 
tribution to the musical activities of1 old stage star.
Majne i Up to the dav of Bulows death
Among those voicing protestation ; in 1894. his second wife was his chief 
is Mrs. William Todd, who as Miss i consolation and support, Immedi-
Helen Bird was a frequent visitor in atelv aft<ward she set about collect- 
the home of her aunt, Miss Mary '"K his letters and writings and pub- 
Tyler, in this city. Mrs. Todd, who | lished eight volumes of them br- 
has a daughter. Barbara, in the Deer- tween the years 1895 and 1908 
ing High School, and a member of addition to bringnjg out her
the Portland Municipal Orchestra, husband's letters. Marie von Bulow 
stated her belief that the reasons of wrote several books about his life and 
the commission for Mr. Cronham's work. But m Berlin where she still 
dismissal should be made available, arduously attends most of the im- 
to the people of Portland at least.I Portant concerts and recltals-shc 
“The municipal orchestra is a great ,has founded a "salon whose object 
factor for good in the musical life Iis at once charitable and artistic.
The: » « » »
Many from Camden will attend the 
annual town meeting in Rockport 
Monday.
Mrs. Elizabeth Duncan will pnter­
tain the ladies of the Methodist 
society next Wednesdav afternoon.
At the recent annual meeting of 
the Camden Board of Trade these 
officers were elected for the enduing 
year: President, Col. E. A. Robbins; 
vice-presidents, Charles C. Wood. 
Josiah H. Hobbs; secretary, Joseph L. 
Brewster: treasurer. J. Hale Hodg­
man; collector, Finlav L. Calder; 
board of directors, Captain John 
Husby, D. J. Dickens, Rev. Albert E. 
luce, Orville Gross, Kendall Hop­
kins.
By MARYE DAHNKE 
Kraft Cheese Institute
PIONEER meals are the fashion of the day! Chicago society 
women recently originated the 
movement. Money saved in serv­
ing the more economical meals is 
used to purchase food for Chi­
cago’s poor.
The plan has gained wide favor, 
not only as a means of charity 
hut as an interesting and delight­
ful manner of fitting three meals 
a day into 1932 budgets.
Among the most nourishing and 
important foods for any economy » 
program is cheese, traditional » 
primitive food. Because of its I 
highly concentrated protein value • 
it is an ideal foundation for 
nutritious luncheons and dinners.
Properly prepared, the Pioneer 
meal is a feast. Here are two 
recipes pointing the way to dishes 
of striking goodness and economy. 
Corn Chowder with Velveeta
SOUTH HOPE
of Portland." Mrs. Todd said, 
orchestra is putting Portland music­
ally on the map more than any one 
other organization. The municipal 
orchestra under Mr. Cronham has 
done wonderful work. It has fur­
nished a goal for young musicians to 
strive for." * • • •
Those who listened with so much 
pleasure to the fine paper present­
ed bv Mrs. Dorothy Smalley before 
the Rubinstein Club on "Outstand­
ing Moderns.” felt special opportune 
interest in the program given bv 
Leopold Stokowski and the Philadel­
phia Orchestra March 12. over the 
Columbia network, for therein were 
embraced selections of modern Rus­
sian music, the numbers being Sym­
phonic Poem. “The Witches' Flight" 
(Hyrcrus Nocturnus) by Wassilenko; 
Biptyque Mongol (Mongolian Dip­
tych)
Khan, and The Morning of the 
Barking of Dogs, by Illiashenko; 
Symphony of Psalms by Stravinsky 
(given in conjunction with the Men­
delssohn Club); Prometheus, the 
Poem of Fire, by Scriabine, with Syl­
van Levin, pianist, and students bf
Mr. and Mrs. Elbridge Linscott of 
Rockland, Mrs. Amos Morton and 
daughter Elsie of South Thomaston, 
Mrs. Leroy Light and daughter Phyllis 
of Washington were dinner guests of 
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Robbins Wednes­
day.
Mrs. Charles Taylor is at Warren
The editor-in-chief of a well- 
known music journal owns a once 
famous race horse. Prince of Umbria, 
which he is breeding at Lexington,
Ky. His farm manager sent him a 
communication , saying in effect: ,
That, chestnut two-year-old which with her aunt Mrs George Teague, 
nas lame for a year has rot bepn Mrs. Elizabeth Howard has soldw
named as yet. He has developed in 
size, but I can’t make him show 
speed. What name shall we give 
him?"
The wired reply was: "Call the colt 
Adagio!”
Abram Chasins of the Curtis In­
stitute of Music, who has summered 
at Camden had a funny—well, not so 
funny for him—experience in Phila­
delphia when he gave his recital there 
not long ago. He was in the midst of 
Funeral Retreat of Jenghiz 1 a Bach-Liszt number when his rear 
collar button became dislodged and 
slid down his back, while the collar 
gradually worked its way nearer to 
Chasin's ears. He finished the piece 
under difficulties; but reports say 
that the auditors were unaware of 
the tragic accident, and gave full at- 
the Curtis Institute of Music, and tention to the majesty of the music. 
Pictures from an Exhibition, by ' and the scholarliness of the perform- 
Moussorgsky. It was an imposing ; ance. Mr. Chasins is receiving splen- 
pregam, indeed rather staggering, did reviews on the concerts he is pre­
even to those who profess to love and senting.
understand the modernistic composi- j ------------------
tion.
her buildings to Mr. Hammond who 
rented the place during the winter.
Esther Robbins and Charlotte 
Robbins are visiting relatives in Ap- i 
pleton.
Mrs. Chloe Mills is at East Union 1 
caring for Mrs. Roland Payson.
The 4-H Club met Saturday with 
their leader Evelyn Vining. The mem­
bers finished work on towels and the j 
recreation period was spent in making 
cornballs in the kitchen.
Those who have radios are enjoy­
ing the broadcast. "Everybody's Busi­
ness,” which comes every night at 
6.45 from the Portland station. The ! 
editor of this feature, W. Mayo Pay- 
son, was a South Hope boy and it al- j 
ways makes a community swell with 
pride when one of their number makes 
good.
MODERN WOMEN
NEED NOT SUFFER monthly pain and delay duo 
to colds, nervous strdin, exposure or .similar causes. 
Chi-ches-ters Diamond Biand Pills sin* effective, 
reliable and give QUICK RELIEF. Sold by^ 
all druggists for over 45 years. Ask for—JT
• # ♦ ♦
CHICflESTERS PILLS
One of life's little ironies: J. Alden 
Edkins, Boston bass, who won one of 
the first prizes in the recent Atwater 
Kent auditions (and who is now 
under contract with the National p 
Broadcasting Company) turned over ! 
to his bank the check which he re- 1 
ceived for the prize ($5,000). Short- i 
ly afterward the bank failed.
BILL-BARBER
SAYS
"JHI DIAMOND \y BRAND"
♦ « * #
Nathaniel Shilkret in his recent in­
terview in the Musical Courier says: 
“Instead of offering a composer 
$5,000 for a prize. I would offer him 
5.000 performances of his composi- 
tion.” Shilkret goes to the heart of 
the problem. Prizes help the com­
posers, but performances help the 
whole cause of music in America.
There are 
times when 
the almighty 
dollar will not 
get as far 
as a little 
politeness
r„A-D-I-O-S
The best selection and service
House-Sherman, Inc.
ROCKLAND, ME.
28-tf
MONDAY-TUESDAY
You'll find them in our 
show-casei already — we 
don't wait for Spring to 
come outdoors! Bring a 
breath of Spring into your 
home with a bouquet of 
these exquisite flowers.
SILSBY’S
371 MAIN ST. ROCKLAND
According to the Bureau of Stand­
ards, there is a direct relationship 
between acoustics and clothes. The 
more clothes the audience wears, the 
less sonority will pass from stage 
to house. If the clothing is of soft 
and heavy material, it acts as a more 
complete destructive agency than if 
It is light and diaphanous.
• * ♦ *
Clinton W. Graffam, member of 
the advisory committee of the Port­
land Municipal Orchestra, has been 
named chairman of the general com­
mittee planning Portland's Music ; 
Festival. May 3-4-5.
This interests many of us as Mr. I 
Graffam has numerous Rockland 
friends, made in the old days of the | 
Maine Music Festivals, when as head j 
of the music department of Cressev 
& Allen his unfailing courtesy and 
limitless knowledee of music drew 
many patrons of the festival to pur­
chase and pore over the numbers 
heard in the concerts. Mr. Graffam 
is one of Portland’s significant musi­
cal figures and has a son, Clinton, 
Junior, who is following along in 
daddy’s footsteps.
Present plans for this Festival call 
for afternoon and evening musical 
programs during the three-dav event, 
which will be free to the public. A 
matinee concert by the combined 
school organizations of the city will 
be a feature. Concerts by the Ros­
sini Chorus. Portland Men's Singing 
Club. Woman's Choral Society, Mars­
ton Club and MacDowell Club will be 
featured during the Festival. The 
Municipal Orchestra will be heard, 
and a special concert will embrace 
every choir singer in the city of Port­
land. • • • •
The First Festival of Contemporary j 
American Music, speaking of festl- ’ 
vals, is to be held in Saratoga Springs 
this year. April 29. to May 4. at 
Yaddo, the center for creative arts I 
i established at the New York watering 
place bv Spencer and Katrina Trask 
At Yaddo a limited number of in- 1 
vited workers in prose and poetry, 
music, painting, and sculpture, _flnd 
residence each year, and this festival 
Is designed to further the develop­
ment and the usefulness of this artis- I 
tic center. Three concerts of cham-
MONDAY-TUESDAY
23,000 MILES OF 
LAUGHS md THRILLS.'
All The World Hi* 
Stage 1 Continenu Hia 
Playground I
$ <
r DOUGLASFfliRBflnK
JNITED ARTIfTf PICTURE
TODAY
TIM MeCOY in 
"ONE WAY TRAIL"
PAR.
A Paramount Publix Theatre
ctro- 
Mayer
MCTVM
A circus beauty! A with 
love - starved man! C. Aubrey 
You'll thrill at this Smith 
unusual romance! Directed by 
a MARION DAVIES Alfred
Pro3uetion Sante I
NOW SHOWING
“DANCERS IN TIIE DARK"
with
MIRIAM HOPKINS, JACK OAKIE
A Paramount Publix Theatre
STOSANtn)
Performances at 2.00, 6.30, 8.30 
Continuous Saturdays 2.00 Lo 10.30
strips bacon 
onion sliced 
cups cubed potatoes 
% cup water 
1 cup canned corn 
214 cups milk
tablespoons flour 
package Kraft Velveeta 
teaspoon Worcestershire 
sauce
Salt, pepper
Cut bacon in small pieces and 
cook with onion until slightly 
brown. Add potatoes (which have 
been parboiled 5 minutes and 
drained), and water, and cook 
until potatoes are almost tender. 
Add corn and 2% cups milk. 
When heated add remaining milk 
mixed with flour, nnd stir until 
flour is cooked. Remove from fire, 
add sliced Velveeta and cover
2
1
2
2
1
1
until Velveeta is melted. Season 
with Worcestershire sauce, salt 
and pepper, and serve hot.
Lima Bean Loaf
4 cups cooked dried lima beans
2 tablespoons chopped onion
3 tablespoons melted butter
2 cups grated Kraft American 
cheese
1 cup soft bread crumbs 
J4 cup milk
Salt, pepper 
1 can tomato soup
Drain beans and mash them; 
add the onion, butter, cheese, 
bread crumbs, milk and season­
ings to taste. Mix well, press into 
a well greased loaf pan and bake 
30 to 40 minutes in a moderate 
oven, 350°. When ready to serve, 
turn onto a platter and surround 
with the tomato soup which haa 
been heated and highly seasoned.
you’ll enjov stopping at 
tins ullra-uiodern hotel, 
.nested "a step tiom 
lirondwuv’1, overlooking
wnrtd-renown Times 
bqusre. Tlie city s most 
interesting places, thea­
tres, smart shops, busi- 
ness centers arc ali near- 
hv llOOoulside rooms, 
each willi a private hath 
(tub ami shower), a radio 
mol servidor. Note sur­
prisingly moderate rates.
siNuu. N:i-«:t..-..t-81 
1IULBO1. 81-85 -8U
44 to 45 Sts. 
■t8thA«a.,N.y.
MYER’S
My, but we want you to come in and see the New Suits we have 
for Iloys ior Spring. They are certainly beautiful and at prices 
that almost everyone can afford. ,
YOUNG MEN’S SUITS—Blue serge, cashmeres, worsteds, all
with two long pants, i oat, vest; ages 15 to 20 ..........$13.50, $15 00
ROYS' SUITS—.Ages 8 to 18; eoat, vest, two pairs pants $7.75, $10.00
BOYS’ SUITS—Ages 5. to !),*toat, two pairs short pants ........ $5.00
WASH SUITS—............................................................. 59c, $1.00, $1.50
CHILDREN'S TOP COATS—Coat witli Cap to match $3.50, $5.00 
ROYS' PANTS—Beat line we ever had at $1.00, $1.50, $2.00
SPRING CAPS—For Boys or Men $1.00, $150
Spring Hats—In latest styles ..«................................. $1.98, $2.98, $3 98
Less than two weeks to Easter, We'd be delighted to show you 
some ol' these Spring Goods. Notice them in our windows.
WILLIS MYEFt \
.j. .•« »j. »j. ,j« »j« .j. »j,.j,»;«,j« ,♦« ,j. »j, »•«. ♦, »♦, ,♦« »•„ .j,.j, »♦. .♦« .j,
OPENING OF THE f
New RUBENSTEIN’S
SATURDAY, MARCH 19
A new and modern Men’s Furnishing Shop at 63-65 
Park Street, featuring Leopold-Morse Clothes
NEW SPRING SUITS (two pants) 
$24.50, $27.50, to $34.00
NEW SPRING TOPCOATS (all colors) 
$22.50
4*4*
•
I
i
!
RUBENSTEIN’S
63 PARK STREET ROCKLAND
J 32-33 J
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CAMDEN TO HEAR IT
What our lightkeepers and coast guardsmen are doing to protect 
coastwise shipping by day and by night. The day's news from 
many lonely outposts along Maine's waterfront.
CAN IT BE DONE?
M4 Ml MJ W M, i
Chimney Corner 
Chat
Adelia F. Veazie
BEFORE YOU TRADE, INVESTIGATE
Manager Farnum of the Central Maine Issues Caution 
Regarding Switching of Stock
Hendricks Head
Keeper Knight and daughters Rosa 
and Alma, accompanied by Edgar 
Webber and as far as Bath by Mr. 
Webber's mother, made a trip to 
Portland last week to call on Mr. 
Knight's parents who, well advanced 
in years, are now living in South 
Portland. While in Portland Mr. 
Knight made a call at the superin-
Fifth Annual Contest of 
School Bands, Orchestras, 
and Glee Clubs May 13-14
| The fifth annual contest of Maine j
State school bands, orchestras and]
I glee, clubs will be held in Camden i 
, May" 13-14. Clarence Fish of Camden
■ ' j Is chairman of the State committee, j
out again after being confined to his ; the other members being Alton Rob- j 
home with a bad cold. I inson of Bangor. Herman Rowe of!
The young people of the Christian , Waterville and Galen Veaye of Houl- 
Endeavor Society will sponsor a con- ] ton.
cert in the church Easter night 
Mrs. Johnson of Calais is visiting
her sister Mrs. Ida Cook.
Keeper Ingalls of Whitlock’s Mills I expenses.
Light has been ill with a severe cold tertained 
Mr. and Mrs. Small watch for the
Eagle news. They look for word from I bands:
There will be a registration fee of ! 
$2 for each organization to cover the 
cost of prizes. Judges and incidental 
Organizations will be en-
Here are the required numbers for 
Zampa Overture. Sap-Doubling Point and hope all are well. ! Class
tendent’s office. Supt. Sherman They look forward to a visit with the ranek Arrangement in B-flat, J 194.
happened to be out of town, but he Allens this spring, a game of 63 with C. Fischer.
enjoyed a social call on Asst. Supt. Harry Nye with plenty of pepper- ] Class B: Light Cavalry Overture.
mints handy and a ship ahoy for Os- J Suppe-Fillmore. 
pood. Mrs. Allen’s mother expects; Class C: Home Circle Overture.! 
to be back here soon. ( Schlepgrell. V-1375; C. Fischer. ■
Mrs. Small thanks Gracie and i Private Preparatory Schools: Home t
Sampson and other members of the 
persoiuiel. Mr. Knight has seen 12 
years’ service in that office. He 
entered government service June 2,
1902, as stenographer at the Ports- Muriel Fagonde for the pretty valen- j Class C
mouth (N. H.) Navy Yard, but Nov.; tines. She was pleased with their ~ ~
22, 1903. was promoted and trans- thoughtfulness.
ferred to Washington. After three From Seeuin one can count 12, 
months in the capital city he was lights. Seeuin making 13. Mr. Small j listed from 1 to 38.
transferred from the Postoffice De- , wonders if there is anv other light j
partment to the Department of Com- along the coast that can count more, j
merce and assigned as stenographer and wishes the keepers would specify j
in the office of the Lighthouse In- the number seen from their stations are required:
spector at Portland, his home having i when thev write. None visible from [ Class A: Mozart, G-minor
been in Auburn. Commander C. P. here, unless Dog Island light can be , ^ ‘n'Pbony. First Movement. C.
Rees, U.S.N.. was then in charge and «pen when the power is increased. |
a more dignified, courteous and well Do” Island is not a watched station, j Class B: Gounod, Miriella Over-
Class D: Atilla Overture. Karoly. ] 
i PB-44. C. Fischer.
Classes A and B select numbers
Preparatory schools from 1 to 45 
Other classes from the entire list, j 
And for orchestras these numbers
bred gentleman would have been 
difficult to find anywhere. He had 
served as a drummer boy in the Civil 
War and was executive officer of the ] Portland Breakwater
Olympia at the Battle of Manila ; While the hunt has been going on 
BaF- i for the Lindbergh baby, death came
in the form of measles and pneu-
It is off Eastport. 15 miles below here ! tuL*' Schirmer.
Class C: Tschaikowsky, Chanson 
* * * ‘ ! Triste. B. F. Wood.
Commander Rees was followed by 
Commanders Wilner, Wright (also 
then in charge of the Second Light­
house District), McDonald and Fahs. 
The latter was a man who closely 
resembled Commander Rees ln gentle­
manly and courteous qualities. Com­
mander McDonald then returned and 
was in turn relieved by Capt Sher­
man, who has been in charge ever 
since. The latter is the only mem­
ber of the personnel who was con­
nected with the office while Mr. 
Knight saw service there. Chief 
Clerk Hinckley and Clerk Bass have 
retired on pensions, as has Asst. 
Supt. Luther: Chief Clerk Woolley 
has died, while clerk Lee, originally 
the messenger, went on to be chief 
e’erk of the Second District and from 
there to a position at Washington.
There will be much work to do at 
this station when the weather gets 
warmer. It doesn't seem much use 
to start on floors until the mud sea­
son is over. There has been a steady 
gale of wind here from a westerly di­
rection from the 7th to the 16th.
• • • •
monla and took Philip Nathan, aged 
ten months, son of Mr. and Mrs. L. 
M Burrows and nephew of Keeper 
and Mrs. Marr.- Mr. Burrows was one 
of the crew of the old tender Gerani­
um and later on Portland Lightship.
Class D: Martin. Gavotte Celebre. 
Oliver Ditson.
Prep. Schools: Luigini, Ballet 
Egyptien Nos. 1 and 4. C. Fischer.
Junior High Schools: Cadman. 
Festal March ln C. Oliver Ditson.
Classes A, B, and Prep. Schools 
may select from 1 to 35 Inc. Other 
classes select from entire list.
Each band will play: A warming- 
up march, not to be judged: an as
IN LIGHT of what must brought about to make a modern home function properly and fairly 
for a boy, is such a home possible 
for the average parent? That is a 
fair and honest question and the 
answer Is most certainly “yes,” If 
we understood that all the error of 
a hundred generations caunot be 
corrected in one and that one ours.
While it will be quite impossible 
for any of us to instantly change 
ourselves into thoroughly modern 
nnd efficiently trained parents or to 
immediately anil without delay set 
every detail of our homes In order 
In keeping with the new ideal and 
the new knowledge (for that would 
be lifting ourselves by our boot 
straps) at the same time let It be 
said most emphatically that there 
is a great hope and already mar­
velous progress in the right direc­
tion.
However, the change will, out of 
pure necessity, be a process, not an 
act. We cannot will to become bet­
ter, more modern parents and pres­
to, change—not by a good deal, but 
we can will to start a new regime 
now. We can decide to begin at 
once a broad new study of the whole 
problem and our relation to It. We 
can acquaint ourselves witj) the fas­
cinating new literature in the field. 
There are scores and scores of 
most excellent new books by prac­
tical men, fairly overflowing with 
simple,-workable, direct help. In 
every city there are study groups 
along lines of mental hygiene and
be ^schools of parental education avail­
able. The press, the pulpit, radio 
are all trying to help. Open your 
mind. Determine to become touch­
able. Submerge your ego of per­
fect self-satisfaction and set out to 
learn. You will marvel at what you 
can do.
Farr your own home problem 
and with absolute honesty, ail 
down, husband and wife together 
and in fine demorrary endeavor 
to analyte your own status; seek 
to eome to understand much more 
thoroughly just what you are do­
ing to your hoy; determine that 
which is good and that which ia 
bad on the part of both of you; 
lay careful plans to revamp the 
whole spirit of the borne, attitude 
toward each other and attitude to­
ward the boy; make no attempt to 
whitewash or rationalise or even 
excuse—just get the farts.
Recognize the good and tbe bad 
and set about to correct It There 
should be no condemnation of 
either party by the other. Let it 
be a long look ahead, not a sad 
look behind. Let it be the accept­
ance jointly of a new challenge to 
larger living—and it can be done!
Discuss methods and plana. Cor­
rect each other’s methods privately 
and constructively; go into execu­
tive session often and see what fun 
it is; read aloud one helpful book 
after another; hear visiting speak­
ers on college extension courses; 
attend child guidance clinics. There 
Is help everywhere.
(©. 1932, Western Newspaper Union.1
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For the past 12 years he has been in , compositlon; oJne composition
the pa nting business with a shop on t from the ,tet prepar?d
Fore street and lives at 601 Forest;b„ the on instrumental
avenue, Portland. Mr. and Mrs. afFairs Of the Music Supervisors Na- 
Marr attended the funeral services | tional Conference
there March 15. Each orchestra will play an as-
Ward McKown of Southport was s, composition and a second
a visitor at the Breakwater March 14 | number t0 Reeled from the list
arr "• „ _ . • j Other bulletins will follow.Cant. J. N Burrows has resumed |
his duties aboard the lighter Aiax. Selective List for Band
For the information of Mrs. Clay- Tschaikowskv—Finale from Fourth
ter of Vinalhaven, Doris and Beatrice , Symphony. Fischer.
Marr of North Deering have recov- Mendelssohn—Fingal’s Cave Over-
Liszt—Hungarian Rhapsody, No. Haydn—Romance in E-llat, SF.
2. FH. Schirmer. Ditson.
Dvorak—New World Symphony Bach — Polonaise, Chorale and
(Finale) F. Fischer. March, SF. Schirmer (MSi.
Goldmark—Sakuntala Overture. F. Martin — Gavotte Celebre, SF.
Fischer. Ditson.
Tschaikowsky—Marche Slav. F. Zilcher—Lullaby
Fischer. Bloch—March, SF. G. Schirmer
Blech—America 1 second movement > (Elemen. Ser. 4».
FX. Birchard. Hartmann—The See Saw
Tread, SF.
SF. Schir-
ered nicely from measles.
Oil tankers, coal steamers and
shipping in general coming in by this 
station this month have looked like 
icebergs.
« » » •
Under the caption "Before You 
Trade, Investigate.” F. H. Farnum, 
manager of the securities department 
of the Central Maine Power Co., has 
sent out the following communica­
tion to the preferred stockholders of 
that corporation.
• * • •
During the past two or three 
months there seems to have been a 
large increase in the endeavor to trade 
out our $6 and 7 per cent preferred 
stockholders. The reason is obvious; 
Central Maine stock during the past 
two years has been one of the few. 
widely held unlisted securities in 
Maine that could readily be convert- ( 
ed Into cash. Many other securities 
have shrunken in value and some 
are actually worthless. Very few can 
be marketed at their cost price and 
all have been hard to convert into , 
cash, hence the desire to induce our 
customers to part with their Central 
Maine stock.
The method is-slmple. Your confi­
dence is shaken by alarming stories 
about general business conditions, 
the company's business, its manage­
ment or its earnings. Sometimes dis- j 
torted newspaper stories are called to 
your attention. Unfounded rumors 
of all sorts, many of them absurd, are 
quoted. You may be told that Cen­
tral Maine Power Co. is in a bad 
way; "that the Wyman Dam is a 
failure;" “you had better get your 
money out as quickly as you can." 
There are many ways to accomplish 
the result. Anything is told to cause 
uneasiness or doubt ln your mind.
You are then advised or urged to 
acquire a safer Investment. Greater 
safety and high interest yields are 
promised and you are induced to 
sign over your stock or to send it in 
for resale. • • • «
The next step is to caution you 
that the company may send a man 
to induce you to hold on to your 
stock—to change your mind. You 
may be cautioned to tell our agent 
that you need your money for per­
sonal reasons, have sickness in the 
home, are out of a job, that you are 
building a house, buying a home, you
need your money in your business, 
anything to keep the real reason of 
resale concealed.
Some have gone so far as to say 
that the company will refuse to re­
sell your stock 'if you disclose the 
real reason of resale. You may be 
cautioned against saying anything 
about the stories told because if you 
do you will be called to Augusta to 
testify or you will get into a lot of 
trouble. Anything is told to discour­
age you from Investigating.
During the past ten years hun­
dreds of our Maine investors have 
been induced by some such methods 
to part with their stock. Many of 
them now own worthless or nearly 
worthless so - called "securities.” 
Many have seen their life's savings 
wiped out or greatly reduced. Few 
who have traded have kept intact 
their original investment and con­
tinued to receive dividends un­
impaired.
These trades or switches would 
never have hanpened bad the holder 
asked for advice before making a 
change, cr had talked to a well in­
formed disinterested party or a 
banker.
We do know that Central Maine 
stock has nroven a safer, higher in­
terest yielding and more marketable 
stock for its investors than most of 
those that have been substituted. 
We know our business is more stable 
than almost any other in thc coun­
try. Its future appears to be as 
bright or brighter than most others. 
We know that the Wyman Dam is 
an unqualified success and its full 
output will be needed to take care 
of our grow-ing business, just as were 
those of the Skowhegan Dam and 
the Gulf Island Dam. We know that 
our company is stronger today than 
ever in its history. It has earned 
and paid regularly quarterly divi­
dends for over twenty-five years. 
We see no reason why it should not 
pay its dividends regularly and be 
the same safe investment in the 
future as it has in the past.
Before you trade investigate. We 
urge you to attach this folder to your 
stock certificate. Before signing 
over your stock read it over. It may 
save you from losing money,
In the northwest comer of our old 
open chamber stood a nondescript 
article which we called “the grout 
, stomper." The end of a log of wood 
1 with the bark peeled off and a handle 
! fitted into its side by which to lift 
I it. My people made a half barrel of 
; sour krout each fall, which for some 
! unknown reason they always called 
“grout,” and that peeled log was the 
implement used with which to pound 
it and start the juice.
Grandmother told us that when 
1 she was a girl the man of the house 
! >-ave careful attention to his feet, 
then putting on a clean pair of over- 
! alls he stepped into the tub or bar­
rel of shredded cabbage and began 
jumping up and down and treading 
about, keeping this up until he start- 
{ ed the juice. After that I never 
cared much about sour krout, and 
even now I seldom feel any desire 
1 for it. I always think of it when I 
read of people drinking foreign 
wines, for we all know that the na­
tives in many localities tread out the 
juice of the grapes, and are not at 
all particular about the state of their 
feet either.
How clearly I remember hearing 
nails and joints of timber creaking 
and cracking with frost night after 
night after I was in bed with a hot 
flat iron at Tny feet and many a time 
have I woke in the morning with 
leeks of hair frozen to the quilt 
where the steam of my breath had 
turned to ice. We never heard of 
grippe in those days and I never had 
a chillb’.ain, nor did I ever lose a 
day through sickness during the 
four years of High School. Has the 
climate changed or did we dress more 
sensibly? Whatever the reason it 
seems to me there is more sickness 
now than when I was a schoolgirl.
There was a contrivance stored in 
that old open chamber in summer 
which mght prove a convenience 
even now, to those who have wood 
fires and love plants in winter. This 
was a roughly constructed bench or 
table with a high post at each cor­
ner. Our few plants occupied this 
in winter and every cold night a 
quilt and some newspapers were 
draped over these posts and pinned 
around the sides to protect those 
precious plants from frost. One 
plant we had which was rarely seen
., . in; r t i, iv l then anci 1 bave seen but one since.National W. I. U. W orker FOr 25 or 30 years I have not
even heard one mentioned. It was 
called Bridal Rose and the plant 
looked much like a common rasp­
berry bush. The buds were small, un­
promising and somewhat one sided 
but the blossom was fully double, 
pure white and very handsome. I 
think it had no fragrance. We al­
ways considered it a tender house 
plant and cherished it as carefully 
as we did the white begonia, which 
was then called “wax plant."
On the big beam under the eaves 
at the southern end of the chamber 
was the remains of what seemed to 
be an old book tied up with a strong 
string and I was cautioned never to 
touch it because it was “God's Book," 
so I never went near it. In later years 
I knew it was an old, old Bible, so old
Dalla—With Even 
Schirmer (ES No. 8).
Reineke—Little Suite, 
mer (ES No. 10).
MISS GEORGE IN HONOLULU
THE DIGEST POLL
ture. Fischer, Chappell or Hawkes. 
Hadley—In Bohemia Overture.
Fischer or Hawkes.
Wagner—Die Meistersinger Over­
ture. Pischer or Hawkes.
Goldmark—Sakuntala Overture.
Fischer or foreign edition. 
(Customary cut from E to R.)
Little River
The children that were attending
Busy times now. house-cleaning, scho°l ®t Cutler village are home and I Schubert—Unfinished Symphony
everything is upside down and all there *s plenty going on here now. J (First Movement). Fischer,
hands afraid they are going to rub ; Thyy I’Ave time to enjoy the pool | Tschaikowsky—Allegro con grazia
against paint every time they move. tab'e which thev received Christmas, i from sixth Symphony. Fischer,
lots of colds and grippe in this town . Keeper and Mrs Corbett were call-; Weber-Dcr Freischutz Overture, 
at present. on fn«)ds in Cutler last Sunday. I Fificher.
fathers'CanSd”onsLlsuppeTwedKneV^av Past week has made i/ very unpleas- > er-Prelude to Lohengrin.
- Kgmont Overture.
fire orchestra from the normal Town meeting will be held March _
school. The speakers were Rev. Ash- ^1 and dinner will be served at the 
ley Smith and Doctor Emerson of cburc^ vestry that day.
Bangor. All had an enjoyable eve- Mrs. Corbett expects to go to 
ning and much praise was heard for \ "°5ue. Blu^fs within a few days to , vicchpr
Chef Dennett and the waitresses for ]Vlslt her mother Mrs. Ruth John- J saint-Saens—La Princess 
the bountiful repast. Times are! , Overture Fischer
livelier, everyone seems to be getting ,Sp™?. seems to be at a Christianson — Norwegian
busv and it looks as if old depression standstill at the present time, waiting . ‘ vvitmark. 
was on the wing. for warmer weather. Hadley—Youth Triumphant Over-
*••• •••• ture. Fischer? . ,
Popham Beach Boon Island 1 Wagner—Introduction to Act III.,
On account of high northwest wind I Lohengrin. Pischer or Hawkes.
Dice Head
It has been biowv lately and there
Tschaikowsky—Andante and March 
from Pathetique Symphony, No. 6. 
Hawkes
Herold—Zampa Overture. Ditson
Jaune
Rhap-
are a good manv ice cakes passing by for the last ten days the keepers have! h'Schubert—Rosamunde Overture.
here. The Hibiscus was at Seguin not been able to land the batteries 
landing the new second assistant. I for the new light, but live in hopes.
The peonle at Seguin are much better j Mr. Lunt and Mr Flanagan, elec- 
after having grippe and colds. [trician and foreman of repairs, are [ pj^her^or* Hawkes?
Keeper Fickett is interested to 1 still at the station. Elgar—Pomp ' and
know who is champion in raising a I Keeper Hutchins returned to the 
beard at Matinicus Rock. He served ] station March 5 with H. R Gray, 
four years on the Rock under Keeper the new second assistant.
F. O. Hilt and remembers well about \ Weather has been bad for spring 
the tomb there. The women always \ work. The coldest weather of the 
winter now but it cannot last much 
longer.
Misses May and Florence Batty are 
visiting their aunt in Portsmouth and 
are expected home as soon as the
Rossini — Semiramide 
Ditson or Fischer.
6uppe—Pique Dame
Overture
Overture.
Says Comparatively Few 
Women Got Ballots
In general we are opposed to straw 
votes and non-mandatory referenda. 
The results of these polls represent 
only the views of those who mark 
and return ballots; and in the case
Overture. | of the Literary Digest poll, we have it 
on the authority of the editor of the 
Literary Digest that the mailing list 
includes so few women that we feel 
that the result will not express the 
opinion of the great army of women 
who always vote dry and who are de­
termined to keep the liquor traffic 
an outlaw. No poll, unless it gives 
the women a chance to be heard, may
be considered an accurate consensus. I that nobody seemed to know where 
Twenty million ballots were sent it came from. There was an article 
out for the previous Digest poll of | which opened and shut something
1930; so that five out of six people like an umbrella and which my 
did not receive them and will not j grandmother called “swifts ” This 
receive them now. Very few women's was used when we wound yarn. The 
names were on the previous lists; ; old tin candle mould would be quite 
very few are on the present lists, , a curiosity now. It was designed to
(Continued from Page One)
(1st
(1st
some of us who are on the lists have 
not received ballots.
Some people have two ballots, be­
cause they have a business and home
hold six candles and well do I re­
member watching my grandmother 
put in the little round wicks, tie a 
knot in the ends, thrust a stick
address, so get two ballots, hence through the loop in the upper end 
two votes. Of the twenty millions who | and then holding the mould over a
planted flowers on it in the spring. 
Keeper Fickett went to Bath
March 11 on the mail boat George 
Popham. When he goes to Bath for 
the dav. Mrs. Fickett puts out the
light in the morning and lights up at j weather permits, 
night. On these one-man stations | U. S. S. Hibiscus arrived with bat-
keeper's wives have to “know their 
onions.” • « • •
From Fred M. Robbins, retired 
keeper now living in Southwest Har­
bor comes this word: “We look 
eagerly for The Courier-Gazette each 
week with the letters from light- 
keepers of the first district, many of 
whom are friends of long standing. 
It seems like getting personal letters 
from them and brings back many 
pleasant memories. Though on the 
retired list we are still interested in 
the doings of the keepers and their 
families, and send thanks to Vumey 
King and Mrs. Powers for wanting to 
hear from us. Mr. and Mrs. King
teries for the light but could not land. 
It may land at high water this aft­
ernoon (Wednesday).
Not many ships passing now, onlv 
an oil tanker or a tow of barges once 
in a while, but when summer comes 
there will be more pleasure boats and 
fishermen and lobster catchers.
• Portland Head
Very quiet the past week. Callers 
were few but March winds plentiful. 
The recent cold wave was very pene­
trating, had to drive fires to keep 
comfortable.
Miss Edna Hilt of Thomaston who 
is employed in Portland called on F.
have one of the dearest little grand- j o. Hilt last Sunday, 
sons we have ever seen. Sincere I jjrs. R. T. Sterling spent last
thanks to Editor Fuller and all who 
have made it possible to have the 
lighthouse column.”» • • •
St. Croix River
Several sardine boats have passed 
in and out by this station lately. 
The Canadian custom boat and 
Grand Manan steamer are making 
their regular trips. The wind has
Thursday with friends at Thornton 
Heights and as usual enjoyed the day.
Mrs. F. O. Hilt for the past two 
weeks is on the inside looking out and 
acting in the capacity of nurse, 
housekeeper, chief cook and so forth. 
Keeper Hilt is on the mending hand, 
measles have disappeared. He ts not 
yet back on duty but is expected most 
any day now.
In a recent issue is mentioned
blown a gale nearly every day this j Kceper c G Dyer's cat Bobbie liv- 
menth, Sunday March 6 being the ing on Lighthouse HUI, Monhegan. 
first moderate day up to the 9th. gome of us can remember when 
Mr and Mrs. Gerald Scovill and Bobbie fell in the cistern on Matini- 
Bill Murdock were Sunday guests of cus Rock—then didn't Charles
Keeper and Mrs. Small. I scramble! Thayer Sterling has a pet
Church services began March 6 and black cat Boo A, present, Boo has 
win continue until December. Rev. a co]d ,et.s hopc it does not develop 
Mr. Cornish, pastor of the Calais into measles
Congregational Church, officiates. The lighthouse and coast guard 
Mrs. Small recently called on Miss nems are read with much interest
Lucy Kennison who is convalescing bere and every week acquaints us 
from an operation. Friends will be wjjb new names in the service along 
pleased to know she Dlans to continue tbe Majne coast, also giving oppor- 
her studies at Washington Normal tunjty to keep in touch with friends 
School, Machias the latter part of made' ,n the service. Before this in- 
this month teresting column was started we
Mr. and Mrs. Ross Lawlor plan to bardiv knew the names of our neigh- 
move to their farm near Calais as ( bors at the next station.
soon as the weather gets warmer.
Thev will sell or rent their home in 
Red Beach. The lighthouse family 
will miss these congenial neighbors.
Mrs. Fred McCurdy is much im­
proved in health and will return to _____ _
Red Beach Sunday. Walter Mingo is Baron Cooke, in fhe New York Sun.
EPITAPH FOR A SMALL DOG
(Pierrot)
Here rests a little dog 
Whose feet ran never faster
Than when they took the path 
Leading to his master.
Circumstance
March No. 1. Boosey.
Thomas—Raymond Overture. Dit­
son or Fischer.
Hayward—In a Spanish City Suite.
Fl’cher.
Weber—Abu Hassan Overture.
Ditson.
Mozart — Don Juan Overture.
Fischer.
Bellini—Norma Overture. Fischer 
or Currier,
Gounod—La Reine de Saba (Grand
March). Fischer
Luigini—Ballet Egyptien. Fischer. 
Coates—Suite—The Four Ways.
Chappell-Harms.
SUppe—Light Cavalry Overture.
Fillmore.
Havdn—Andante from Surprise
Symphony. Fischer.
De Luca—Legions of Ancient Rome.
Bamhouse
Berlioz—Marche Hongroise. Fischer. 
Sousa—The King of Franc? from
“The Three Quotations." Church. 
Bizet—Intermezzo from L'Arlesl-
enne Suite No. 2. Fischer.
Lavallee—The Bridal Rose Over­
ture (new edition). Cundv-Bettoney. 
Roberts—Urbana Overture. Fischer. 
Busch—Hymn and Processional.
Fitzsimmons.
Frazee—Land of Romance Over­
ture. Jacobs.
Losey—Overture Premier. Bam­
house.
Brockton—The Black Rose Over­
ture. Ludwig.
King—The Wanderer Overture.
King.
Coerne—Exaltation. Ditson. 
Chenette—Southern World Over­
ture. Rubank.
Ketelbey—8anctuary of the Heart.
Bo'worth.
Bamhouse—Paraphrase on "Pilot
Me.” Bamhouse.
Wagner — Tannhauser Selection.Fillmore.
Chopin—Mazurka, Op. 68. No. 3.
Birchard.
Deppen—A Japanese Sunset. Fox. 
Jensen—The Happy Wanderer.
Birchard.
De Lully—Menuet du Bourgeois
Gentilhomme. Fischer.
Losey—Forest Whispers. Fischer. 
Beethoven — German Dances.
Fischer.
Havdn—Menuet de Boeuf (Oxen
Minuet). Fischer 
Clarke—At the ®pinet. Fischer. 
Ohys—Louis XIII. Gavotte.
Fischer.
Barbett—Trailing Arbutus. Fischer.
Selective List for Orchestra
Tschaikowsky — Sixth Symphony
(Pathetique), 1st Movement. FX. 
Fischer.
Smetana—Bartered Bride Over­
ture. F. Fischer.
Wagner—Prelude and Love Death 
from Tristan and Isolde. FX. Breit- 
kopf & Hartel.
Rimsky-Korsakoff — Scheherazad. 
Firet Movement, FX. Fischer.
B’ethoven — Symphony No. 3 
(Eroici) 1st movement. F. Fischer
Weber—Eurvanthe Overture, F 
Fischer.
Beethoven—Sixth Symphony, first 
movement. FX. Fischer.
Sowerby—A Set of Four (second 
movement), FX. Birchard.
Ponchielli—Dance of the Hours. 
FH. Schirmer.
German—Henry VIII. Dances. Nos 
2 and 3. F. Schirmer.
Mendelssohn—Ruy Bias 
F. Fischer.
Rimsky-Korsakoff—Dance of the 
Clowns, f Schirmer
Verdi—Sicilian Vespers Overture. 
F. Jungnickel.
Bizet—L'Arlesienne Suite No. 1 
(Nos. 1. 3 and 4), FH. Fischer or 
Schirmer.
Ippolitov Ivanov—March of the 
Sardar. from Caucasian Sketches. F. 
Fischer or Schirmer.
Grainger—Molly on the Shore, FX. 
Schirmer.
Beethoven—Second Symphony (1st 
movement )F. Fischer.
Grieg—Peer Gynt Suite No. 1 
(Nos. 1 and 4), F. Fischer or Schir­
mer.
Delibes—Sylvia Ballet Suite Nos. 1 
and 4. F Fischer.
Mozart -G-mlnor Symphony 
movement), F. Fischer.
Haydn- Military Symphony 
movement,), F. Fischer.
Massenet — Angelus and March 
from Scenes Pittoresques, SF. Dit­
son.
Grainger—Mock Morris Dance, F. 
Schirmer.
Skilton—Two Indian Dances. FX 
Fischer.
Luigini—Ballet Egvptien Nos. 1 and 
4. FH. Schirmer or Fischer.
Tschaiko'vsky—Thomrose Waltz, F 
or SF. Silver Burdett.
Flotow—Stradella Overture, SF. 
Silver Burd-tt (ss).
Dvorak—Bagatelle, SF. Ascher.
Dvorak—Slavonic Dance, SF. Sil­
ver Burdett (ss).
Gounod—Mireille Overture, F.
Schirmer.
Schumann—Romanza from 4th 
Symphony, SF. Silver Burdett (ss).
Chopin—Nocturne, Op. 48. No. 1, 
F. Jungnickel.
Mozart—Rondo, SF. Silver Bur­
dett (ss).
Haydn—Ari’tta and Presto from 
Svmphony No. 32. SF. Schirmer 
(MS).
Cadman—F(stal March in C, SF. 
Ditson.
Schubert—Menuet and Heroic
March. SF. Schirmer (MS).
Busch—Lyric Suite Nos. 1 and 4, 
SF. Fitzsimmons.
Gluck—Gavo te in C. SF. Ditson.
Tschaikowskj — Chanson Triste, 
SF. Wood.
received ballots in 1930, 4.806.464 were 
returned, less than one-fourth the 
entire number. The former ballots 
were on postcards and we were told 
that in some communities these were 
collected and a price of ten cents 
apiece paid for them.
The partial reports now being given 
over the radio are interpreted con­
stantly in favor of the wets, and 
partial reports are often misleading.
The drys are helpless in the pres­
ence of such a huge advertising cam­
paign. heavily financed, and from 
which the Literary Digest expects re­
turns in increased subscriptions and 
renewals, and in increase in adver­
tising.
We oppose straw votes and non­
mandatory referenda instituted for 
advertising purposes.
We do not believe the result of the
pail of water she slowly poured in 
the melted tallow and left it to cool 
and form perfect smooth candles. 
These were all we had for light for 
many years and grandmother used 
one for a bed light as long as she 
lived.
CLARK ISLAND
Thomas W. Hocking is on a busi­
ness trip to New York and Philadel­
phia .
Capt. Cyrus Hilt has painted and 
varnished Supt. Hocking’s office 
while he is away, and also painted 
the compressor house in which Sey­
mour Fuller works.
Mrs. Mary Davis visited Mrs. 
Daniel Nutter last Monday after­
noon.
Mr. and Mrs. James Harrison spent 
Literary Digest poll will be indicative ! Sunday evening with Mr and Mrs 
of public opinion in the United Charles Butler.
States, or even of the views of the Mr. and Mrs. Edwin Putansu have 
readers of the Digest. Nevertheless, if moved back from Waldoboro to their 
I had received a ballot I would have home here.
marked it and let the Literary Digest____________
pay the postage. Awnings are cneaper. Let us make
The comparatively few members of your awnings now—help create em- 
the Woman's Christian Temperance ployment and save money at the 
Union who have received ballots will same time. This is a local concern 
probably not lose the opportunity to all year round service.) Rockland 
register their convictions in support Awning Co., 16 Willow street, H. E. 
of the Eighteenth Amendment— Simmons or J. M. Richardson.
Ella A. Boole in the Union Signal. 21-23
Buick’s 3500-lb. Popular Priced Sedan
This is the roomy-, five-passenger family eight at $995, with new Buick valve-in-head 
engine, Vviiird Control and modish 1932 body by Fisher that is extending Buick 
ownership into a new price field.
the water. The railroad trip to the 
other side of the island is as scenic 
as anything and even Hilda said she 
had never seen the color as intepse as 
it was that particular day. One 
stretch of sea and surf between two 
white beaches was In such streaks of 
turquoise ar.d purple that we were 
speechless.
As for Honolulu itself. I like it a 
lot. The shops are simply fascinat­
ing. Most of the magnificent things 
are beyond my pocketbook and yet 
it’s fun to go around and see how 
many pretty things one can still get 
for a little. I love some of the dishes, 
but such things are hard to pack.
I love the mixture of races. I like 
the Orientals. They are gentle peo­
ple with charming smiles. I can-; 
not feel the race prejudice that in- j 
fects most Americans.
Waikiki Beach has undeniable ( 
charm. One could really feel one, 
were in the tropics there. Gentler 
waves and gentler winds, sunsets and 
palms and mixtures of people every­
where. Black Point is just white 
people, though native fishermen still 
hunt for their prey among the reefs 
out here. However I am getting used 
to it and if ever the wind stops while 
I am here I can imagine enjoying it 
somewhat more. To be sure it is nice 
never to have to think of fires or 
shoveling snow but Black Point can­
not exactly be described as tropical.
I think Pemaquid Point on a wild dav 
would best describe It although none 
of the foreground here is half as 
beautiful. Please do not think that 
my references to Black Poiht refer 
to my trip in general.
I wouldn't have missed this experi­
ence for anything. During the warm 1 
season it must be wonderful to come 
out here and feel the cool breezes 
(for they may be breezes then), but 
so far they are gales with never a 
friendly big rock behind which to | 
find shelter or even a corner of the 
house where the wind docs not pene­
trate. As for inside It is even worse. 
Windows rattle, floors creak, v,'alls' 
shake. You can imagine that slum­
ber is romewhat spasmodic. As for 
painting, it just simply is out of 
the question and so far I have not 
worked out anv satisfactory solution 
for getting into town to do such 
work. This point is eight miles out, 
like a suburb, and buses go once every 
hour in the direction I would want 
to take, and they connect with a j 
street car and there are no buses at 1 
all between 11.15 a. m. and 1.15 p. m. j 
or after 5.30 at night and somehow or 
other that constant thought of being I 
ready to catch a bus at a certain I 
time (it also Involves a walk and] 
more or less waiting) seems rather ] 
hampering for creative work, espe­
cially as it means searching for a 
subject after one gets off the street 
car and being far from any shelter if j 
It rains. • ♦ * •
The colors of the ocean are the 
most tantalizing. The dawns and 
sunsets have been disappointing, very 
lovely ln their way—a pale gold and 
grey with pastel shades reflecting on 
the clouds, but not the vision of 
flaming glory I had transplanted in 
imagination from the east into this 
sort of setting. Also the colors on the 
hills, exceot for certain exceptional j 
days, are disappointing, for either! | 
the mist from thc clouds, or the salt I ■ 
sprav, or the sun’s glare or a com­
bination of all three give them a 
whitish tone that grays the Iceal 
color so that it is rare to get the 
clear purples and blues that we often 
see at home.
On the other hand there are visions 
of glorv such as I never dreamed of, 
moonlight on these restless foam­
decked reefs such as Dore could have 
made use of, vallevs filled with rain­
bow color so that one ridge will stand 
out in metallic green, another all in 
purple, another in the orange shades 
like a giant peacock feather. And
one moonlight night when we were 
camping, six of us. on a marvelous 
sandv beach in the sheltered side of 
the island I woke at 3 o’clock and sat 
at the opening of the tent and found 
that moonlight landscapes were not 
alwavs the greenish affairs they are 
painted. » • « •
The sky was a beautiful gray lav- 
c-der. the sea an inky but unmistak­
able blue, the sand a lovely tawny 
shade such as we think of in a lion’s 
mane and the headlands were a gor­
geous, copper brown. Over the point 
of one of them stood the Southern 
Cross. Whv it has such a charm I do 
not know, but it has. Over there the 
waves were restful, rolling up 
rhythmically to leave lovely white 
scallops on the sand. Both on Maui 
and here I fell utterly in love with 
the sheltered side of the islands 
which face west and where the colors 
are more brilliant and clear. But it 
is also hot and dry and white people 
prefer to live elsewhere.
I exDect to sail March 4 or March 
9 and stop off for a bit in Boston, but 
will be home some time in April.
From a letter to the trustees of the 
Metropolitan Museum, quoted ln the 
New York Times: "Mr. Mara said 
that ‘Washington Crossing the Dela­
ware' has always been a great paint­
ing to me, certainly much more im­
portant and even more beautiful 
than Rembrandt's 'Old Woman Cut­
ting Her Nails’.” We should prefer 
it fcr our dining room, anyway.
Loyalty
Success
QO HAND IN HAND
Buy From The Guy 
IVrto Can Buy From You
The Courier-Gazette
Such Good Food
at PENOBSCOT GOUL
Where Food Prices Are Lowest
All Home Cooking
Try our 25,35, 50cDinners
PENOBSCOT GRILL
Opposite Perry’s Market 
ROCKLAND, - MAINE_ 
Service; 5 A. M. to 7 P. M.
